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Abstract

High speed machining operations, such as milling, are widely used in many indus-

tries including the aerospace sector. Elevated manufacturing costs coupled with

ever more complex geometry components have led to the need to cut deeper and

faster than ever; the dynamics of the structures involved, however, greatly restrict

these boundaries. As speed and depth of cut are increased, self-excited vibrations,

known as chatter, can occur due to the dynamic interaction between the tool tip

and the workpiece. This has undesirable consequences such as poor surface fin-

ish, rapid tool and machine wear, and high noise levels, all of which lead to a

reduction in production rates and an increase in production costs. Efforts to re-

duce and control chatter are therefore of great importance to industrial engineers.

Selection and design of appropriate cutting tools, in an attempt to minimize the

occurrence of chatter, are well established methods in the manufacturing indus-

try; however, the choice of tool (type, diameter, length) is often restricted by the

required operation, and since the spindle is set by the machine itself, the only

other variable component in the machining structure is the tool holder. Little

research has been carried out on the dynamics of the tool holder, despite it be-

ing a much simpler structure. This thesis shows that the geometry of the tool

holder has a significant effect on the dynamics at the tool tip (source of chat-

ter). Therefore the overall focus of this work is to show how the geometry of the

tool holder may be utilised to control the speed and depth at which chatter occurs.

Structural modification theory allows for models of smaller, simpler structures to

be combined to predict the dynamics of larger, more complex structures. One
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of its main advantages is that experimental models may be combined with nu-

merical models, allowing for experimental structures to be optimised numerically.

Structural modification theory is applied to the problem of tool holder dynamics

and chatter control. Inverse structural modification is used to optimise the tool

holder geometry in terms of tool tip dynamics and, in-turn, the onset of chatter.

A prototype tuneable tool holder prototype is designed and tested for use with

this structural modification model.

In addition to the focus on machining, it will be shown that spatial incomplete-

ness is, perhaps, the largest draw-back with structural modification methods.

For structural modification to give accurate results, a full spatial model, includ-

ing rotational degrees of freedom is needed. Since direct measurement of such

information requires specialist equipment, often not available to industry, nu-

merical methods such as the finite difference technique have been developed to

synthesise rotational data from translational measurements. As with any numer-

ical method the accuracy of the finite difference technique relies on the correct

spacing, however, there is currently no method to select an optimum spacing. An

error analysis of the finite difference technique with non-exact data is carried out

for application to rotational degree of freedom synthesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High speed machining operations, such as milling, are widely used in many in-

dustries including the aerospace sector. Elevated manufacturing costs coupled

with ever more complex-geometry components have led to the need to cut deeper

and faster than ever; the dynamics of the structures involved, however, greatly

restrict these boundaries. As speed and depth of cut are increased, self-excited

vibrations, known as chatter, can occur due to the dynamic interaction between

the machining structure and the workpiece. This has undesirable consequences

such as poor surface finish, rapid tool and machine wear, and high noise levels,

all of which lead to a reduction in production rates and an increase in production

costs. Efforts to avoid chatter and reduce its effect on manufacturing processes

are therefore of great importance to both academic and industrial engineers alike.

During a milling operation a multi-flute tool is moved relative to a workpiece in

order to remove material. The tool is clamped in a tool holder, which is in turn

mounted in a rotating spindle. The spindle is usually attached, by a system of

bearings, to some housing, which forms part of the main structure of the milling

machine. The structure also consists of a machine bed, onto which the workpiece

is fixed. An example of the key components of any milling machine are shown in

Fig. 1.1.

Selection and design of appropriate cutting tools in an attempt to avoid the

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Spindle Housing

Tool Holder

Tool

Workpiece

Machine Bed

Spindle

Figure 1.1: Schematic of vertical spindle milling machine

onset of chatter are well established methods in the manufacturing industry;

however, the choice of tool (type, diameter, length) is often restricted by the

required operation, and since the spindle is fixed by the machine itself, the only

other variable component in the machining structure is the tool holder. Little

attention has been given to the dynamics of the tool holder; therefore, the aim

of this project is to study the effect of the tool holder on cutting stability, with

the aim to improve the selection/design process.

1.1 Motivation and objectives

.

. .
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1.1. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES

.

.

.

Whilst the industrial motivation formed the end goal of this research, the concept

also sparked three interesting (more fundamental) research objectives. The first is

to better understand the effect of tool holder mass (and/or geometry) on machin-

ing dynamics. As mentioned above, despite the seemingly simple application to

chatter avoidance, little research has been published on the subject. The second

objective is to develop the ability to model and optimise tool holder geometry.

Aside from the new design, the ability to choose the optimum tool holder from

the available range (without having to perform extensive testing) could have sig-

nificant benefits for the manufacturing industry in general. One method, namely

receptance coupling substructure analysis (RCSA), has already been proposed

and has the potential to perform this task; however, its experimental limitations

have hindered its advancement to the industrial sector. Therefore, another ob-

jective is to apply structural modification theory, as proposed by Mottershead

and Ram [1], to the tool holder problem, which should alleviate the limitations

of RCSA.

During the initial experimental investigations it became clear that the accuracy

of the results was severely hampered by inaccurate measurement of rotational

degrees of freedom. After reviewing the many possible measurement techniques

and comparing this with the industrial capability; the finite difference method,

first presented by Sattinger [2], was chosen as the most appropriate means of

overcoming this challenge. However, previous research has lacked any robust

discussion on the error of the method or how it may be minimised. Therefore, in

addition to the objectives described above, this thesis will also explore an error

analysis which seeks to minimise the experimental error of the finite difference

method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis.

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Outline of chapters

The chapters are written such that they (roughly) follow the development of the

research over the previous four years; however, it should be noted that not all

chapters were concluded before commencing research for the next chapter.

Chapter 2 : Literature Review

The first chapter reviews some of the published literature relevant to this project.

Initially, the chapter discusses milling dynamics and in particular the prediction

of milling stability. This leads onto the topic of chatter avoidance, where previous

(and continuing) research is presented. Then the field of dynamic substructuring

is outlined, before the application of receptance coupling substructure analysis to

machining is considered.

Chapter 3 : Background

This chapter summarises the fundamental theory required during this thesis. The

theory begins with an overview of structural dynamic modelling, before discussing

(in more detail) some of the methods used to predict chatter during a milling op-

eration. Finally the structural modification theory used throughout this thesis is

presented.

Chapter 4 : The Effect of Tool Holder Geometry

In chapter 4 the objective to better understand the effect of tool holder geom-

etry is tackled. An experimental data set is presented which details the effect

that tool holder diameter has on the tool tip frequency response function (FRF)

and thus its effect on chatter stability. The data compares the dynamics of tool

holders from two leading manufacturers. The effect of tool holder geometry is

also compared to the effect of stickout length, a parameter that has already been

successfully used to avoid chatter. This chapter is also used to describe experi-

mental methods, such as impact testing and experimental modal analysis, which

are used throughout the thesis.

5



1.2. OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS

Chapter 5 : The Effect of Tool Holder Stiffness

In the original scope for the project, the idea of a tuned mass tool holder was

proposed; however, the data presented in chapter 4 suggests the stiffness may also

play an important role in the effect of tool holder geometry. Therefore, this chap-

ter investigates the effect of stiffness on the tool tip FRF. It is concluded that the

stiffness of the holder must be included in any modelling or optimisation methods.

Chapter 6 : Structural Modification of Tool Holder Geometry

Chapter 6 applies the structural modification method of Mottershead and Ram

to the tool holder problem. Both the direct and inverse structural modification

methods are applied which allow for both modelling and optimisation of holder

geometry respectively. Two experimental investigations are carried out to deter-

mine the accuracy of the method, one on a simpler spindle rig and, another on a

more complex milling machine.

Chapter 7 :

.

.

.

Chapter 8 : Cutting Trials

Once the suitability of the prototype has been demonstrated, the results of a

stability trial are presented. The results compare the prediction of the structural

modification method with the experimental stability of the prototype. This ver-

ifies both the structural modification method and the ability of the prototype to

tune the dynamics of an industry standard milling machine.

Chapter 9 : Rotational Degree of Freedom Synthesis

As touched upon above, one of the biggest drawbacks of dynamic substructuring

is the need for experimental rotational degree of freedom information. This chap-

ter looks at the application of the finite difference method for rotational degree

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of freedom synthesis to beam and beam-like structures. The technique is limited

by the user’s choice of measurement spacing. Therefore this chapter introduces

a new optimised finite difference method for use with non exact data.

Chapter 10 : Conclusions

Conclusions from the work are drawn and future work proposed.

7



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The thesis begins with a brief review of the relevant literature, focusing on the

prediction and avoidance of chatter vibrations in milling operations, dynamic sub-

structuring, and the application of the receptance coupling substructure analysis

(RCSA) method to machining dynamics.

2.1 Chatter prediction

Tlusty and Polacek [3] and Tobias and Fiswick [4] are today considered pioneers

in the field of machining dynamics. They were the first to develop simple one

degree-of-freedom stability models of the orthogonal cutting process; and in do-

ing so, paved the way for many other researchers to develop our understanding

of the prediction and avoidance of unstable chatter vibrations. Since these early

works, several methods to predict the onset of chatter in the more complex milling

operation have been proposed. This section will discuss some of the more promi-

nent methods; however, a full and detailed review can be found in either [5] or [6].

Tlusty was the first to extend his one degree-of-freedom model to the case of

milling dynamics [7], applying his original stability model to a simplified milling

problem. His method allowed the user to predict the stability threshold in the

spindle speed verses depth of cut plane, a diagram that has come to be known

as the stability lobe diagram (SLD) due to the stable peaks or lobes that occur.

8



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Later, Sridhar [8] argued that the dynamics of the milling process are coupled in

the feed and normal direction and, therefore, must be modelled in at least two

degrees-of-freedom. However, no analytical solution was presented to the prob-

lem, instead relying on a numerical method. Tlusty’s method has since been up-

dated to include these two degrees-of-freedom [9, 10, 11]. Minis and Yanushevsky

[12] also derived an analytical solution to the two degree-of-freedom system by

applying Floquet theory to the governing delayed differential equation. Altintas

and Budak [13] presented an approximate solution to the system by considering

the first term in the Fourier series of the time dependent forces. This method,

known as the zeroth order Fourier approach, has become the most widely cited

and applied method in milling dynamics and has since been updated to consider

multiple harmonics of the periodic cutting forces [14, 15].

Other noteworthy methods for the determination of the stability lobe diagram

for a milling operation include the full [16] and semi [17, 18, 19] discretisation

methods proposed by Insperger. These numerical time domain methods have

the advantage of including several different types of bifurcation (loss of stabil-

ity) in their analyses; however, the additional accuracy is compromised by long

computational times.

2.2 Chatter avoidance

Due to the undesirable consequences of chatter, chatter avoidance is a necessary

practice for all manufacturers. Furthermore, traditional milling machines are

constantly improving giving the user the ability to cut faster than ever; however,

this also results in the consequences of chatter becoming even more detrimental.

Therefore the ability to avoid chatter becomes ever more important.

The simplest, and most often employed, chatter avoidance method is to predict

the stability boundary, using the methods discussed in section 2.1, and make use

of the lobeing effect by selecting stable cutting parameters in one of the stable

peaks. However, this can severely limit the production rate as the full potential

9



2.2. CHATTER AVOIDANCE

(maximum spindle speed) of the machine is not recognised. Moreover, it is often

the case that certain spindle speeds are required to minimise tool wear, and there

is no guarantee that these speeds will align with the stable peaks. Therefore,

particularly at high speeds (where the lobeing effect becomes more prominent),

the ability to reassign or shift the stability lobes becomes particularly beneficial.

Many chatter avoidance methods have been proposed and they fall into two cat-

egories, namely passive and active methods. Passive methods include those that

seek to modify or optimise the machine structure before cutting commences,

whilst active methods involve some form of on-line chatter detection and/or cor-

rection. This thesis concentrates on passive methods; however, a good review of

the active methods can be found in [5, 6].

Wang and Lee [20] were the first to propose passive modification for chatter avoid-

ance in 1996. The authors performed a sensitivity analysis on data captured from

a milling machine, which included the tool, tool holder, and spindle. They found

that the spindle was the most flexible component of the three, and redesigned the

structure to increase the stability at the tool tip. Whilst this was an important

project, the spindle design is chosen by the machine manufacturer and little mod-

ification can be applied once the spindle is in place. Marui et al. [21] increased

the damping capacity of a machine tool rig by inserting friction plates into the

length of the tool. The results showed that additional friction could have a signif-

icant effect on the modes of the structure; although, the work was not advanced

on to a milling machine. Semercigil and Chen [22] suggested a passive vibration

absorber to limit the effect of vibrations during milling operations. Kim et al.

[23] devised a mechanical damper to fix inside the tool, which increased friction

and again reduced the amplitude of the vibrations. Sims [24] investigated the use

of a vibration absorber attached to the workpiece and proposed a new method

to tune its stiffness and damping. Most similar to the proposal of this project,

Anderson et al. [25] suggested that the natural frequency of tool modes could be

altered by attaching an additional stepped mass at the base of the tool; whilst the

results on a tool rig were promising, they have not (in the published literature)
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been repeated on a full machine structure. One area which has received consid-

erable attention is that of non-uniform geometry milling tools [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]

. When the pitch or helix angle of a milling tool is varied between the teeth, the

dynamic process of regenerative chatter is disturbed. Therefore, by optimising

the pitch and helix angles of a tool for a given milling operation, the chatter free

zones of the stability lobe diagram can be controlled.

One research group’s work is of particular importance to this project, Ertürk et al

[31, 32] present the effect of many parameters on the tool tip frequency response

function (FRF), including bearing stiffness and damping, and the contact that

occurs between the tool and tool holder. Perhaps more importantly in this case,

the authors also consider the effect that spindle, tool holder, and tool geometry

have on the tool-tip FRF. Since tool geometry has previously been used to opti-

mise the stability of a milling process [33], it is important to understand its effect

on the tool tip dynamics.

Firstly, the paper [31] looks at the addition of the holder-tool structure to the

spindle. Ertürk et al. report that their spindle (tested in free-free boundary con-

ditions), has two rigid body modes at low frequencies and one elastic (bending)

mode at a higher frequency. The addition of the holder-tool structure results in

two additional elastic modes at higher frequencies; hence, they refer to the lowest

frequency elastic mode as the spindle mode.

Ertürk et al. then go on to look at the effect of spindle geometry on the FRF.

The paper splits the spindle into sections, and shows an increase in diameter or

a decrease in length of any of these sections will result in an increase in the nat-

ural frequency of the spindle mode. This is true with or without the holder-tool

structure in place; however, with it included an increase in natural frequency was

also seen in the second and third elastic modes.

The group have also looked at the effect of tool and tool holder geometry on the

stability of a milling operation; however, for these results to be fully understood it
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is beneficial to first discuss the geometry of tools and tool holders in more detail.

Therefore, their results are discussed, and then compared to a new experimental

data set, in section 4.3.

A new chatter avoidance method will be developed in this thesis by applying

structural modification [1] to milling dynamics; hence, a short review of of the

relevant literature in this field follows.

2.3 Dynamic substructuring

Throughout this thesis the term dynamic substructuring (DS) is used as a blan-

ket term to include all methods in this field. To begin this section, the aims

and outcomes of DS are discussed in general, before a simple categorisation of

such methods is given. Then, some of the practical difficulties inherent in such

methods are discussed. Following this, the focus shifts to receptance coupling

substructure analysis (RCSA), an application of DS to machining.

Accurately capturing the dynamics of a modern engineering structure is difficult;

numerical models are limited by unknown geometries, complex boundary condi-

tions, and nonlinearities, whilst experimental models are plagued by measurement

errors and poor signal quality. Any attempt to simplify the modelling process

is, therefore, of great academic interest. Dynamic substructuring is a method by

which different components of a structure can be modelled individually and later

combined to form a global model. This allows for the separate components, and

their individual difficulties, to be modelled using the most appropriate method

(analytical, numerical, or experimental analysis); thus, alleviating some of the

problems associated with dynamic modelling.

Moreover, DS is also a powerful tool in vibration control [34]. When combining

two or more substructures, both of their resonant and anti-resonant frequencies

effect the global dynamics. It is therefore logical that, if the geometry and/or

material of one or more of these (preferably numerical) models are optimised,
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vibration of the global structure may be minimised.

Dynamic substructuring [35], subcomponent modelling [36], structural modifica-

tion [1], and component coupling [37], are all terms that have been used to refer to

the method of determining the dynamic properties (output model) of a complex

structure by combining the dynamic properties (input models) of two or more

substructures. Although many other methods exist, a review of some of the most

popular frequency domain methods is given below.

2.3.1 Categorisation

Consider the following linear models of two dynamic systems A and B with l

and m degrees of freedom (DOF) respectively, which are to be combined at p

locations to form the system C. Assuming harmonic forcing f = Feiωt, we have

YA = [HA]l×lFA YB = [HB]m×mFB YC = [HC ]n×nFC (2.1)

where Y is the harmonic displacement vector, F is the harmonic force vector, H

is the frequency response function matrix containing receptances hij describing

the displacement at DOF i due to forcing at DOF j, and n = l+m−p. In an at-

tempt to solve the above problem many different, yet inherently similar, methods

have been devised. In order to explain some of the differences in their aims and

outcomes the categorisation summarised in Fig. 2.1 can be used. Whilst these

labels used here are not original, they will help to highlight the advantages of

the structural modification method in this thesis over similar methods that have

already been applied to machining dynamics.

1. Direct or inverse problem?

The first example of DS is found in Duncan’s article [38] in the Philosophical Mag-

azine, which discusses determining the dynamics of a coupled structure from the

known receptances of its subcomponents. This formed the basis of the direct sub-

component modelling problem, where the combined dynamics of C are predicted
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from the models A and B [39]. The most common method is the so called dynamic

stiffness, or impedance coupling method whereby compatibility (YC=YA+YB)

and equilibrium (FC=FA+FB) conditions are applied at the connecting degrees

of freedom to combine the dynamic stiffness matrices (H−1
C = H−1

A +H−1
B ). Exten-

sions to this theory have been made, most notably by Jetmundsen et al. [40], who

noted that matrix partitions could improve the accuracy and computational effi-

ciency by reducing the number and size of the necessary matrix inversions. Such

methods have been generalised by Gordis et al. [41, 42] and Ren and Beards [43].

The inverse DS problem, however, involves seeking particular properties of the

subcomponent models that will assign certain dynamic properties to the com-

bined model, usually in the form of particular eigenvalues and/or eigenfunctions.

Weissenburger [44] first considered the inverse problem for undamped systems by

assigning a natural frequency of C based on the mass and stiffness of one of its

subcomponents (A or B). This was extended to the case of damped systems by

Pomazal and Snyder [45] and Hallquist and Snyder [46]. O’Callahan and Caou

[47] then furthered the research by applying the method to continuous beam-like

structures. More recently, Mottershead and Ram [1] presented a solution to the

inverse problem that, for simple structures, does not require the inversion of ma-

trices. This is achieved by formulating the solution HC in terms of a specific

numerator and denominator; then, by setting these terms to zero the user can

reassign an antiresonance and/or resonance, respectively.

2. Structural modification or structural coupling?

Although both structural modification and structural coupling follow the same

theory, they differ slightly in their input models. Structural modification refers

to the coupling of a base model A and a certain modification B, in this case

l = n ≥ m. In other words, no additional DOFs occur in the coupling process.

Structural coupling, however, is the process of modelling a complex engineering

structure as the assembly of a set of simpler subcomponents, and this results in

additional DOFs occurring during in coupling process, i.e. l > m, n.
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Dynamic
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Structural
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Direct
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Direct
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Inverse
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Figure 2.1: Dynamic Substructuring block diagram

Most solutions to the inverse problem fall into the first category as the simpler

formulation allows for more direct manipulations of the linear system of equations;

however, Kyprianou et al. [48] present an extension to the work of Mottershead

and Ram that includes the addition of a single DOF. When solving the direct

problem it is much simpler to account for additional degrees of freedom. Özgüven

[49] presents a modern review of the dynamic stiffness method with extensions

to both structural modification and structural coupling. Ferreira and Ewins [50]

also present a general formula for coupling linear subcomponents with non-linear

joint parameters using receptances.

2.3.2 Limitations of dynamic substructuring

The advantages of DS methods are many, yet it is important to also discuss their

many limitations, and note that they should always be used with caution [51].

The above section concentrates on combining frequency domain models in FRF

matrix format; however, the coupling procedure may also be carried out in the

modal domain. Such methods have one main advantage over frequency domain

methods, in that they require less input data (only one row or column of [H]).

The amount of analysis required, however, is greater for modal methods, partic-

ularly when using experimental data [51]. Hence, this work focuses on frequency

domain methods (combining matrices of the form [H]), because of their simplicity

to implement, and because the format of their output matches the requirements
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of the industrial application.

Receptance matrices (H) may be constructed from several different sources, falling

into three categories: experimental, numerical, and analytical. Each of these con-

structions has its own advantages and disadvantages in general practice, and some

of these limit the usefulness and/or accuracy of DS.

DS methods inevitably involve matrix inversion, and some require the input mod-

els to be of dynamic stiffness format (B = H−1
B ), thus the problem can easily be-

come ill-conditioned. Numerical models often need many closely spaced degrees-

of-freedom for convergence; unfortunately, matrices with similar elements have

high conditioning numbers as their rows and columns are almost linearly depen-

dent [52]. Hence, the use of large finite element models with close nodes will

give rise to large numerical errors in the output model. Unlike numerical mod-

els, where the dynamic stiffness can be found directly, experimental models are

usually found in FRF format. Any small perturbation in the input such as signal

noise, location error, or poor curve-fitting/smoothing, will become unstable dur-

ing inversion and efforts must be taken to reduce any error in the experimental

data. Such ill-conditioning problems will lead to spurious peaks appearing in the

computed model, which may be difficult to differentiate from the new natural

frequencies, several methods have been proposed to improve the quality of exper-

imental models in subcomponent modelling [53, 54, 55].

Another problem that can occur in matrix inversion is rank deficiency, where no

inverse exists [52]. When constructing a dynamic stiffness matrix from elemental

matrices (B = K − ω2M), it is essential the number of modes included in the

model is greater or equal to that of the number of DOFs. It is also important

to consider the out-of-range modes when deciding on the number of modes to in-

clude. When using numerical or analytical models, it is usually possible to include

modes at much higher frequencies than is actually necessary; therefore, making

sure that their effect on the global dynamics is not missed. In experimental mod-

elling it is not always possible to measure higher frequency modes accurately, in
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which case residual compensation must be made. Duarte has studied this prob-

lem for both modal and frequency domain substructuring methods [37, 56, 57, 58].

Another, perhaps more important, issue with dynamic substructuring arises when

flexural behaviour is important in a model, particularly with beam-like structures.

In which case, rotational degrees-of-freedom must be included in the model.

2.3.3 Spatial incompleteness

Standard methods to measure the dynamics of a structure usually include an

excitation mechanism (impulse hammer or shaker) and a transduction system

(piezoelectric accelerometer or Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV)) as well as some

acquisition hardware. However, such experimental setups are only capable of

measuring 25% of the full spatial model required for certain applications. The

traditional methods determine the translational receptance H which is the ratio

of the resultant displacement (Y) due to some excitation force (F) as seen in 2.1.

However, this does not account for the rotational behaviour of the structure. In

fact, there are three further receptance FRFs which must also be determined for

spatial completeness.

N =
Θ

F
L =

Y

Q
P =

Θ

Q
(2.2)

where Θ is the rotation of the structure and Q is a linear moment. There have

been many methods proposed to measure or approximate these results, some of

the most common are summarised below.

Rotational transducers (most commonly accelerometers) have been available for

some time now, and have been successfully used to accurately measure the rota-

tion of a structure in several research papers [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The devices

are used similarly to that of a traditional accelerometer; however, the angular

component of the acceleration is measured instead. Whilst the simplicity of this

approach is a clear advantage, it suffers several drawbacks including cost and the

inability to measure L and P receptances.
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Similar to the idea of the rotational transducers the laser Doppler velocimetry

(LDV) technique can be used as a non-contact method to measure the rotation of

a structure [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. The advantage of non-contact methods

being that no additional mass is added to the structure; therefore, the interaction

of the measurement system does not affect the dynamics of the structure. LDV

methods suffer the same drawbacks as rotational transducers, in that they are

only capable of measuring rotation and cannot apply a moment. The systems

can also easily become costly. The specific disadvantage to this project is the

difficulty in positioning (and keeping) the laser on the very thin flute of the tool

tip as the tool is impacted.

The more practically unachievable problem of applying a pure moment has also

received a lot of attention. These methods attach a fixture (most commonly a T

shaped block) to the structure, then by applying translational force the fixture, it

is possible to apply both force and moment to the structure. Once the combined

dynamics have been measured, the contribution of the T-block must be removed

in order to identify the true dynamics of the structure. These methods are often

plagued by ill-conditioning problems [73] and it can also be difficult to apply

a moment in a single direction [74]. Such methods have not been applied to a

milling machine for practical reasons. Attaching such a fixture to the thin flute

of a tool would be difficult, moreover, it is likely to cause some damage rendering

the tool unusable.

The most appropriate method for determining the rotational degrees of freedom

in this project is the finite difference method, whereby the rotational information

is synthesised from traditional measurements. Only the most basic equipment

(hammer and accelerometer) is necessary and tests can be performed without

damaging the tool. The method, including its advantages and disadvantages are

discussed in more detail in chapter 9.
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2.4 Receptance coupling substructure analysis

Throughout this thesis, the method first proposed by Schmitz el at. [75, 76, 77, 78]

will be referred to as the receptance coupling substructure analysis (RCSA). In

terms of the above categorisation, RCSA falls into the group of direct structural

coupling methods and allows the user to predict, from a single measurement set,

the tool-tip FRF of the spindle with various tool holders and tools. This involves

experimentally modelling the dynamics of the complex spindle structure (HA),

and combining this with a finite element model of a tool and tool holder (HB).

However the coupling methodology relies heavily on the accurate modelling or cal-

culation of the interface properties between the tool and holder, and holder and

machine - something which has proved difficult in practice. Several methodologies

have been presented for the calculation of these stiffness and damping values, and

most involve a multi-point connection with location dependent dynamic values

[79, 80], which require a high level of expertise in dynamic modelling. Because

of such issues the method has not found its place in industry; however, a lot of

further research has been carried out based on the method.

Park et al. [33] included rotational degrees-of-freedom in the model, whilst Ki-

vanc and Budak [81] improved on the finite element model of the tool by including

a two-segment beam with different area moments of inertia for the fluted and un-

fulted section of the tool. Duncan and Schmitz [82] improved upon the RCSA

method to include holders of varying geometries. One important advancement in

the method, was the so-called inverse RCSA method [83], where the holder-spindle

structure is tested experimentally, and then an FE model of the tool-holder is un-

coupled leaving an experimental model of the spindle only. However, this method

also includes two complex non-linear connections making practical applications

very difficult.

Using RCSA and an analytical model of a free-free Timishenko beam, Ertürk et al.

[84] proposed a method to improve upon the efficiency of an FE model. Similarly

to the FE method, models for the tool, tool holder, and spindle are constructed
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by coupling the dynamics of individual components (uniform Timishenko beams)

calculated from the analytical model. The bearing dynamics are included using

the structural modification technique presented by Özgüven [49]. Then the three

component receptance coupling method is used to couple the three individual

models. This was later improved upon to include rotational speed [85]. However,

the problem of modelling the interface dynamics still exists.

As discussed in chapter 1, this project has (among others) two main objectives.

Firstly, to develop a structural modification method similar to that of RCSA

which allows for the optimum tool holder to be selected from a single set of

measurements. Secondly, this model will be used with a tubeable tool holder

to optimise the dynamics of the machine. Unlike the RCSA method, the work

presented in this thesis falls into the structural modification category. The main

advantage of this will be to remove the requirement of any knowledge of the

interface dynamics. Moreover, both direct and inverse methods will be developed,

allowing for simpler and more efficient optimisation of tool holder geometry.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter a review of some of the relevant literature has been presented.

Several of the most common models for predicting the onset of chatter were

explored, as well as several methods used to avoid such occurrences. Dynamic

substructuring was categorised into several groups to include both direct and

inverse, as well as coupling and modification methods. The limitations of such

methods were also discussed, most notably the issue of spatial incompleteness.

Finally, RCSA, an application of a direct structural coupling method to machining

dynamics, was discussed, and the advantages of the new chatter avoidance method

presented in this thesis highlighted.
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Chapter 3

Background

In the previous chapter the relevant literature was reviewed. Now the focus

shifts to the fundamental theory that underpins such research, focusing on the

particular aspects important to this project. Therefore, this chapter presents an

outline on structural dynamics, machining dynamics, and structural modification.

3.1 Structural dynamics

Consider the well known time domain model for a structure with n degrees-of-

freedom (DOFs):

[M]n×n{ÿ(t)}n×1 + [C]n×n{ẏ(t)}n×1 + [K]n×n{y(t)}n×1 = {f(t)}n×1 (3.1)

where M, C, and K are the n× n square mass, damping, and stiffness matrices,

ÿ(t), ẏ(t), and y(t) are the n×1 vectors of accelerations, velocities, and displace-

ments at time t, and f(t) is an n× 1 vector of input forces at time t. Although

many damping models exist [51], this project will consider only the most com-

mon viscous damping model and, in particular, the proportional viscous damping

model, whereby the damping matrix may be written as a linear combination of

the mass and stiffness matrices:

C = αM + βK (3.2)
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The dynamics of a structure may also be modelled in the frequency, and modal

domains, and conversion between the three model types will play a vital role in

this thesis. A frequency domain model can be found by applying the Fourier

transform [86] to the time domain model in Eq. (3.1). Defining the Fourier

transform of the vectors y(t) and f(t) as follows

Y (jω) =

∫ ∞
−∞
y(t)e−jωtdt F (jω) =

∫ ∞
−∞
f(t)e−jωtdt (3.3)

noting that each degree-of-freedom has its own transform, then it can be found

that (
− ω2M + jωC + K

)
Y (jω) = F (jω) (3.4)

the term in brackets is known as the dynamic stiffness and relates the input force

to the output displacement in the frequency domain. Another more common

result is the frequency response function (FRF) or receptance given by:

H(jω) =
Y (jω)

F (jω)
= [−ω2M + jωC + K]−1 (3.5)

Here, each element of the n× n FRF matrix H(jω) contains a frequency depen-

dent relationship between each of the DOFs in the model.

The time domain model can also be converted into a modal domain model via a

method known as modal analysis. A full description of analytical modal analysis

is not necessary for this thesis; instead, a brief outline is sufficient. Analytical

modal analysis is the process of solving the eigenvalue problem that arises from

the unforced equation of motion given in Eq. (3.1). The solution set includes

the eigenfunctions or mode shapes φr and eigenvalues λr = ω2
r (where ωr are

the natural frequencies). Since the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are in-

herently coupled (i.e. the degrees-of-freedom are connected) analytical solutions

only exist for the most simple of structures. Instead the system must be uncou-

pled by pre- and post-multiplying by the mode shapes matrix, which relies on the

orthogonality properties of the model. The result is a set of uncoupled equations

which can be solved in the same manner as any single degree-of-freedom sys-
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tem. Experimental modal analysis is also a vital technique used to determine the

dynamic properties of real structures, and this will be discussed later in chapter 4.

Using a similar method it is also possible to find a simple analytical relationship

between the frequency and modal domain models. Let [Φ]n×n = [φ1,φ2, ...,φn]

be a matrix of n orthonormal (or mass normalised) normal mode shapes φr, then

we have that:

[Φ]T [M][Φ] = I

[Φ]T [C][Φ] = diag
(
2ζrωr

)
Φ]T [K][Φ] = diag

(
ω2
r

)
(3.6)

where I is the n × n identity matrix, ζr is the well known dimensionless viscous

damping ratio for the rth mode, ωr is the natural frequency of the rth mode,

diag
(
2ζrωr

)
is a matrix with diagonal elements 2ζrωr, and diag

(
ω2
r

)
is a matrix

with diagonal elements ω2
r . Therefore it can be seen that:

[
Φ
]T [

H(jω)
]−1[

Φ
]

=
[
Φ
]T [− ω2M + jωC + K

][
Φ
]

=
[
− ω2I + jω[2ζrωr] + [ω2

r ]
]

(3.7)

therefore [
H(jω)

]
=
[
Φ
][
− ω2I + jω[2ζrωr] + [ω2

r ]
]−1[

Φ
]T

(3.8)

then each individual element of the FRF matrix is given by

Hik(jω) =
n∑
r=1

φr(xi)φr(xk)

−ω2 + 2jζrωrω + ω2
r

(3.9)

where xi refers to the input location and xj refers to the output location.

3.2 Machining dynamics

Chatter is a form of self-excited vibration that can occur during cutting opera-

tions, and the field of machining dynamics tends to concentrate on the prediction
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and prevention of such vibrations. In the case of milling, as each tooth on the

cutter hits the workpiece a relative vibration between the two structures can oc-

cur, resulting in a wave being imprinted onto the surface of the workpiece. As

the following tooth passes, this wavy surface is removed and replaced by an-

other. If these waves are out of phase, the instantaneous thickness of the chip

being removed will grow exponentially, causing an unstable excitation of the tool.

Therefore, the stability of a milling system is governed by the instantaneous chip

thickness h.

This thesis will make use of two methods to determine the stability of a milling

operation, namely the average tooth angle and zeroth order Fourier series tech-

niques, both of which are discussed below. These methods are both closed form

frequency domain solutions to the equation of motion; thus, they require consid-

erably less time and computing power than other numerical methods. Another

advantage of their closed form solutions, is the ability to combine their results

with structural modification theory analytically. The average tooth angle ap-

proach is perhaps the mathematically simplest of all such methods and will be

used in the development of the structural modification method. Whilst the zeroth

order Fourier series approach is most commonly applied in the reviewed literature

and industrial software.

3.2.1 Average tooth angle approach

A full description of the mechanics of a cutting tool is not required for this thesis;

however, the original derivation can by found in Tlusty’s textbook [7]. As with

any linear structure, the vibrations of a cutting tool can be determined from the

models discussed in section 3.1 and are usually represented in the Cartesian coor-

dinate system (X,Y) (the tool is assumed to be rigid in the Z or axial direction).

However, the instantaneous chip thickness is measured along the instantaneous

surface normal to the cutting tool. Therefore, Tlusty began his stability analysis

[9] by projecting the x and y displacements of the tool onto the surface normal
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n such that:

n = x sinϕ− y cosϕ (3.10)

Phase
Shift

ᵠ

fsin(φ)+n(t-τ)      t

n(t)

X

Y

Figure 3.1: Geometry of instantaneous chip thickness calculation for milling

Here, ϕ is the instantaneous angle of the cutting tool as shown in Fig. 3.1. Then,

the chip thickness is given by

h(t) = ft sinϕ+ n(t− τ)− n(t) (3.11)

= ft sinϕ+ sinϕ(x(t− τ)− x(t)) + cosϕ(y(t− τ)− y(t)) (3.12)

where ft is the feed per tooth, τ is the time delay between successive teeth,

n(t− τ), x(t− τ), y(t− τ) are the relative displacement from the previous tooth

pass in the surface normal, X, and Y directions respectively, and n(t), x(t), y(t)

are the relative displacement from the current tooth pass in the surface normal,

X, and Y direction respectively. One of the obstacles in determining the stability

of this system is the inherent time dependence of the force. Tlusty solved this by
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assuming an average tool angle ϕavg, therefore Eq. (3.12) may be rewritten:

h(t) = ft sinϕavg + sinϕavg(x(t− τ)− x(t)) + cosϕavg(y(t− τ)− y(t)) (3.13)

= h0 + sinϕavg(x(t− τ)− x(t)) + cosϕavg(y(t− τ)− y(t)) (3.14)

The cutting forces which act upon the tool are then approximated as the product

of the chip area A and an empirical coefficient Ks, which is dependent on the

specific workpiece material [87], tool geometry [88], and to lesser extent spindle

speed [89, 90]. Therefore the cutting force is given by

F = KsA = Ksbh (3.15)

where b is the axial depth of cut. The cutting force can then be resolved into its

normal (Fn) and tangential (Ft) components such that:

Fn = cos(β)Ksbh(t) and Ft = sin(β)Ksbh(t) (3.16)

where β is the angle of the cutting force F relative to the cut as seen in Fig. 3.2.

ᵠ

Fn

F

Ft

β

Figure 3.2: Cutting force geometry for milling operations
.
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These forces can then be projected into the X and Y direction to give that:

FX = Ft cos(ϕavg) + Fn sin(ϕavg) and FY = Ft sin(ϕavg)− Fn cos(ϕavg) (3.17)

Then combining Eq. 3.15 with Eq. 3.17 gives:{
FX

FY

}
= Ksbh

[
sin(β) cos(β)

− cos(β) sin(β)

]{
cos(ϕavg)

sin(ϕavg)

}
(3.18)

The time dependent forces are then transformed into the Laplace domain using

the well known Laplace transform [86]:{
FX(s)

FY(s)

}
= Ksbh(s)

[
sin(β) cos(β)

− cos(β) sin(β)

]{
cos(ϕavg)

sin(ϕavg)

}
(3.19)

The time domain model that relates the displacements x and y with the forces

FX and FY respectively (i.e. Eq. 3.1) can also be transformed into the Laplace

domain, resulting in:{
x(s)

y(s)

}
=

[
HX(s) 0

0 HY(s)

]{
FX(s)

FY(s)

}
(3.20)

Combining Eq. 3.19 with Eq. 3.20 gives that:{
x(s)

y(s)

}
= Ksbh(s)

[
sin(β) cos(β)

− cos(β) sin(β)

]{
cos(ϕavg)

sin(ϕavg)

}[
HX(s) 0

0 HY(s)

]
(3.21)

= Ksbh(s)

[
µ̃XHX(s) 0

0 µ̃YHY(s)

]
(3.22)

Now, the equation for the dynamic chip thickness (Eq. 3.14) is also transformed

into the Laplace domain:

h(s) = h0 + sin(ϕavg)(e
−sτ − 1)x(s) + cos(ϕavg)(e

−sτ − 1)y(s) (3.23)
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Substituting Eq. 3.22 into Eq. 3.23 results in:

h(s) = h0 + (e−sτ − 1)Ksbh(s)(sin(ϕavg)µ̃XHX(s) + cos(ϕavg)µ̃YHY(s)) (3.24)

= h0 + (e−sτ − 1)Ksbh(s)(µXHX(s) + µYHY(s)) (3.25)

= h0 + (e−sτ − 1)Ksbh(s)(Hor(s)) (3.26)

where Hor(s) is commonly referred to as the oriented transfer function. Then

rearranging to find the transfer function between the dynamic chip thickness and

static chip thickness:

h(s)

h0

=
1

1 + (1− e−sτ )KsbHor(s)
(3.27)

which has characteristic equation

1 + (1− e−sτ )KsbHor(s) (3.28)

Tlusty then determined the stability of the characteristic equation by setting the

root equal to s = σ + jωc. When the real part is positive (s > 0) the system

is unstable, whilst when the real part is negative the system is stable. Finally,

when the real part is zero (s = jωc) the system is critically stable. Therefore

to determine the stability threshold of the milling system, Tlusty considered the

critically stable characteristic equation:

1 + (1− e−jωcτ )KsblimHor(jωc) (3.29)

where blim is the critical or limiting axial depth of cut. The stability threshold in

the spindle speed vs. axial depth of cut plane can be found by setting both the
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real and imaginary parts of the characteristic equation to zero:

blim =
−1

2KsRe[Hor(jωc)]
(3.30)

Ω =
60fc

(L+ ε
2π

)

with

ε = 2π − 2 tan−1

(
Re[Hor(jωc)]

Im[Hor(jωc)]

)
(3.31)

where fc is the chatter frequency (ωc) in Hz and L = 0, 1, 2, ... is the stability

lobe number.

The stability analysis presented above assumes that only one tooth on the tool is

engaged in the cut at any given time, which is not always true depending on the

radial depth of cut and tool geometry. Therefore, Tlusty extended his stability

analysis to consider forces from the average number of teeth in the cut at any

one time (N∗t ), where

N∗t =
Nt(ϕe − ϕs)

2π
(3.32)

and ϕe and ϕs are the exit and entry angles of the tool in radians. Performing

the same stability analysis as above, now with the average forces, results in:

blim =
−1

2KsRe[Hor(jωc)]N∗t
(3.33)

Ω =
60fc

Nt(L+ ε
2π

)

with

ε = 2π − 2 tan−1

(
Re[Hor(jωc)]

Im[Hor(jωc)]

)
(3.34)

In the relevant literature it is common the see the oriented transfer function/frequency

response function (Hor(jωc)) denoted as FRFor(jωc) and this notation will be

adopted throughout the rest of this thesis.
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3.2.2 Fourier series approach

Altintas and Budak [91] also developed a frequency domain technique for stability

lobe determination, using a different method to remove the time dependence of

the dynamic system. The initial difference in their approach is that the positive

X direction is now taken to be in the feed direction. This results in the projection

of the x and y displacements to be:

n = −x sinϕ− y cosϕ (3.35)

Then, similarly to above the instantaneous chip thickness is given by

h(ϕj) =
(
ft sinϕj + nj−1 − nj

)
g(ϕj) (3.36)

where the subscript j refers to the current tooth and j− 1 to the previous tooth,

and

g(ϕ) =

1, if ϕs ≤ ϕj ≤ ϕe.

0, if ϕj < ϕs, ϕj > ϕe.
(3.37)

Although the notation used by Altintas and Budak differs slightly from the Tlusty

method, this is essentially the same equation as Eq. (3.12). The time dependence

of the system comes from Eq. (3.35) where ϕ = 2πΩt/60. The static component

of Eq. (3.36) can be neglected as it does not contribute to the dynamic chip

thickness regeneration, then substituting Eq. (3.35) into Eq. (3.36 results in:

h(ϕj) =
(
∆x sinϕj + ∆y cosϕj

)
g(ϕj) (3.38)

where ∆x = xj − xj−1 and ∆y = yj − yj−1, and the subscripts j and j − 1 refer

to the current and previous tool respectively. Similarly to the previous method,

the force components in the tangential and radial directions are given by

Ft(ϕj) = Ktbh(ϕj) Fn(ϕj) = KnFt = KnKtbh(ϕj) (3.39)

These forces are then projected onto the Cartesian coordinate system of the tool,
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such that

FX(ϕj) =− Ft cosϕj − Fn sinϕj

FY(ϕj) =Ft sinϕj − Fn cosϕj (3.40)

the contributions from all teeth are then summed to account for potentially mul-

tiple teeth in the cut at any one time

FX =
Nt∑
j=1

FX(ϕj) FY =
Nt∑
j=1

FY(ϕj) (3.41)

These individual force expressions are combined and arranged (with the help of

some well known trigonometric identities) into the following matrix format(
FX

FX

)
=

1

2
bKt

[
αXX(t) αXY(t)

αYX(t) αYY(t)

](
∆x

∆y

)
=

1

2
bKt[A(t)](∆) (3.42)

where αXX(t), αXY(t), αYX(t), and αYY(t) are known as the time varying dynamic

force coefficients. To determine the stability of the system the time dependence

of these coefficients must be removed, Altintas and Budak achieved this by ap-

proximating the matrix A(t) with its zeroth order Fourier series expansion giving

[A0] =
Nt

2π

[
αXX αXY

αYX αYY

]
(3.43)

where

αXX =
1

2

(
cos 2ϕ− 2Knϕ+Kn sin 2ϕ

)∣∣∣∣ϕe
ϕs

αXY =
1

2

(
− sin 2ϕ− 2ϕ+Kn cos 2ϕ

)∣∣∣∣ϕe
ϕs

αYX =
1

2

(
− sin 2ϕ+ 2ϕ+Kn cos 2ϕ

)∣∣∣∣ϕe
ϕs

αYY =
1

2

(
− cos 2ϕ− 2Knϕ−Kn sinϕ

)∣∣∣∣ϕe
ϕs

(3.44)
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are now time independent.

This system is then transformed into the Laplace domain by taking the Laplace

transform and substituting for the tool transfer function matrix [H(s)], resulting

in

{F (s)} =
1

2
bKt{[A0](1− e−jsτ )[H(s)]}{F (s)} (3.45)

where τ (as above) is the delay between two consecutive teeth. The stability

problem is now reduced to a simple eigenvalue problem. If the root of the char-

acteristic equation is given by s = σ + jωc. Then, if the real part of the root is

positive (σ > 0), the chatter vibration will grow indefinitely and the system will

be unstable; whilst if the real part is negative (σ < 0), the vibration will subside

over time and the system will be stable. When the real part of the root is zero

(s = jωc), the system is said to be critically stable; therefore, in order to predict

the stability threshold the eigenvalue problem becomes:

[I] =
1

2
bKt[A0](1− e−jωcτ )[H(jωc)] (3.46)

where both sides of Eq. 3.45 have been divided by the force vector. The notation

can be further simplified by introducing the oriented FRF matrix [FRFor(jωc)]:

[FRFor(jωc)] =

[
αXXHXX(jωc) αXYHYY(jωc)

αYXHXX(jωc) αYYHYY(jωc)

]
=

2π

Nt

[A0][H(jωc)] (3.47)

Here, HXX(jωc) and HYY(jωc) are the X- and Y-direction direct tool FRFs re-

spectively, and the cross FRF terms relating the X- and Y-directions have been

set to zero. This assumes that, due to the orthogonal relationship between the X-

and Y-directions, the crosstalk between the two is substantially lower than the

direct measurements and will therefore have very little effect on the final solution.

Therefore:

[I] =
N

4π
bKt(1− e−jωcτ )[FRFor(jωc)] (3.48)
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Then the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation is given by:

Λ = −Nt

4π
bKt(1− e−jωcτ ) (3.49)

and

[I] + Λ[FRFor(jωc)] = 0 (3.50)

The system is solved by setting the determinant of the characteristic equation

(Eq. 3.50) to zero. This results in the equivalent equations for the limiting axial

depth of cut blim and the spindle speed Ω

blim = −2πRe[Λ]

NtKt

(
1 +

(
Im[Λ]

Re[Λ]

)2
)

(3.51)

and

Ω =
60

Ntτ
(3.52)

τ =
1

ωc
(ε+ 2kπ) with ε = π − 2 tan−1

(
Im[Λ]

Re[Λ]

)
where k = 0, 1, 2, ... is the number of waves between teeth and is equivalent to N

in the Tlusty model. To generate the stability lobe diagrams using this model,

firstly the α values are calculated. These are dependent on φs and φe and thus

on the type of milling operation. Then, for a particular frequency, the oriented

FRF matrix ([FRFor]) is calculated and the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (3.50)

solved. The eigenvalue problem simplifies to a second order polynomial giving

two solutions; therefore, the stability limit for both solutions must be calculated

and the lowest value of blim used. Once the stability limit has been calculated

the spindle speeds are evaluated.

Both of the methods presented above make use of an approximation in order to

remove the time dependence of the cutting forces, which results in some level

of inaccuracy. The accuracy of both techniques increases as the width of cut is

increased [76]. This thesis will only focus on milling operations with a width of
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cut at least 50% of the tool diameter, and are therefore considered to produce

accurate results [92]. There are, however, cases where the Fourier series produces

more accurate predictions. For instance, in the case of slotting (where the width

of cut is 100% of tool diameter) the directional orientation factor µY in the

average tooth angle method is zero, and the contribution of the dynamics in the

Y direction is neglected. This causes some discrepancy in the stability limit blim.

The stability lobe diagrams produced from both methods for an exemplar slotting

cut are given in Fig. 3.3. It can be seen that whilst there is some discrepancy in

the stability limit, the locations of the peaks (controlled by natural frequency) are

very similar. For this reason the experimental investigations in this project will

make use of the zeroth order Fourier series method, whilst the simpler average

tooth angle technique is used to calculate the location of these peaks.
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Figure 3.3: Stability lobe diagrams for an exemplar slotting cut using the average
tooth angle (- -) and the zeroth order Fourier series (—) methods

.

3.3 Structural modification

This purpose of this section is to give a brief outline of the structural modification

method as presented by Mottershead and Ram [1]. The authors begins with
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a discussion on unit rank structural modifications, which include point masses,

grounded springs, and springs connected between two points. Before moving onto

the more realistic higher rank method that allows for modification by continuous

structures such as beams.

3.3.1 Unit rank structural modification

For simple single degree-of-freedom modifications, of the form b(jω) = k+ jωc−
ω2m, structural modification may be carried out without matrix inverses as fol-

lows. By applying compatibility and equilibrium conditions to models A and B

(given in Eq. (2.1)), it is given that:

H−1
C (jω) = H−1

A (jω) + B(jω) (3.53)

at a particular frequency ω. Therefore

HC(jω) = (H−1
A (jω) + B(jω))−1 (3.54)

Since B now has only a single element b we may rewrite this as:

HC(jω) = (H−1
A (jω) + br(jω)ere

T
r )−1 (3.55)

where er is the rth unit vector of length l, and r is the DOF to be modified. Then

by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula [93]:

(A + bcT )−1 = A−1 − A−1bcTA−1

1 + cTA−1b
(3.56)

we have that

HC(jω) = HA(jω)− br(jω)HA(jω)ere
T
r HA(jω)

1 + br(jω)eTr HA(jω)er
(3.57)
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The pqth element from HC can then be selected by

hCpq(jω) =eTp HCeq

=
hApq(jω) + br(jω)(hApq(jω)hArr(jω)− hApr(jω)hArq(jω))

1 + br(jω)hArr(jω)
(3.58)

The poles (or natural frequencies) of C may then be determined by setting the

denominator of Eq. (3.58) to zero. Similarly the zeros (or antiresonances) can be

found by setting the numerator to zero.

Certain simplifications to this can also be made in the following cases:

(i) A point receptance of the modified system, p = q

hCqq =
hAqq(jω) + br(jω)(hAqq(jω)hArr(jω)− hAqr(jω)hArq(jω))

1 + br(jω)hArr(jω)
(3.59)

(ii) A cross-receptance with modification at one of the coordinates, p = r

hCrq =
hArq(jω)

1 + br(jω)hArr(jω)
(3.60)

(ii) A point receptance with modification at the same coordinate, p = q = r

hCrr =
hArr(jω)

1 + br(jω)hArr(jω)
(3.61)

Whilst the unit rank method has the benefit of simplicity, for more realistic

modifications (such as the addition of a beam [94]), the higher rank method

produces more accurate results.

3.3.2 Higher rank structural modification

Using the dynamic stiffness model discussed above, models A and B are combined

such that:

H−1
C = H−1

A + B (3.62)
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The notation (jω) has been dropped here for simplicity; however, it should be

noted that the equations in this section are still applicable at a given frequency ω.

This formulation is inconvenient for numerical application as it involves multiple

matrix inversions; therefore, it may be rewritten as:

H−1
C = H−1

A [I + HAH−1
B ]

HC = [I + HAH−1
B ]−1HA (3.63)

This equation is referred to as the direct structural modification method. Given

the dynamics of two structures A and B, the direct method allows for simple pre-

diction of their combined dynamics C. However, this is not an effective method

for optimisation purposes, instead the inverse structural modification method is

derived.

If model B is only partially constructed, leaving it as a function of some unknown

geometric modification parameter α i.e. B = B(α), then the inverse structural

modification equation can be found by multiplying the numerator and denomi-

nator of Eq. (3.63) by the determinant of the inverse term, such that

HC =
det(I + HAB(α))[I + HAB(α)]−1HA

det(I + HAB(α))
=

adj(I + HAB(α))HA

det(I + HAB(α))
(3.64)

The antiresonance of the ijth receptance is then given by [adj(I+HAB(α))HA]ij =

0, whilst its natural frequencies are given by det(I + HAB(α)) = 0. For simple

modifications these equations may have algebraic solutions for the modification

parameter (α), however for more complex modifications a numerical solution may

be necessary. The full derivation of this equation can be found in [1].

3.4 Summary

In this chapter an outline of some the more relevant theory has been developed.

Firstly, the fundamentals of structural dynamics were discussed, including con-
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verting models between domains. Secondly, the average tooth angle and zeroth

order Fourier series approaches for determining the stability lobe diagram of a

milling operation were presented. Finally, the structural modification formulation

of Mottershead and Ram was summarised.
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Chapter 4

The Effect of Tool Holder

Geometry

The main purpose of this chapter is to verify the initial observations from the

industrial partner, who have proposed that tool holder geometry can have a sig-

nificant effect on the dynamics of a milling machine. To the author’s knowledge,

there exists no experimental data set that demonstrates the effect of this geome-

try on the tool-tip frequency response function (FRF). Therefore, in this chapter

an experimental investigation is carried out to establish the potential of the tool

holder geometry to influence chatter stability boundaries. Since it has already

been demonstrated that tool stickout length may be used to avoid chatter [31],

this parameter is also investigated for comparison purposes. This chapter will

also highlight that interface properties between tool and tool holder are a key

parameter when using stickout length as a chatter avoidance method.

4.1 Introduction

As discussed already, regenerative chatter vibrations can occur during cutting op-

erations due to dynamic interactions between the tooling structure (spindle-tool

holder-tool) and the workpiece. This can have undesirable consequences such as

poor surface finish, rapid tool and machine wear, and high noise levels [6]. Today,

it is possible to select stable (chatter free) cutting parameters from a stability lobe
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diagram for a given tooling structure; however, in doing so production rates are

reduced and production costs are increased. Hence, a lot of research has been

carried out in an attempt to reduce the effect that chatter has on the produc-

tion environment. The aims of such research projects usually include maximising

the stable regions of a stability diagram and optimising the location (or spindle

speed) at which the stable lobes occur. Since the size and location of the sta-

bility lobes are directly related to the dynamics at the tool tip, previous studies

have been dominated by the effect that the tool has on these stability diagrams,

and little research has been carried out on the tool holder itself. To the author’s

knowledge, this project is the first of its kind to concentrate solely on the effect

of tool holder geometry on the dynamics of a milling machine.

4.2 Background - Tool Holder Geometry

The geometry of a tool holder can vary significantly based on factors such as the

spindle or tool clamping technology, the milling operation, and tool diameter.

However, all tool holders are essentially constructed in three sections, the spindle

interface, the flange, and the main body. This thesis focuses on HSKA63 shrink

fit tool holders, a typical example of which can be seen in Fig. 4.1.

The name HSKA (Hohlschaftkegel or hollow shank taper) refers to a set of in-

dustry standards [95, 96] on the interface between the tool holder and the spindle

that were introduced to meet the demand for higher speeds and feeds within the

manufacturing industry. By standardising the geometry of both the tool holder

and spindle interfaces, higher clamping forces can be achieved, leading to a more

rigid structure and, therefore, improved performance. The 63 label refers to the

diameter of the flange. For each of the holders considered in this thesis, the

geometry of both the spindle interface and flange are fixed by these standards.

There are, however, no standards on the geometry of the tool holder body.

As mentioned above, this project considers only shrink fit holders, a standard

in modern high-speed milling. The name refers to the tool clamping technology,
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Figure 4.1: Examplar HSKA63 shrink fit tool holder
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whereby the holder is heated in an induction coil to the point of expansion and a

tool inserted into the main body (Fig. 4.1), which is then clamped upon cooling.

This method requires that the body of such holders be tapered, similar to the

example shown in Fig. 4.1, since the smaller diameter at the tip accelerates the

thermal expansion process.

It has been observed by the industrial partner to this project, that the tool holders

of one manufacturer (manufacturer A) are predominantly less chatter prone than

the equivalent from other manufacturers. The only evident difference between

these holders is their geometry. Manufacturer A’s holders have a larger base

diameter leading to a larger taper angle. Therefore, it has been proposed that,

the geometry of a tool holder may be used to reduce chatter. With this in mind,

this chapter sets out to test the following hypotheses.

� As the stickout length is increased, the natural frequency and stiffness at

the tool tip will be reduced.

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [97] states that the natural frequencies of a

cantilever beam are inversely proportional to the square of its length, whilst

beam stiffness is inversely proportional to the cube of its length. Therefore,

as length is increased the natural frequencies and stiffness are reduced. Al-

though a milling machine spindle does not accurately match the boundary

conditions of a cantilever beam, it is expected that a similar relationship

should exist between these parameters. In testing this hypothesis, it is also

expected that the results from Ertürk et al.’s paper [31] (discussed in chapter

2) will be experimentally validated.

� The geometry (length and diameter) of a tool holder can influence the

natural frequency and stiffness at the tool-tip to a similar extent to that of

stickout length.

Beam theory demonstrates that the natural frequency of a circular cantilever

beam is directly proportional to the square of its radius, whilst the beams

stiffness is directly proportional to the quartic of its radius. Therefore, it is

expected that the diameter of the tool holder will have a positive non-linear
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relationship with both the natural frequency and stiffness (at the the tool

tip).

This chapter will also highlight the dependency between tool stickout length and

the properties of the interface between the tool and tool holder. As discussed

already in chapter 2, the main disadvantage of the RCSA method is that interface

stiffness and damping must be either measured or modelled in order to produce

accurate results.

4.3 Experimental Methods

Before the results are presented, the experimental methods used in this and fol-

lowing chapters are outlined.

4.3.1 Impact testing

There are both analytic and numeric [9, 13, 98] approaches to finding the stability

lobe diagram for a certain tooling structure, however both rely on knowledge of

the dynamics of the free end of the structure, which is captured in the form the

’tool tip’ frequency response function. It should be noted that throughout the

remainder of this thesis, the tool tip FRF is always used to refer to the FRF

that is both measured and excited at the tool tip. The most common method to

obtain the tool tip FRF is via impact testing [92]. By impacting the free end of

the tool with an instrumented hammer, a force, f(t), is applied, and a wide range

of frequencies can be excited simultaneously, then the resulting acceleration, ẍ(t),

can be measured using a low mass accelerometer. By taking the Fourier transform

of both the force and response, the FRF can be obtained. Assuming periodicity

of the signals f(t) and ẍ(t) these are expressed as:

F (iω) =
1

tm

∫ tm

0

f(t)e−iωtdt (4.1)

Ẍ(iω) =
1

tm

∫ tm

0

ẍ(t)e−iωtdt (4.2)
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where F (iω) is the Fourier transform of f(t), Ẍ(iω) is the Fourier transform of

ẍ(t), ω is the frequency, and tm is the measurement time. The frequency response

function (Hacc(iω)) is then given by:

Hacc(iω) =
Ẍ(iω)

F (iω)
(4.3)

The above equation describes the accelerance FRF as it relates the the input

force to the acceleration of the structure. For the rest of this thesis, however,

we will be concerned with the receptance FRF, which relates the input force

to the displacement of the structure. Since acceleration ẍ(t) and displacement

x(t) are related (when the excitation is harmonic), by the relationship ẍ(t) =

(iω)2Xeiωt = (iω)2x(t), the receptance FRF is calculated as

Hrec(iω) =
X(iω)

F (iω)
=

Ẍ(iω)

(iω)2F (iω)
(4.4)

H is used to refer to Hrec for the rest of this thesis.

In practice, the force and acceleration signals are measured at discrete time in-

tervals (Ts) using a data acquisition (DAQ) board attached to a computer. If

a frequency resolution of ωs is required in the measurement data, measurements

must be collected for a total time of tm = 2π/ws, with N = tm/Ts data samples,

therefore

tm =
2π

ωs
= NTs (4.5)

Hence, the DAQ system works with Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) in the discrete time form,

Making the substitutions t = nTs, ω = kωs, and dt = Ts, the Fourier transforms

become

F (ikωs) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

f(nTs)e
−ik 2π

N
n (4.6)

Ẍ(ikωs) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

ẍ(nTs)e
−ik 2π

N
n (4.7)
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where F (ikωs) and Ẍ(ikωs) are the discrete Fourier transforms or spectra of the

measured force and acceleration respectively. There are a number of additional

steps that must be taken in practice to accurately calculate the FRF.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the correct reconstruction of a sampled

signal, known as the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, is that the sampling

rate (1/Ts in Hz) is twice that of the highest frequency content in the signal (or

twice that of the highest frequency of interest). If this condition is not met, alias

signals at higher frequencies will disrupt the reconstructed signal. To prevent

such occurrences, data acquisition systems apply an anti-aliasing filter to the

analogue signal, which attenuates the high frequency content above the Nyquist

frequency. Such filters are known as low pass filters because frequency content

below a certain frequency passes through the filter whilst higher frequency con-

tent is removed. In the impact testing system used throughout this thesis an 8th

order Bessel function filter is applied at 12500 Hz.

The contact time between the hammer and the tool is inherently very short and

much shorter than the time for which the structure vibrates. Therefore a typical

force signal contains a sharp peak followed by low amplitude noise. The effect

of this noise on the quality of the FRF can be reduced by windowing the digital

signals. Both the force and acceleration signals are multiplied by an exponential

window function, which multiples the signals by unity during the period of con-

tact and by an exponentially decreasing value thereafter. Once the signals have

been windowed, the Fourier transforms can be calculated.

Despite the benefits of windowing the Fourier transforms will still contain some

noise which results in Eq. (4.4) becoming inaccurate. The influence of noise can

be attenuated by calculating the cross spectrum. The cross spectrum (Sẍf ) of

force and acceleration is found by multiplying the acceleration spectrum by the

complex conjugate of the force spectrum, i.e.

Sẍf = Ẍ(ikωs) · F ∗(ikωs) (4.8)
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Figure 4.2: Diagram showing the dimensions for both the unmodified and modi-
fied holders

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The FRF is then found by dividing the

cross spectrum by the auto spectrum of the force signal such that

H(iω) =
1

(ikωs)2

Sẍf
Sff

=
1

(ikωs)2

Ẍ(ikωs) · F ∗(ikωs)
F (ikωs) · F ∗(ikωs)

(4.9)

It is also common to average a number of cross and auto spectra in order to

further attenuate the noise in the signals, throughout this project five spectra

were averaged before calculating the FRF.

The dual channel DAQ system which performs this signal processing can be ex-

pressed as a block diagram as show in Fig. 2. There are many papers that

discuss the accuracy of this form of impact testing, two noteworthy examples

include Kim and Schmitz’s [99] paper, which discusses more physical problems

in impact testing such as the effect of the mass of the accelerometer, and mis-

alignment between the hammer and accelerometer, and Sims et al. [100], who

list potential limitations with this type of impact test, such as the requirement

of a skilled user, poor repeatability, and the ineffectiveness of the hammer to tap

small tools.

One of the largest shortcomings of impact testing with a modal hammer is the

inability to produce an impulse [99]. The frequency spectrum of an infinitely
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narrow impulse signal is equal across all frequencies; meaning that, if a structure

were excited by a true impulse all frequencies would be excited equally. Clearly,

it is not possible to produce an impulse with a hammer, and instead the input

signal usually resembles that of a half sine curve, the frequency spectrum of which

decays with frequency. Therefore during modal testing, higher frequency modes

may not be excited properly, causing error in the FRF. Moreover, as the input

spectrum tends to zero, the FRF will tend to infinity, causing infinite flexibility

around resonance, something which is not possible in reality. Therefore during

the tests it is vital to monitor the frequency spectrum of the input and output sig-

nals to assure the structure is properly excited over the whole measurement range.

Visual inspections of the measured FRF data sets should also be made, either

during or shortly after measurement. For instance, when the magnitude of an

FRF is plotted on a logarithmic axes, the low frequency asymptote characterises

the support conditions for the test. In the case of a milling machine, the bear-

ings should produce results similar to those testing under cantilever conditions,

therefore, the low frequency asymptote should tend to a stiffness line that corre-

sponds to the static stiffness of the structure. Moreover, both the resonant and

anti-resonant peaks should exhibit similar sharpness. This is an indication of ad-

equate vibration levels and satisfactory frequency resolution. It is also important

to examine the linearity of the structure, as the above theory is only applicable

to linear structures. The point FRF of a linear structure should contain an an-

tiresonance after each resonance, whilst the cross FRF (of two well spaced points)

should contain more resonances than anitresonances.

Although an experimental modal analysis is not carried out in this chapter, the

method will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis. Since it follows on

directly from impact testing, it is sensible to discuss the theory of the method at

this point.
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4.3.2 Experimental modal analysis

Once the FRF(s) has been calculated an experimental modal model can be con-

structed by performing an experimental modal analysis. Before the fundamentals

of experimental modal analysis can be explained a theoretical overview is needed,

a full description of modal analysis can be found in [51]. For the case of impact

testing, we have forced vibration with harmonic excitation and response, for which

the governing equation is given by:

([K]n×n + iω[C]n×n − ω2[M]n×n)[X]n×1e
iωt = [F]n×1e

iωt

or Xeiωt = (K + iωC− ω2M)−1Feiωt = [H(iω)]n×nFe
iωt (4.10)

where K, C, and M are the stiffness, damping, and mass matrices, X is the

displacement vector, F is the force vector, and H(iω) is the complex frequency

response function matrix at a particular frequency ω. Each element of this matrix

is given by

Hjk(iω) =

NM∑
r=0

φr(xj)φr(xk)

ω2
r + 2iζrωrω − ω2

=

NM∑
r=0

Rjk,r

ω2
r + 2iζωrω − ω2

(4.11)

Here, j refers to the response location xj, k refers to the input location xk, φr(xj)

is the rth mass-normalised mode shape at location xj, ωr is the rth natural fre-

quency, ζr is the rth damping ratio, NM is the total number of modes in the model,

and Rjk,r is known as the residue that relates the rth mode at locations xj and xk.

It should be noted that Eq. 4.11 is only valid for mass-normalised mode shapes.

The mass normalised mode shapes φr have the important property that:

[Φ]T [M][Φ] = [I] and [Φ]T [K][Φ] =


. . .

ω2
r

. . .

 (4.12)

The relationship between the rth mass-normalised mode shape φr and its more
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general form ψr is given by:

φr =
1
√
mr

ψr where mr = ψT
r [M]ψr (4.13)

Experimental modal analysis is the process of fitting the experimental FRF in Eq.

(4.9) with the analytical FRF in Eq. (4.11), and solving for unknown residues,

natural frequencies, and damping ratios. The measured FRF is now referred to

as H̄jk. As discussed in section 4.3.1, the frequency of the measured FRF has a

limited range due to the limitations of the equipment as well as the anti-aliasing

filter. As well as this the lower frequency range can be corrupted by high noise

levels and is particularly difficult to measure [51]. Therefore the analytical FRF

is sectioned into three, such that:

Hjk(iω) = −Fjk
ω2

+

NM∑
r=0

Rjk,r

ω2
r + 2iζωrω − ω2

+Gjk (4.14)

where Fjk is known as the low frequency residual and describes the dynamics at

low frequencies, and Gjk the high frequency residual, describing the dynamics

outside the measurement range. Now the measured FRF can be fitted with its

analytical counterpart. It can be seen from Eq. (4.14) that the analytical model

Hjk is linear with respect to the unknowns Fjk,r, Rjk,r, Gjk,r, and ζr but not the

natural frequency ωr. Therefore the identification method used in this project,

works with an initial estimate on ωr and finds the unknowns by solving the linear

least squares problem

p = argpmin
(NS ,NA,NM ,NW∑

j,k,r,ω=0

|(Hjk(ω; p)− H̄jk(ω))2|
)

(4.15)

where p = p(Fjk,r, Rjk,r, Gjk,r, ζr) is the set of identified modal parameters, argpmin

stands for the argument of the minimum (or the set p that results in the mini-

mum value), NS is the number of sensors, NA is the number of actuators, NM is

the number of identified modes, and NW is the highest frequency of the model.

Therefore, for the initial estimates ωr the least squares problem is solved to cal-

culate p. Then, based on the cost or error between the model p and the measured
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data, the natural frequencies are optimised iteratively. For each new estimate ωr,

p is calculated, and each set p will carry an individual error. The final solution

is the set of natural frequencies ωr that produce the set p with the lowest error.

A full methodology for the method can be found in [101].

Once the residues have been calculated the mode shapes can be identified from

any row or column of the residue matrix, due to the reciprocity of the system.

For example, consider the kth column

R1k,r

...

Rkk,r

...

RNSk,r


=



φr(x1)φr(xk)
...

φr(xk)φr(xk)
...

φr(xNS)φr(xk)


(4.16)

then the rth mode shape at location xk is found as φ(xk) =
√
Rkk,r and all other

locations are found by:

φr(xj) =
Rjk,r√
Rkk,r

(4.17)

This is then repeated for each of the NM modes.

4.4 Experimental Investigation

In order to test the two hypotheses, data was collected across two milling ma-

chines, namely the Cinnatti FTV5 and the Starrag ZT-1000. Two tools of similar

geometry but differing length were selected, meaning both tools may be clamped

with identical insertion lengths but differing stickout lengths. It is hoped that

by keeping the insertion length constant, the contact parameters are, in turn,

kept constant. In reality the contact stiffness/damping are also affected by tool

diameter and surface roughness. Since the tools are guaranteed to be within ISO

standards it is hoped that manufacturing imperfections have minimal effect. The

geometries of the tools used in the experiment are given in Table 4.1.
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Diameter (mm) Total Length (mm) Flute Length (mm) No. of Flutes
Short 12 84 36 2
Long 12 101 36 2

Table 4.1: Tool geometry for both short and long tools

Tool holders from manufacturer A and another leading competitor manufacturer

B were selected, since their geometries varied only in the base diameter. The

geometries of each of the holders is given in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.2. The holders

are categorised by tool diameter (12 mm, 16 mm, and 25 mm tools), and each

category contains a holder from each of the two manufacturers. It can be seen

that the holders differ only by their base diameter d2. Also, as the tool diameter

increases the difference in geometry between the two tool holders decreases. The

base diameter of the 12 mm holders differs by 19 mm, whilst the 25 mm holders

differ by just 0.5 mm.

l1

    l2

     l3

Insertion
Length

Stickout 
Length

d
1

 d
2

d
3

Backstop

Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the dimensions of the HSKA63 tool holders
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l1 (mm) l2 (mm) l3 (mm) d1 (mm) d2 (mm) d3 (mm)
12 mm

Manufacturer A 160 134 47 64 53 24
Manufacturer B 160 134 47 64 34 24

16 mm
Manufacturer A 160 134 50 64 53 27
Manufactuer B 160 134 50 64 42 27

25 mm
Manufactuer A 160 134 58 64 53 34
Manufactuer B 160 134 58 64 52.5 34

Table 4.2: Table giving the dimensions of the HSKA63 tool holders

Before the effect of tool holder geometry on tool tip dynamics is discussed, the

effect of tool stickout length is examined.

4.4.1 The effect of tool stickout length

The effect of stickout length on tool tip dynamics is well observed, both numeri-

cally and experimentally [31, 32, 33], and its ability to optimise the stability lobes

of a machine proposed. The most common method used in predicting the effect

of stickout length is receptance coupling substructure analysis, as discussed in

chapter 2. An important drawback of the method, however, is the difficulty in

modelling the stiffness and damping that occurs at the interface between the tool

and tool holder. Since the contact parameters are a function of insertion length,

and in turn stickout length, both variables must be mutually considered.

Experimental data, thus far, has demonstrated the significant effect that stickout

(and thus the contact parameters) has on the dynamics of machining structures;

however, its effect has never been experimentally observed in isolation (i.e. with-

out also varying the contact parameters). Ertürk et al. [31] used an analytical

model of a spindle/holder/tool structure to isolate the effect of stickout length.

By increasing the external tool length by 10 mm (a 12.5% increase) and then

20 mm (a 25% increase), it was found that each elastic bending mode (between

800 Hz and 2000 Hz) sees a reduction in natural frequency and an increase in
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amplitude as stickout is increased. The paper presented stickout lengths of 80

mm, 90 mm, and 100 mm, with a contact stiffness of 1.5×107 N/mm. Since the

analytical model was constructed using RCSA (in a similar manner to a finite

element model) the contact parameters remained constant.

The paper then goes on to consider the effect of contact stiffness, a subject con-

sidered in more depth by the same authors in [31]. Their research shows that by

fixing the stickout length (at 80 mm) and altering the contact stiffness (1.5×107

N/mm, 1.25×107 N/mm, and 1.0×107 N/mm) the same bending modes also see

a reduction in natural frequency, albeit considerably smaller than for the stickout

results, whilst their amplitude remains constant, as stiffness is reduced.

Whilst the results in [31] are promising, the paper suffers a major drawback.

Although the analytical model was experimentally validated in a single configu-

ration, neither the effect of stickout length nor contact stiffness were explicitly

validated. Therefore, in this study, an experiment has been designed so that the

effect of stickout length may be isolated.

Both the short and long tools were clamped into the 12 mm tool holders from

manufacturers A and B with stickout lengths of 40 mm and 57 mm respectively.

These setups were then inserted into the Cincinnati FTV5 and the Starrag ZT-

1000 milling machines, and the tool tip FRFs measured. The measurement sys-

tem consisted of the National Instruments 9234 24 bit DAQ box, Kistler 9724A500

instrumented hammer, and Dytran 3244C accelerometer, as well as the MAL inc.

Cutpro software, which performed the stability analysis.

The results from the Starrag ZT-1000 are presented in Fig. 4.4. The natural

frequency of all dominant modes (modes with substantially higher amplitudes)

are decreased; in particular, the three modes above 2000 Hz see the largest shift

in frequency. The natural frequencies of all dominant modes for short and long

tools are plotted against one another in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that despite

the considerable difference in the tool-tip dynamics between the two manufactur-
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Figure 4.4: FRF magnitude comparing 12 mm holders with long and short stick-
out lengths for (a) manufactuer A and (b) manufactuer B on the Starrag ZT-1000

ers, their natural frequency shifts are highly correlated, thus suggesting that the

effect of stickout length is independent of the tool holder geometry. The effect

of stickout length on the amplitude of the modes is less simple. The modes for

Manufacturer A all see similar increases in amplitude as the stickout length is

increased, with the highest modes (above 1500 Hz) becoming the most dominant

modes. In contrast the highest mode of Manufacturer B is disproportionally ef-

fected by the stickout length, suggesting that the effect of stickout length is not

completely independent of tool holder geometry.

The effect of stickout length on milling stability can be seen in Fig. 4.6. In the case

of both manufacturers the shorter (stiffer) tool produces a considerably higher

absolute stability limit, which would be highly beneficial for a manufacturing

engineer. The relationship between stickout length and the stability lobe location

is less apparent; however, it is clear that for both manufacturers the number of

competing lobes (i.e. dominant modes) is affected by tool length.

The results from the Cincinnati FTV5 are plotted in Fig. 4.7. Whilst there is

a clear difference in the dynamics of the two machines (particularly in the low

frequency rigid body modes), the trends in natural frequency and amplitude are
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Figure 4.5: Graph comparing the natural frequencies of the short and long tools
for both Manufacturer A and B on the Starrag ZT-1000
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Figure 4.6: Stability Lobe Diagrams comparing 12 mm holders with long and
short stickout lengths for (a) manufactuer A and (b) manufactuer B on the Starrag
ZT-1000
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Figure 4.7: FRF magnitude comparing 12 mm holders with long and short stick-
out lengths for (a) manufactuer A and (b) manufactuer B on the Cincinnati FTV5

comparable across the two machines.

As discussed already the impact hammer technique used to collect this data is

limited, in that it may fail to fully excite the system at higher frequencies. There-

fore, it is difficult to accurately measure these modes. Whilst the repetition of

the results on the two machines brings some confidence in the conclusions drawn,

it is possible that the modes at higher frequencies were not measured correctly.

The data presented here validates the results of Ertürk et al. [31] and suggests

that tool stickout length may be used to modify the stability of a milling opera-

tion, indicating that stickout length may be used to optimise tool-tip dynamics.

Therefore it may be possible to design a set of tools, similar to the two used

above, with the same geometry but differing lengths so that stickout length may

be optimised in isolation. However, this makes the assumption that two tools with

identical insertion length will always have identical contact stiffness and damp-

ing. It is for this reason that research into the modelling of contact parameters

between tool and tool holder interfaces is still ongoing.
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4.4.2 The effect of tool holder geometry

Little research has been carried out on the effect of tool holder geometry on tool-

tip dynamics, and to the author’s knowledge, the paper by Ertürk et al. is the

only one of its kind to discuss the subject (albeit rather briefly). Similar to the

idea of stickout length, the paper looks at the effect of increasing the length of the

holder. Using the receptance coupling model the external section of the holder

is increased in length by 10 mm (an increase of around 15%) and then by 40

mm (an increase of around 66%). By increasing the middle section of the holder

the tool clamping is unaffected. It is found that tool holder length has a similar

effect to that of stickout length; however, the change in tool tip dynamics is much

less acute. It can be presumed that it is for this reason that the authors did not

peruse the subject further. The paper does not go on to look at the effect of tool

holder diameter.

In order to observe the effect that tool holder base diameter has on the tool-tip

dynamics, the short tools were clamped into their respective tool holders (12 mm,

16 mm, and 25 mm) for manufacturers A and B. These configurations were each

clamped onto the Starrag ZT-1000 and Cincinnati FTV5 machines, and the tool

tip FRF measured. The same measurement system as above was used. The pro-

cess was then repeated with the long tools.

The results of the tool holders with short tools on the Starrag ZT-1000 are pre-

sented in Fig. 4.8. The three figures compare the tool tip FRFs for the 12 mm

(4.8a), 16 mm (4.8b), and 25 mm (4.8c) tool holders of both manufacturers. The

difference between the two 12 mm holders is severe, in fact the amplitude of the

most dominant mode for manufacturer B is around three times larger than that

of manufacturer A. Although the effect on the natural frequencies is somewhat

less severe, the modes between 1500 Hz and 3500 Hz see a considerable reduction

in natural frequency as the base diameter is increased. As the difference in the

holder geometry reduces, the difference in the tool tip FRF also diminishes. The

16 mm holders have very similar natural frequencies and amplitudes.
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Figure 4.8: FRF magnitude comparing tool holders from manufactuer A and B
for the 12 mm, 16 mm, and 25 mm cases with short tool on the Starrag ZT-1000
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Figure 4.9: Stability lobe diagrams comparing tool holders from manufactuer A
and B for the 12 mm, 16 mm, and 25 mm cases with short tool on the Starrag
ZT-1000
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The 25 mm holders (4.8c), which have almost identical diameters, produce ex-

tremely similar results. The most dominant modes in both cases (now at around

600 Hz) are highly correlated in terms of both natural frequency and amplitude.

The equivalence of the two holders begins to break down as frequency is increased.

The stability of these six setups can been be seen in Fig. 4.9. For the 12 mm

tool holders (Fig. 4.9a), the increased diameter of manufacturer A produces a

substantially larger absolute stability limit. The effect on the lobe location is

once again more complex. The most dominant mode for manufacturer A is at

around 3000 Hz (Fig. 4.8a), much higher than that of manufacturer B at around

750 Hz. This results in more closely spaced lobes seen in 4.9a. Once again, as

the geometry of the holders converges so to does their stability. Figs. 4.9b and

4.9c compare the stability of the 16 mm and 25 mm holders. It can be seen that

both the absolute stability limit and lobe location converge with base diameter.

The results from the Cincinnati FTV5 with the short tool are presented in Fig.

4.10. Despite the differences in the spindle (and machine) dynamics, the trend in

the results corresponds to those on the ZT-1000. Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, show the

results from the Cincinnati FTV5 and Starrag ZT-1000 with long tools. What

is important to observe is that again the trend in the results agrees with that of

the short tools. Of particular note are the results of the 25 mm holders on the

Cincinnati FTV5 (4.12c), which produce virtually identical results.

It has been shown, across two machines and two tool lengths, that the tool holder

base diameter has a significant effect on the tool tip dynamics. As the diameter

increases the natural frequencies of the structure increase whilst the amplitudes

of the modes decrease. As the geometries of the holders from the two manufac-

turers converge, so too do their tool tip FRFs. This supports the observation

from the industrial partner that tool holder diameter can have a significant effect

on the tool tip dynamics, and thus the stability of a milling process.

Whilst it is perfectly reasonable to propose that the RCSA method be used
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Figure 4.10: FRF magnitude comparing tool holders from manufactuer A and
B for the 12 mm, 16 mm, and 25 mm cases with short tool on the Cincinnatti
FTV5
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Figure 4.11: FRF magnitude comparing tool holders from manufactuer A and B
for the 12 mm, 16 mm, and 25 mm cases with long tool on the Starrag ZT-1000
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Figure 4.12: FRF magnitude comparing tool holders from manufactuer A and B
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to model changes in tool holder geometry, in an attempt to optimise the tool

tip FRF, the method still suffers the same shortcoming, in that the interface

properties must be known. It is for this reason that this thesis proposes a new

method to eliminate this problem.

4.5 Summary

The main contribution to knowledge from this chapter was the presentation of

a data set that supports the observation that tool holder geometry can have a

significant effect on the tool tip dynamics and thus the stability of a milling op-

eration.

Firstly the experimental procedure was outlined from a theoretical viewpoint.

This included the data collection and signal processing techniques used in impact

testing, as well as the procedure for experimental modal analysis. The results of

an experimental investigation were then discussed. The results demonstrate that

both tool stickout length and tool holder base diameter can have a significant

effect on the tool tip FRF, and may both potentially be used as a chatter avoid-

ance method.

Whilst previous research has focussed on using stickout to avoid chatter, this

chapter has discussed the contribution of the tool/tool holder interface dynam-

ics, and the difficulty this causes when using receptance coupling substructure

analysis.

No research has been published on using the tool holder geometry to avoid chat-

ter. However, this chapter has shown that the effect of tool holder diameter is

comparable to that of stickout length, and therefore may also be used as a chat-

ter avoidance technique. The receptance coupling method still suffers the same

drawback when modelling holder diameter, and therefore in the following chap-

ters a new method will be discussed which allows the user to model and optimise

tool holder diameter without having to measure or model the interface dynamics.
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Chapter 5

The Effect of Tool Holder

Stiffness

In chapter 4 it was shown that the geometry of the tool holder can have a sub-

stantial effect on the dynamics at the tool tip and, therefore, the onset of chatter.

Hence, it was suggested that tool holder geometry may be used as a chatter avoid-

ance technique. The initial proposal for this project assumed that such changes

in tool tip dynamics could be largely attributed to the change in mass at the tool

holder, with any change in stiffness having a negligible effect. Therefore, before

any modelling or optimisation methods are applied, it must first be established

how accurately the continuous geometry of the tool holder negates the theory

that underpins this assumption.

5.1 Introduction

The motivation behind this project was that of a tuned mass tool holder, whereby

the mass of the holder could be optimised to avoid the onset of chatter. However,

this assumes that the effect of tool holder geometry on the tool tip dynamics is

attributable to the holder’s mass and not its stiffness. If this assumption holds,

then it may be possible to use unit rank structural modification to model changes

in the distributed (or tapered) mass of the holder as a simple point mass system.

This aim of this chapter is to test the validity of this assumption.
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CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF TOOL HOLDER STIFFNESS

Based on the experimental results presented in chapter 4, it is reasonable to

suggest that the change in stiffness also contributes significantly to the effect on

the tool tip FRF. Using a numerical model the effect of adding pure mass (or

increasing density) is compared to the effect of adding real mass (increasing both

mass and stiffness). The results are used to propose that the stiffness of any

modification to the tool holder must also be modelled and optimised in order to

successfully avoid chatter.

5.2 Numerical Modelling

A finite element (FE) model was constructed in order to trial any optimisation

algorithms before preforming experimental tests, providing a versatile model on

which changes could be made and data recaptured with relative ease and speed.

It also allows for comparison of tool holder geometry without the added complex-

ities that occur due to signal noise and sources of non-linearity such as interface

dynamics.

The business models prevalent in the aerospace manufacturing sector involve ma-

chine tool builders purchasing spindles from subcontractors, this leads to secrecy

around spindle design. Therefore, many necessary parameters including some

spindle geometry and bearing properties (stiffness) of the Cincinnati FTV5 and

Starrag ZT-1000 milling machines are unavailable. For this reason, the finite

element model is not experimentally validated. The model has been designed

using the small amount of information about the spindles available. Experimen-

tal results from both the Starrag and FTV5 machines (presented in the previous

chapter) suggest the model is reasonable enough to carry out some analysis on

the effect of tool holder geometry.

The necessary geometry, material properties, and boundary conditions to con-

struct the finite element model can be found in appendix A, along with the

MATLAB script used.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the finite element model geometry showing node
numbers, bearing locations, and tool/holder/spindle locations

5.2.1 The addition of pure mass

When mass is added to the tool holder on a physical system the change in geome-

try causes a simultaneous increase in stiffness. Since the initial proposal involves

optimising the mass alone, it is important to confirm that it is the change in mass

and not the change in stiffness that is responsible for the change in dynamics.

In all likelihood, the improvement is due to a combination of the two. In order

to test this, the material density on the tapered section of the tool holder was

increased to reflect a change in diameter.

The tapered section of the tool holder is modelled as six elements each with a

different diameter. The tip diameter of all shrink fit tool holders is fixed at 24

mm and then increases gradually up to the base diameter. The geometry of the

holder from manufacturer B ( discussed in chapter 4) was used to construct the

model, which has a base diameter of 34 mm. A harmonic analysis was carried

out and the tool tip FRF extracted. Then the density of the tool holder elements

were increased to reflect an increase in base diameter, and the harmonic analysis

performed again. Base diameters of 45 mm and 53 mm were chosen, their respec-

tive densities are given in Table 5.1. The tool tip FRF results are plotted in Fig.

5.2.

As expected all modes see a decrease in natural frequency with additional mass,

this frequency shift will also cause the stability lobes to occur at a lower spindle

speed effectively allowing the user to cut deeper at lower speeds. Although this is

beneficial, it is a very slight change in the dynamics especially when compared to
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Density values (kg/m3)
Element No. 34mm 45mm 53mm

4 7750 (24) 7750 (24) 7750 (24)
5 7750 (26) 9117 (28.2) 10181 (29.8)
6 7750 (28) 10377 (32.4) 12528 (35.6)
7 7750 (30) 11535 (36.6) 14759 (41.4)
8 7750 (32) 12599 (40.8) 16861 (47.2)
9 7750 (34) 13576 (45) 18832 (53)

Table 5.1: Material density values to reflect a change in tool holder geometry for
tool holders with 34 mm, 43 mm, and 53 mm base diameter (with theoretical
diameter values in mm)
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results for tool holders with base diameters of 34, 45, and, 53 mm
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experimental results in chapter 4 (Figs. 4.10-4.11). The amplitudes of all modes

are unchanged by the addition of pure mass, meaning the absolute cutting depth

limit (blim) is unaltered. It should be noted that the geometry of the holder is

over simplified in that the tapered geometry is modelled using six stepped beam

elements. At the time of research no tapered elements were available in the

finite element software. Therefore it is also possible that this is not an accurate

representation of the tapered geometry.

5.2.2 The addition of real mass

The concept of adding pure mass by varying the density throughout the tool

holder is a purely theoretical one, in reality the change in stiffness that occurs

with mass change may be just as important. For the same cases as are plotted

in Fig. 5.2, a real mass was added to the FE model by changing the geometry of

the tool holder; the diameters for the stepped section of the tool holder are given

in Table. 5.1. The results of a harmonic analysis are shown in Fig. 5.3, with the

associated mode shapes in Fig. 5.4.

The first two modes, in Fig. 5.3, see a similar decrease in natural frequency

when compared to their pure mass counterparts; however, the added stiffness has

decreased their amplitude. This is likely to lead to an increase in blim as the am-

plitude of the most dominant mode (500-600 Hz) has been reduced. Comparing

this result to the experimental trends seen in chapter 4 ((Figs. 4.10-4.11)), it

is clear to see there is some disagreement. The equivalent experimental modes

actually see an increase in natural frequency when the diameter is increased from

34 mm to 53 mm. This may be due to the additional rigid body modes in the

experimental model (the machine structure is not included in the FE model), or

possibly it is due to the oversimplification of the holder geometry and inaccurate

spindle properties in the FE model.

All higher frequency modes (1000+ Hz) see an increase in their natural frequency

which is somewhat more significant than the frequency change seen with pure

mass addition. This corresponds to the trends in the experimental data, sug-
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gesting the stiffness change may be of some importance in the later optimisation

algorithm. This conclusion may be further validated by calculating the modal

strain energy change ratio (MSECR) for both the 34 mm and 53 mm cases.

Modal strain energy methods have been adapted for use in structural health

monitoring, where a damage is assumed to cause a local reduction in stiffness

thus affecting the mode shapes in a localised region [102]. The method is used

to detect such damage by comparing the MSECR of both the damaged and

undamaged structures. The same method is adapted here by comparing the

modified tool holder (53 mm) with the unmodified (34 mm) to see how critical

the local reduction in stiffness is. The modal strain energy of the jth element

of the ith mode of the modified (MSEm
ij ) and unmodified (MSEij) structures

respectively are given as follows:

MSEm
ij = ΦmT

i Km
j Φm

i MSEij = ΦT
i KjΦi (5.1)

which are functions of the mode shape (Φ) and elemental stiffness matrices K.

The modal strain energy change ratio for element j and mode i is then given by:

MSECRi
j =
|MSEij −MSEm

ij |
MSEm

ij

(5.2)

If the MSE for m modes are considered together, the MSECRj of the jth

element is defined as the average of the sum of the MSECRi
j for each mode,

normalised with respect to the largest value MSECRi
max for that mode.

MSECRj =
1

m

m∑
i=1

MSECRi
j

MSECRi
max

(5.3)

The normalised results are plotted in Fig. 5.5 considering the first (most domi-

nant) mode as well all 6 modes.

It is expected that the MSECR will have large values where a change in stiffness

has occurred and very small values at the far away nodes. However, the value can
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Figure 5.5: Normalised modal strain energy change ratio for tool holder diameters
of 34 mm and 53 mm - change in tool holder mass occurs between nodes 3 and 9

.
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be erroneously large or small at the nodal points of the mode shapes. Comparing

the results with the mode shapes plotted in Fig. 5.4 may explain why the values

between nodes 15 and 19 are so large when no stiffness change has occurred -

as these nodes lie between the two sets of bearings on the spindle where little

deflection occurs. However it is also possible that a change in stiffness at the

tool holder may also cause a change in the stiffness on the spindle. The actual

change in stiffness occurs between nodes 4 and 9, and the high result at node 3

suggests that changing the stiffness over the geometry of the already fairly rigid

tool holder actually increases the stiffness at the tip of the tool holder (beginning

of the tool).

5.2.3 Discussion

Comparing the trends when pure mass and real mass are added to the tool holder,

with the trends in the experimental data in chapter 4, it is clear to see that the

stiffness of the holder plays a vital role in the tool tip dynamics. The MSECR

also suggests that increasing the stiffness of the holder increases the stiffness at

its tip; the effect of which can clearly be seen in the mode shapes shown in Fig.

5.4. Therefore, it is sensible to conclude that when modelling changes in tool

holder geometry, the change in stiffness must be considered.

5.3 Summary

The main contribution of this chapter is the contradiction of the initial assump-

tion, which followed from industrial observations of tool holder geometry. It was

noticed that tool holder geometry could have a significant effect on the stability

of a milling operation, and this was accredited to the mass of the holder. The

results presented in this chapter undermine this assumption. Therefore, it is now

proposed that in order to use tool holder geometry as a chatter avoidance method,

a new modelling/optimisation method must be developed which considers both

mass and stiffness.
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Chapter 6

Structural Modification of Tool

Holder Geometry

Chapter 4 showed that the geometry of a tool holder can have a significant effect

on the dynamics at the tool-tip and in turn, on the stability of the milling process.

Then, chapter 5 demonstrated the importance of stiffness in tool holder modifi-

cations, The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a new higher rank structural

modification (SM) method for chatter avoidance in high speed milling that can

be used to model and optimise changes in tool holder geometry. Once the theory

has been presented, it is experimentally validated.

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, chatter vibrations can severely limit the mass

removal rate (MRR) of milling operations. Therefore, the ability to avoid the

onset of chatter and maximise the MRR for a given operation is of great interest

to industrial and academic engineers alike.

Perhaps the simplest method to do so is to select the optimum tooling setup

(tool and tool holder); however, experimental evaluation of numerous tools and

tool holders is expensive; moreover, the choice of tool is often fixed by the cutting
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operation. For this reason receptance coupling substructure analysis (RCSA) was

proposed in order to reduce the experimental cost of such operations. The method

uses a small set of experimental FRFs (both translational and rotational) from

a milling machine with a standard tool holder. A structural coupling method

is then applied to remove the standard tool holder and replace it with another;

therefore, allowing the user to predict the stability of an operation with any tool

holder. However, the method suffers from two drawbacks. Firstly, the accuracy

of the result is dependent on knowledge of the interface dynamics between the

tool and tool holder. Secondly, the optimum tool holder geometry must be found

indirectly by repeating the process for every possible tool holder.

The structural modification method presented in this chapter provides the user

with the same capability; however, removes the dependency on interface dynam-

ics and allows for easy optimisation.

6.2 Theory

Structural modification, as presented by Mottershead and Ram [1], involves the

combination of two (or more) dynamic models to predict the dynamic properties

of more complex structures. Consider models A and B (as described in section

2.3.1), with l and m degrees of freedom respectively, which are to be combined

at p locations to form model C. At a particular frequency, we have that:

YA = [HA]l×lFA YB = [HB]m×mFB YC = [HC ]n×nFC (6.1)

where Y is the harmonic displacement vector, F is the harmonic force vector, H

is the frequency response function matrix containing receptances Hij, describing

the displacement at degree of freedom i due to forcing at degree of freedom j,

and n = l +m− p.

To repeat Eqn. (3.62), compatibility (XC=XA+XB) and equilibrium (FC=FA+FB)
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conditions are applied at the p connection nodes; thus, we have that:

H−1
C = H−1

A + H−1
B (6.2)

this formulation is inconvenient for numerical application as it involves multiple

matrix inversions, however it may be rewritten as:

H−1
C = H−1

A [I + HAH−1
B ]

HC = [I + HAH−1
B ]−1HA (6.3)

This forms the basis of both the direct and inverse methods.

6.2.1 The direct method

Since model B is a local modification (i.e. m < l), further simplifications can be

made using the method by Özgüven [49]. Both models may be partitioned into

sub-matrices, separating DOFs that are involved with the modification and those

that are not.

HA =

[
HAOO HAOI

HAIO HAII

]
[HB]−1 =

[
0 0

0 BII

]
(6.4)

where the subscript O denotes the DOFs not involved with the modification and

I denotes the DOFs that are modified. This partitioned matrix form reduces the

number and size of the operation to one matrix inversion of an m ×m matrix.

The global model is then given by:

HCII = [I + HAIIBII ]
−1HAII

HT
COI = HCIO = HAOI [I−BIIHCII ]

HCOO = HAOO −HAOIBIIHCIO (6.5)

Numerical optimisation algorithms could then be run in order to optimise the

modification B.
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6.2.2 The inverse method

If we are to only partially construct the modification matrix in Eq. (6.3), leaving

it as a function of some unknown geometric modification parameter α i.e. B =

B(α), then the inverse problem may also be solved.

HC =
adj(I + HAB(α))HA

det(I + HAB(α))
=

det(I + HAB(α))[I + HAB(α)]−1HA

det(I + HAB(α))
(6.6)

The antiresonance of the ijth receptance is then given by [adj(I+HAB(α))HA]ij =

0, whilst its natural frequencies are given by det(I + HAB(α)) = 0. For simple

modifications these equations may have algebraic solutions for the modification

parameter α; however, for more complex modifications a numerical solution may

be necessary.

It is possible to make further simplifications to Mottershead’s [1] method by

applying the same matrix partitions as with the direct method (Eq. (6.4)); by

doing so the size of the matrix operations are reduced and the likelihood of an

algebraic solution increased. Eq. (6.6) can then be written as:

HCII =
adj(I + HAIIBII(α))HAII

det(I + HAIIBII(α))

HT
COI = HCIO =

det(I + HAIIBII(α))HAOI [I−BII(α)HCII ]

det(I + HAIIBII(α))

HCOO =
det(I + HAIIBII(α))[HAOO −HAOIBII(α)HCIO]

det(I + HAIIBII(α))
(6.7)

This formulation allows for the natural frequencies of the global structure to be

repositioned using only the measured receptances at the modification DOFs I.
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6.3 Application of structural modification the-

ory to milling

Since the geometry, and more specifically the diameter, of the tool holder has a

significant effect on the tool tip dynamics, and in turn the stability of the milling

operation, a simple method of avoiding chatter would be to choose a tool holder

that results in stability lobes at a preferred spindle speed. Using the direct SM

method presented above, this section will show that, it is possible to predict the

dynamics of a number of different tool holders with a single experimental model.

Whilst this is useful, it is a long winded method of optimising the tool holder

geometry. However, this section will also show that, since the location of the

stability lobes is directly proportional to the natural frequencies of the structure,

the inverse method may be used to optimise to the geometry by solving a single

equation.

6.3.1 The stability of a milling operation

In order to apply SM theory to the chatter avoidance problem, it is helpful to

revisit the average tooth angle approach for the prediction of stability lobe di-

agrams. Tlusty’s method (section 3.2.1, Eqns. (3.34) and (3.32)) gives us that

blim =
−1

2KsRe[FRFor]N∗t
where N∗t =

Nt(ϕe − ϕs)
360

(6.8)

where blim is the stability limit of the axial depth of cut in m, Ks is the specific

force, FRFor is the oriented FRF (a linear combination of the x- and y-direction

FRFs), N∗t is the average number of teeth in the cut at any one time, Nt is the

number of teeth on the tool, and ϕe and ϕs are the exit and entry angle of the

tool respectively. The stability limit also depends upon the spindle speed of the

operation and this is given by

Ω =
fc

Nt(L+ ε
2π

)
where ε = 2π − 2 tan−1

(
Re[FRFor]

Im[FRFor]

)
(6.9)
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where Ω is the spindle speed in revolutions per second, fc is the valid chatter

frequency range, and L ∈ Z is the lobe number. In order to produce a stability

lobe diagram, Ω is calculated for a number of lobes (N = 0, 1, 2, . . .) over the valid

chatter frequency range(s) i.e. where Re[FRFor]≤ 0, then each of these lobes are

plotted against blim.

Eq. (6.8) tells us that the stability limit tends to infinity as the real part of the

oriented FRF tends to zero. Since the real part of any FRF will tend to zero at

resonance, by shifting the resonance frequencies, the peaks in the stability lobes

are also shifted. Considering Eq. (6.9) at resonance (where Re[FRFor]= 0),we

have that

Ωbest =
fn

Nt(N + 1)
(6.10)

Where Ωbest is the location of the peak in the stability lobes, and fn is the natural

frequency of the oriented FRF in Hz. The oriented FRF is given by:

FRFor = µxFRFx + µyFRFy (6.11)

where FRFx and FRFy are the frequency response functions is the x-and y-

directions respectively, and µx and µy are the directional orientation factors used

to project the cutting force model onto the surface normal direction.

Hence, the tool tip FRF in both the x- and y-directions are required to predict

the stability of a given milling operation. Whilst this has no effect on the appli-

cation of the direct SM method to high speed milling, as FRFx and FRFy can be

predicted individually (using Eq. (6.5)) and used to generate the stability lobe

diagram. When applying the inverse method, the location of the optimum spin-

dle speed (Ωbest) is dependent not on the resonant frequencies of the individual

FRFs but on FRFor, therefore the inverse method in Eq. (6.6) must be updated

to take into account the oriented FRF.
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6.3.2 Inverse structural modification of tool holder geom-

etry

It will now be shown that, because of the properties inherent in any FRF curve,

by shifting the resonance of either the x- or y-direction using the inverse method,

the resonance of the oriented FRF is also shifted.

Consider an experimental model of some standard tool holder HA, and a partially

constructed numerical model (B(d)) with diameter d unknown. The inverse SM

method set out in Eq. (6.6) may be applied to optimise d in terms of the natural

frequency of either the x or y direction FRFs. Now, let Hx
A be an experimental

model in the x direction, and let Hy
A be an experimental model in the y direction,

then the inverse SM equations are given by:

Hx
C =

adj(I + Hx
AB(d))Hx

A

det(I + Hx
AB(d))

Hy
C =

adj(I + Hy
AB(d))Hy

A

det(I + Hy
AB(d))

(6.12)

where Matrix partitions have been removed for simplicity. However, since the

location of the stability lobes depends on FRFor, the equations in Eq. (6.12)

must be combined in the same manner as FRFor, this gives

µxH
x
C + µyH

y
C = µx

adj(I + Hx
AB(d))Hx

A

det(I + Hx
AB(d))

+ µy
adj(I + Hy

AB(d))Hy
A

det(I + Hy
AB(d))

=
det(I + Hy

AB(d)) det(I + Hx
AB(d))

[
µx[I + Hx

AB(d)]−1Hx
A + µy[(I + Hy

AB(d)]−1Hy
A

]
det(I + Hx

AB(d)) det(I + Hy
AB(d))

(6.13)

Then, the natural frequencies of the oriented FRF can be set by solving

det(I + Hx
AB(d)) det(I + Hy

AB(d)) = 0 (6.14)

which clearly has solutions when either det(I+Hx
AB(d)) = 0 or det(I+Hy

AB(d)) =

0. Therefore, the inverse SM method, as set out in Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) can be

applied in either the x- or y-directions in order to reposition the stability lobes.
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This is a standard property for any structure; when adding two FRFs together,

the infinitesimal nature of resonance in either curve will also cause resonance in

their sum.

When selecting which direction to modify, it is important to keep in mind that

the most dominant mode (the mode with the largest amplitude) will have the

lowest stability limit and thus determine the absolute stability limit; therefore,

this mode should be optimised. However the magnitude of µx and µy should also

be taken into consideration, as they may change the dominance of the modes.

6.4 Experimental Investigation: Spindle Rig

Before validating the SM theory on a full milling machine, it was decided to first

test the theory on a spindle rig. The spindle rig consists of a HSKA63 milling

spindle, bearings and bearing housing, similar to any five axis milling machine,

but is suspended on a smaller simpler structure. Validation on a spindle rig has

several advantages over validation on a milling machine. Firstly, because of the

simpler supporting structure, many of the low frequency modes associated with

the machine are removed; therefore, concentration can be given to the dominant

bending modes of the tool, tool holder, and spindle. Secondly, the spindle rig can

be tested in cold conditions, meaning nonlinearities such as thermal softening of

the bearings [103] are removed, thus making the data more repeatable. Finally,

because of the simpler support, the rig is axisymmetric, meaning the dynamics

are identical in the x and y direction, and therefore the natural frequencies of the

oriented FRF are identical to that of the x or y direction; therefore either may

be used for optimisation purposes. For the rest of this section, the y-direction is

considered. A schematic diagram of the spindle rig’s geometry is shown in Fig. 6.1

In order to investigate SM for chatter avoidance in high speed milling, two tool

holders of different geometries were chosen. A cylindrical untapered holder of

length 0.134 m and diameter 0.024 m; and a tapered tool holder of length 0.134

m and diameter ranging between 0.024 m and 0.034m. These holders will be re-
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Figure 6.1: Diagram showing the dimensions and bearing locations of the exper-
imental spindle rig

ferred to as the unmodified and modified holders, respectively. Both holders had a

HSKA63 spindle interface. The geometries of both holders are summarised in Fig.

6.2 and Table. 6.1. It is important to note that the geometries of the tool holders

differ only in the base diameter d2, as this is this parameter that will be modified.

A two fluted end mill of total length 0.083 m was inserted into both holders with

a stickout length of 0.037 m. Then, each of the tool holders were clamped into the

spindle, and their tool tip frequency response functions measured, these results

are compared in Fig. 6.3. It can be seen that the simpler structure of the spindle

rig results in a single dominant bending mode in both cases, and similarly to the

results presented in chapter. 4, the larger base diameter gives rise to a mode with

lower amplitude and higher natural frequency.

l1(mm) l2(mm) l3 d1(mm) d2(mm) d3(mm)

Unmodified 160 134 47 64 24 24

Modified 160 134 47 64 34 24

Table 6.1: Dimensions of the modified and unmodified tool holders
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Figure 6.2: Diagram showing the dimensions for both the unmodified and modi-
fied holders
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Figure 6.3: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots com-
paring the tool tip dynamics of the unmodified (· · · ) and modified (—) holders
on the spindle rig

The hypothesis behind the following experiment is that, using only data from the

unmodified tool holder, it is possible to predict, and hence optimise, the tool tip

frequency response function of the modified tool holder using SM.

6.4.1 Methodology

This section describes how each of the models (A and B), defined in section 6.2

and shown in Fig. 6.4 are constructed in order to apply higher rank SM theory

to the tool holder problem.

Model B

It is convenient to begin the methodology by discussing model B, or the modifica-

tion model, which is a numerical model that describes the difference in diameter

between the unmodified and modified holders. The geometry is a circular tube

of length 0.134 m with an inner diameter of 0.024 m. The outer diameter varies

between 0.024 m and 0.034 m, as shown in Fig. 6.2. A numerical model was

constructed with the geometrical properties shown, and standard steel material

properties (density ρ = 7750 kg m−3, Young’s Modulus E = 200 GPa).
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It is important to keep the dimensions of model B as low as possible for two

reasons. Firstly, each node in the numerical model must also occur in the ex-

perimental model A, and experimental data inherently contains error. But also,

if the inverse SM method is to be used, by keeping the number of nodes to a

minimum, it is more likely that a solution can be found.

Whilst minimising the dimensions of model B has its advantages, it also carries

with it some disadvantages. The number of modes included in a numerical model

equals the size of the elemental matrices (stiffness K and mass M), i.e. a numer-

ical model with a 2× 2 stiffness matrix only accounts for the first two modes of

the structure. Hence, when model B is minimised it becomes a truncated model

and does not account for the out of range modes.

However, in order to minimise the experimental cost of the method, it was decided

that the geometry of model B would be modelled using only two beam elements,

one for the tapered section of the holder and one for the untapered section. The

first beam lies between nodes n2 and n3 and the second between nodes n3 and

n4 and each beam has two degrees of freedom, translation y and rotation θ, as

shown in Fig. 6.4. Therefore the dimensions of the element matrices are 6× 6.

Beam one is a tapered Timoshenko tube, constructed from the beam element

matrices given in [104], it has an inner diameter of 0.024 m, an outer diameter

between 0.024 m and 0.034 m, and a length of 0.064 m. Whilst the second beam

is an untapered Timoshenko tube, constructed from the standard Timoshenko

beam element matrices [105], with an inner diameter of 0.024 m, an outer diam-

eter of 0.034 m, and a length of 0.07 m. Timoshenko beam elements were used

over Euler-Bernoulli beam elements, since it has already been shown that they

describe the dynamics of tool holders with greater accuracy [84].

The global mass and stiffness matrices for model B were then assembled using the

direct stiffness method, which applies compatibility and equilibrium conditions
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in a similar manner to SM. The global mass and stiffness matrices are then given

by

M =


[
M22

]
2×2

[
M23

]
2×2

0[
M32

]
2×2

[
M33

]
2×2

[
M34

]
2×2

0
[
M43

]
2×2

[
M44

]
2×2

 (6.15)

and

K =


[
K22

]
2×2

[
K23

]
2×2

0[
K32

]
2×2

[
K33

]
2×2

[
K34

]
2×2

0
[
K43

]
2×2

[
K44

]
2×2

 (6.16)

(6.17)

respectively, where the subscripts ij refer to the nodes n2-n4, and

[
Kij

]
2×2

=

[
Kyiyj Kyiθj

Kθiyj Kθiθj

]
(6.18)

Then finally, for a particular frequency ω model B is given by:

BII = K− ω2M (6.19)

Model A

To construct model A, the experimental translational mode shapes φr were mea-

sured using standard impact test equipment. An impulse hammer was used to

excite the system at the base of the holder, and the response was measured at

eighteen equally spaced locations between the tool tip and the base of the holder.

The tip of the holder was chosen as the excitation location because the tool tip

was found to be too flexible for a steel tipped hammer. To the eighteen measured
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Figure 6.4: Diagram detailing the location of the nodes included in models A B
C
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frequency response functions Hij, where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 18} and j = 5, curves were

fitted between 0 Hz and 5000 Hz and a modal model extracted using the experi-

mental modal analysis method outlined in chapter 4.

In total eight modes (φr) were extracted with natural frequencies between 273 Hz

and 4045 Hz. Then to each of the eight modes a polynomial of order three was

fitted in the least-squares sense. A least squares curve fit finds the optimum fit to

the measured mode shapes by minimising the sum of the squared residuals, where

a residual is defined as the difference between the measured value and the fitted

value. Each of the eight polynomials were then differentiated to get the rotational

mode shapes φ
(1)
r . Then for each of the four nodes n1 to n4 shown in Fig. 6.4,

the translational and rotational FRFs (Hij, Nij, Lij, Pij) were constructed. The

accuracy of this method depends largely on the number of data points included

in the polynomial fitting. Increasing the number of data points was found to

increase the accuracy of the rotational mode shapes, whilst decreasing the effi-

ciency of the method. It was found that using eighteen data points continuously

produced accurate results for all modes, although it was not always necessary.

Although some of the translational FRFs (Hij) were measured directly, the re-

generated curves were used so as not to include noise in the SM equations. As

discussed already, small errors, such as noise, in the input can lead to large errors

in the output because of the matrix inversions. Whilst curve fitting also causes

small errors, it was found that better results could be obtained using the smooth

regenerated FRFs.
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Model A was then constructed, for a particular frequency ω, as follows:

HA =

[
[HAOO]2×2 [HAOI ]2×6

[HAIO]6×2 [HAII ]6×6

]

=



[
G11

]
2×2

[
G12

]
2×2

[
G13

]
2×2

[
G14

]
2×2[

G21

]
2×2

[
G22

]
2×2

[
G23

]
2×2

[
G24

]
2×2[

G31

]
2×2

[
G32

]
2×2

[
G33

]
2×2

[
G34

]
2×2[

G41

]
2×2

[
G42

]
2×2

[
G43

]
2×2

[
G44

]
2×2


(6.20)

where the subscripts 1-4 refer to the nodes n1-n4, and

[
Gij

]
2×2

=

[
Hij(ω) Nij(ω))

Lij(ω) Pij(ω)

]
(6.21)

6.4.2 Direct structural modification

Using the models constructed in section. 6.4.1, the direct SM method was carried

out by applying Eq. (6.5) over a frequency range of 1 Hz to 5000 Hz with a 1

Hz increment. The resultant matrix (for each frequency) HCII contains the four

FRFs (H11,N11,L11,P11), from which the translational FRF H11 was extracted.

The predicted result is presented in Fig. 6.5 alongside its experimental counter-

part and the unmodified holder. It should be noted that the experimental tool tip

FRF from the modified holder was constructed from the measured mode shapes,

since the excitation was applied at the base of the holder and not the tool tip.

It can be seen that the predicted result shows a very high correlation with the

experimental data. The single mode occurs at 646 Hz, within 1% of the measured

mode at 649 Hz, whilst the predicted amplitude (of the imaginary part) is within

7% of the measured value. It is clear that the direct SM of tool holder geometry

has a clear advantage over receptance coupling, in that these results have been

obtained without including any unknown interface properties. Hence, using this

method it is possible to choose the optimum holder for a given operation without

having to take any further measurements such as contact stiffness or damping.
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Figure 6.5: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots com-
paring the experimental tool tip dynamics of the unmodified (· · · ) and modified
holders (—), with the predicted result (- -) from the spindle rig

The inverse SM method is now applied to the same problem.

6.4.3 Inverse structural modification

It has already been shown that the spindle speed at which the peaks in the sta-

bility lobes occur is directly proportional to the natural frequency of the oriented

FRF (6.11)

Ωbest =
fn

(N + 1)Nt

(6.22)

Hence, by shifting the natural frequency of a particular mode it is possible to

reposition the stability lobes. For instance, it may be desirable to cut at a partic-

ular spindle speed in order to minimise tool wear, or the user may want to position

a peak at the maximum spindle speed of the machine in order to maximise its

full potential. Since the spindle rig is axisymmetric, the natural frequency of the

y direction matches that of the oriented FRF; therefore the inverse method given

in Eq. (6.7) is applied to optimise the tool holder diameter d2 in the y-direction.

To apply inverse SM, model A was constructed using the same methodology as

in section 6.4.1. Then, the same beam elements as before were used to construct
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model B; however, a symbolic variable d2 was used for the outer diameter of the

beams instead of inputting an actual value. Therefore, the tapered beam has

an inner diameter of 0.024 m and an outer diameter ranging between 0.024 m

and d2, and the untapered beam has an inner diameter of 0.024 m and an outer

diameter of d2. In doing so, model B becomes a symbolic matrix and a function

of d2.

Since the natural frequency of the modified holder occurs at 646 Hz, inverse SM

was used to seek a value of d2 which would result in a mode at 646 Hz, therefore

wseek = 2π(646) rad/s. Referring back to section 6.2, Eq. (6.7), the natural

frequencies of the modified model C are given by

det(I + HAIIBII(d2)) = 0 (6.23)

To solve this, the matrix HAII is given by

HAII =


[
G22(ωseek)

]
2×2

[
G23(ωseek)

]
2×2

[
G24(ωseek)

]
2×2[

G32(ωseek)
]

2×2

[
G33(ωseek)

]
2×2

[
G34(ωseek)

]
2×2[

G42(ωseek)
]

2×2

[
G43(ωseek)

]
2×2

[
G44(ωseek)

]
2×2

 (6.24)

and model B is given by

BII(d2) = K(d2)− ω2
seekM(d2) (6.25)

Then, evaluating Eq. (6.23) results in a polynomial in d2 of order 36, with com-

plex coefficients. Since d2 is real, the real and imaginary parts of the polynomial

are set to zero and solved individually. The polynomials are too large to solve

analytically, however using MATLAB’s vpasolve function, a numerical solution

was found, giving 36 possible diameters. However, some of these solutions can

be instantly disregarded, firstly all negative solutions were removed, and then

solutions outside of the possible range for d2 were also discounted. Since the base

diameter d2 cannot exceed the flange diameter d1, it has an allowable range of

0.024 < d2 < 0.064 m. This resulted in two possible solutions, 0.033 m and 0.042
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Figure 6.6: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots showing
the predicted result (...) from the direct SM method on the spindle rig with a
base diameter d2=0.042 m

m. It is already known that a diameter of 0.034 m results in a mode at 646 Hz,

hence the first solution is correct to within 1 mm.

The validity of the second solution was verified by carrying out the direct SM

method covered in section 6.4.2. This time a base diameter of 0.042 m was used

in model B. The results are shown in Fig. 6.6.

It can be seen that, as predicted, a mode occurs at 646 Hz when the tool holder

has a diameter of 0.042 m. Whilst it is difficult to know whether this is the same

mode as for the 0.032 m case, it is possible, using the multivariate mode indicator

function (MMIF) to derive the number of modes in this region.

For a set of FRFs H, the ratio of the real part of the response is considered in

relation to the total response as follows:

MMIF =
F T [Re(H)TRe(H)]F

F T [HTH]F
(6.26)

where F is the input force. Then as the real part tends to zero, the resonances
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Figure 6.7: Multivariate mode indicator function (MMIF) for results of inverse
SM on the spindle rig with d2=.034 m (—) and d2=0.042 m (- -)

are determined by the minimum values of MMIF.

The MMIF was applied to the predicted FRFs for the 0.034 m and 0.042 m cases,

and the results are plotted in Fig. 6.7. Whilst the 0.042 m holder has a single

mode in the vicinity of ωseek, the 0.032 m holder also has an additional mode at

740 Hz.

Discussion

It has been shown that using inverse SM theory, of higher rank, it is possible to

determine a base diameter d2 that will result in a mode at a particular frequency

and therefore will result in a stability lobe at a particular spindle speed. The

advantage of this method is clear. Using direct SM it is possible to predict

the tool tip dynamics for any holder; however to optimise this for a particular

operation, numerical models of each and every tool holder must be constructed,

which is computationally expensive. On the contrary, using a single (partially

constructed) numerical model and the inverse method, the optimum tool holder

geometry can be be found by solving a single equation. It should also be taken

into consideration that this validation was carried out using data from a spindle

rig, which has much simpler dynamics than a milling machine.
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6.5 Direct Structural Modification on the FTV5

Milling Machine

Whilst the results from the spindle rig are promising, the over simplification of

the support structure simplifies the experimental data in that fewer low frequency

modes occur. In addition, the data collected from the rig contains less measure-

ment noise since no motors, fans, or coolant systems are running whilst the data

is collected. Hence, it must now be shown that, despite the additional complex-

ities associated with a milling machine, it is possible to use direct SM to model

changes in the tool holder geometry.

This section repeats the experiment carried out in section 6.4.2, this time with the

tool holders clamped on the FTV5 milling machine, which also has a HSKA63

spindle interface. Since both x- and y-direction tool-tip FRFs are required to

predict the stability lobe diagram for a particular operation, the experiment is

carried out separately for both directions. Then both results are used to generate

a stability lobe diagram. The y-direction is considered first.

6.5.1 Methodology

With the unmodified tool holder clamped in the FTV5 spindle, the translational

mode shapes φr were measured, again using a steel tipped impulse hammer and

a light weight accelerometer. The response was measured at the same eighteen

locations between the tool tip and the base of the holder. Applying the same

curve fitting technique, nine modes with natural frequencies between 348 Hz and

4730 Hz were extracted. Least squares fitted polynomials for each mode were

then differentiated to get the rotational mode shapes φ
(1)
r . Finally, the four FRFs

(H, N , L, and P ) were constructed at the five nodes n1-n4 as before. Then, for a

particular frequency, HA was assembled (as in Eq. (6.20)) to give an 8×8 matrix.

Since the modification occurs on the tool holder alone, and is independent of the

spindle or machine, the same numerical model as in section 6.4.1 was used for
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model B. This gives the 6× 6 modification model, for a particular frequency, as

shown in Eq. (6.19).

Eq. (6.5) was then applied at frequencies between 1 and 5000 Hz, with a 1 Hz

increment. From the resultant HCOO, the translational tool tip FRF H11 was

extracted.

6.5.2 Undamped direct structural modification

The results of the direct SM method in the y direction on the FTV5 are plotted in

Fig. 6.8, along with the measured tool tip FRFs for the unmodified and modified

holders. The dominant mode of the modified holder was measured at 936 Hz, and

Fig. 6.8 shows that the direct SM method predicts this mode at 949 Hz, which

is accurate to within 1.5%. However, it can clearly be seen that the amplitude of

the predicted mode is significantly larger than its measured counterpart. In fact,

the amplitude of the imaginary part of the predicted mode is −9.96× 10−6 m/N,

whilst it was measured at −2.55× 10−6 m/N.

This would suggest that the larger diameter of the modified holder not only

changes the mass and stiffness of the structure, but is also an additional source

of damping, something which does not occur on the spindle rig. Therefore, when

using the direct SM method on a machining structure, it is vital that damping is

included in the modification matrix B.

6.5.3 Proportional damping

The inclusion of damping in numerical models is still the topic of much research

[106, 107], most of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the simple

well-known case of proportional viscous damping is quite sufficient here [51]. Pro-

portional damping, where the damping matrix is modelled as a linear combination

of the mass and stiffness matrices, has the advantage of being practically simple
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Figure 6.8: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots com-
paring the experimental tool tip dynamics of the unmodified (· · · ) and modified
(—) holders, with the results of the undamped direct SM in the y-direction (- -)
on the FTV5.

to include in a model. Additionally, the modes of a proportionally damped model

are almost identical to those of the undamped modal model, in that the mode

shapes are identical and the natural frequencies very similar. This is important

as it was shown in section 6.5.2 that, the undamped SM correctly identifies the

modified natural frequency. The biggest limitation of this form of damping is

that a viscous model is frequency dependent, for this reason it can be difficult to

find damping coefficients that are accurate over a large frequency range. How-

ever, since the machine tool FRFs are dominated by a single mode, the viscous

damping model is appropriate for this application.

In chapter 3 it was shown that, due to the orthogonality properties of the mass and

stiffness matrices, a proportionally damped system may be decoupled, meaning

each of the n equations of an n DOF system, may be solved separately as a single

DOF system with the following properties:

mrẍ+ crẋ+ krx = 0 (6.27)
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with

ωr = ωn
√

1− ζ2
r ωn =

√
kr
mr

ζr =
cr

2
√
krmr

(6.28)

It was also shown that, for a proportionally damped system

ζr =
cr

2
√
krmr

=
α

2ωn
+
βωn

2
(6.29)

The constants α, β, wr, and ζr for the modification model are unknown, and

whilst they may be approximated by choosing sensible values for ζr, it is more

robust to use the information from the experimental modal model.

From the nine measured mode shapes φr, we have nine values for the damped

natural frequency ωr and damping ratio ζr, allowing us to calculate the nine

undamped natural frequencies ωn. Then the nine equations for the proportional

damping coefficients may written

2


ζ1

ζ2

...

ζ9

 =


1
ωn1

ωn1

1
ωn2

ωn2

...
...

1
ωn9

ωn9


{
α

β

}
(6.30)

Since there are only two unknowns, this is an overdetermined set of equations.

However, the least squares method may be used to find an approximate solution.

Eq. (6.30) is of the form b = Ax, therefore by multiplying both sides by AT , a

standard square system of equations is found. Then the approximate solution is

given by

{
α

β

}
= 2




1
ωn1

ωn1

1
ωn2

ωn2

...
...

1
ωn9

ωn9


T 

1
ωn1

ωn1

1
ωn2

ωn2

...
...

1
ωn9

ωn9



−1 

1
ωn1

ωn1

1
ωn2

ωn2

...
...
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 (6.31)

Once α and β have been determined, damping can be added to the modification
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Figure 6.9: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots com-
paring the experimental tool tip dynamics of the modified (—) holder, with the
results of the damped direct SM in the y-direction (- -) on the FTV5

matrix B as follows:

BII =K + iωC− ω2M

=(1 + iβω)K− (ω2 − iαω)M (6.32)

6.5.4 Damped Direct Structural Modification

Using the same experimental model as section 6.5.1 and the damped numerical

model outlined in the previous section, the direct SM method was again applied

using Eq. (6.5). The results are presented in Fig. 6.9. The natural frequency of

the predicted result matches that of the undamped case; however, the addition

of the proportional viscous damping has brought the amplitude of the imaginary

part to within 20% of the measured value, a vast improvement on the undamped

case.

As discussed earlier, in order to predict the stability lobe diagram, both the x

and y direction tool tip FRFs are required. The above analysis has concentrated

on the y direction; hence, the same experiment was also carried out using ex-

perimental data collected in the x direction. The results of the prediction are
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Figure 6.10: Real (a) and Imaginary (b) frequency response function plots com-
paring the experimental tool tip dynamics of the unmodified (· · · ) and modified
(—) holders, with the results of the damped direct SM in the feed direction (- -)
on the FTV5

compared with the measured modified holder in Fig. 6.10.

When capturing the modified FRF, an unknown source of noise occurred around

the region of resonance, causing some uncertainty in the amplitude of the modes.

The FTV5 milling machine is situated in an active machine shop floor and exter-

nal noise from nearby machinery may be transmitted to the machine, it is also

possible that an internal motor or fan was running at the time of the experiment;

however, steps were taken to mitigate such a problem.

The results in Fig. 6.10 show that the SM method predicts a single mode at 1000

Hz, in comparison to the measured data in which two separate modes occur at

983 Hz and 1025 Hz. Axisymmetric structures such as spindles, often contain

very close modes which are coupled by low-levels of non-proportional damping

[108]. Hence, when an additional source of damping is added to a structure, these

modes can become uncoupled. It has already been shown that the tool holder

is a source of damping; therefore, in this case it is likely that the addition of

the modified tool holder has separated the modes. Since the modes were identi-

fied from the unmodified structure, the two modes cannot be defined uniquely,
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and are instead identified as a single mode. Since the SM method is only capable

of modifying modes and not creating them, the result also contains a single mode.

6.5.5 Stability Prediction

The purpose of this experiment is to predict the stability of a milling operation;

therefore, a stability lobe diagram was generated from both the measured and

predicted tool tip FRFs. A 50% radial immersion (6 mm) down milling operation

was chosen as an example, which gives us:

µx = cos(45 + β) cos(β) and µy = cos(β − 45) cos(45) (6.33)

where β is the force angle of 68 deg. The entry and exist angles for up milling

are given by ϕs=90 deg and ϕe=180 deg. An aluminium alloy was chosen as the

material for the workpiece which has a specific force of Ks =750 N/mm2 [109],

and the 12 mm tool has two teeth. The results are compared in Fig. 6.11. It can

be seen that the SM method very accurately predicts the absolute stability limit

at Ωworst, which is determined by the minimum of the real part of the FRFor; as

well as the location of Ωbest, determined by the natural frequency of the oriented

FRF. There is however some error in the gradient of the stability limit between

Ωworst and the next peak, this is determined by the rate at which the real part

of the FRF returns to zero following a mode, and so could be caused by error in

the damping. The effect of the separated mode can also be seen, as the predicted

results contains a single peak, whilst in the measured data, competing lobes can

be seen at around 2 mm.

6.5.6 Discussion

The direct SM method has been successfully applied to the optimisation of tool

holder geometry for chatter avoidance in high speed milling. It has been shown

that changes in the diameter of the tool holder, can contribute additional damp-

ing to the structure and; therefore, damping must be included in the modification
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Figure 6.11: Stability lobe diagrams for the modified tool holder on the FTV5
(experimental (—) vs. predicted (- -))

matrix. Using the experimental modal model, proportional viscous damping was

added to the numerical model, without having to take any further measurements.

The results of the damped direct SM method show good correlation with their

experimental counterparts. In the x direction, the change in tool holder geometry

caused two close modes to separate, a feature that the SM method is not able

to predict. Despite this, the experimental and predicted stability lobe diagrams,

for an example milling operation, are in good agreement with one another. The

direct SM method is particularity accurate in the prediction of natural frequency

and absolute stability limit.

When compared to the RCSA method, the direct SM method has a simple ad-

vantage, in that only a single experimental model from a standard tool holder

is required, and no further measurements (such as connection parameters) are

needed. Despite this the optimisation process still requires the construction of

several numerical models, which could easily become a lengthy process.
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6.6 Inverse structural modification on the FTV5

The advantage of inverse SM method over the direct method is that the tool

holder geometry can be optimised by solving a single equation. This involves

building a single partially constructed numerical model and is thus computation-

ally less expensive than the direct method. It will now be shown that, despite

the additional complexities of machine data, the inverse SM method may be used

to optimise tool holder geometry.

In section 6.3.2 it was shown that the tool holder geometry may be optimised

in terms of the stability lobe location, by applying the inverse SM method in a

single direction. Since the amplitude of the dominant mode in the y-direction is

larger than that of the x-direction, it was used for optimisation purposes, as this

mode will have the lowest stability limit. In practice, consideration must be given

to the values of µx and µy, as they may change the dominance of these modes

when the oriented FRF is calculated.

It was shown earlier that the undamped direct method was capable of accurately

predicting the natural frequency of the modified structure. For this reason, it is

unnecessary to include damping when using the inverse method.

6.6.1 Methodology

The data from the modified holder on the FTV5 demonstrates that the modi-

fied holder produces a dominant mode at 936 Hz. Therefore using the y-direction

experimental model HA as described in section (6.5.1) and the undamped numer-

ical model B(d2) given in Eq. (6.19), both evaluated at ωseek = 2π(936) rad/s,

the inverse SM method was applied using Eq. (6.7). Again this resulted in a

polynomial of degree 36 with complex coefficients, since d2 is real, the real and

imaginary parts were set to zero and solved using MATLAB’s vpasolve. From

the 36 solutions, the negative results and the results out of the possible range of

d2 were removed, leaving a single acceptable solution of 0.0336 m, within 1.2%

of the expected value of 0.034 m.
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6.6.2 Discussion

It has been shown that, despite the added complexities of machine data, the in-

verse SM method, can be used to optimise the tool holder geometry. Despite the

fact that, the location of the stability lobes depends on the resonant frequencies

of the oriented FRF, because of the inherent properties of any FRF, the inverse

method may be successfully applied in a single direction.

Whilst the direct SM method has the advantage over receptance coupling, that no

additional measurements (such as contact stiffness and damping) must be taken;

it was shown in section 6.5.2 that damping must still be included in the modi-

fication matrix. Moreover, optimising the tool holder geometry using the direct

method, still involves the construction of several numerical models. However, the

inverse method may be used, without the inclusion of damping, to optimise the

holder geometry by solving a single equation, a feature that is not present in the

receptance coupling method.

6.7 Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to apply the higher rank SM method to the

problem of chatter avoidance in high speed milling operations. The first impor-

tant contribution from this investigation was that the inverse SM method may be

applied in either the x- or y-direction, despite the stability of a milling operation

being dependent on a linear combination of them both. This is an important

finding as it simplifies the inverse method, making a solution more likely. Both

the direct and inverse SM methods were then applied to experimental data from

a spindle rig. The direct method can be successfully used to model how changes

in the tool holder geometry affect the tool tip dynamics, and thus the stability of

the milling operation. In terms of optimisation, the inverse method has greater

potential, as a single equation can be solved to predict a tool holder diameter that

will result in stability lobes at a particular spindle speed. When applying the di-

rect method to data from the FTV5 milling machine, a viscous damping model

was included in the modification matrix, to improve the amplitude prediction.
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Importantly, unlike receptance coupling, no further measurements were needed.

The inverse method was applied to data from the FTV5; however in this case, it

is unnecessary to include the damping model, as it has little or no effect on the

natural frequency. The results of this investigation are important for two reasons,

firstly, it provides an efficient method of optimising the tool holder geometry for a

given milling operation, which has obvious benefits over the receptance coupling

method. And secondly, it provides a new passive chatter avoidance method, that

is much simpler than anything that has been presented in previous research.
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Chapter 7

Design and Testing of a Tuneable

Tool Holder

The previous chapter demonstrated how structural modification (SM) theory may

be used to model and optimise the geometry of a standard HSKA63 tapered tool

holder. Consequently, an optimal tooling structure may be selected in order to

maximise the mass removal rate of a milling operation. However, the method

shown still relies on the user having a large selection of tool holders, with a range

of geometers, from which to choose.

.

.

7.1 Introduction

Production rates in high value manufacturing are severely limited by the self-

excited vibration known as chatter, and research efforts have thus far concen-

trated on using the cutting tool to avoid the onset of such vibrations. Using the

method outlined in Chapter 6, it possible to optimise the dynamics of a machine

by selecting a tool holder with optimal geometry; however, this involves a signifi-
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cant financial investment. Similar to the idea of the variable pitch and helix angle

tools [30], a range of tool holders, with variable geometries must be purchased,

so that any operation can be optimised.

.

.

This chapter will, firstly, describe the design process for the new tool holder, from

design specification to finalisation and manufacturing. Subsequently, the finished

prototype will be tested tested in terms of its suitability for machining trials, and

its ability to tune the dynamics of a spindle.

7.2 Design Specification

The following design specification details the required features that the prototype

tool holder must contain, as well as some further considerations that were taken

into account during the design process.

7.2.1 Performance

Spindle interface - The prototype tuneable tool holder must be fit for pur-

pose on a HSKA63 milling machine such as the FTV5, and therefore must have

the HSKA63 spindle interface manufactured to BS-ISO (British Standards - In-

dustrial Standards Organisation) standards. The dimensions and tolerances are

available in the BS ISO 12164-1:2001 [95] and BS ISO 12164-2:2001 [96] docu-

ments.

Tool clamping - The holder must be capable of clamping a standard milling

tool using the heat shrink technology and must therefore have undergone heat
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treatment as is standard with any heat shrink tool holder. The clamping force

on the tool must be within the industry standards, and therefore the tolerance

in the diameter of the tool cavity must be to ISO standards [95]. It must also be

compatible with the dimensions of the Bilz Thermogrip Machine: ISG3200WK

[110], which is used for tool clamping.

-

.

.

Balancing - As with any rotating structure the tool holder must be balanceable.

The ISO standards state that a milling tool holder must be balanced to grade

G2.5 [111]. The Haimer: Tool Dynamic 2009 balancing machine will be used to

measure the unbalance of the holder; therefore, the prototype must be compat-

ible with the balancing machine, and all its components. In order to balance

the prototype, the holder must be compatible with either the balancing screws

or balancing rings available with balancing machine. Dynamic unbalance and

balancing of rotating structures is considered in greater depth in section 7.4.

-

.

.

Ease of manufacture - Since the holder will be manufactured between The

University of Sheffield and The AMRC, the manufacturing processes involved

must be within the capabilities of the two sites.
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7.2.2 Environment

Materials - The holder will be used on the FTV5 milling machine and there-

fore will be in constant contact will coolant, aluminium swarf, dirt and dust.

.

-

.

.

.

. .

.

.

7.2.3 Health and safety

Tool Clamping - For health and safety reasons it is important that the holder is

capable of achieving the industry standard clamping force [95]. Before a product

is brought to market, a tool holder would undergo rigorous testing to ensure that

the product meets these standards; however, such testing is beyond the scope of

this project, and for that reason, the prototype must be re-manufactured from

an existing tool holder that is known to meet these standards. Consequently it

is important that the design of the tool holder does not alter the section of the

holder where the tool is clamped.

-

.

.
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Table 7.1:

7.3 Design solution

Fig. (7.1). Fig. (7.1a)

.

Fig. (7.1b),

.

.

.

Table. 7.1.

.

.

.

.

Each of the design decisions is now justified in relation to the design specification

in section. 7.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1:
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7.3.1 Performance

Spindle interface - As mentioned earlier, it was decided that the prototype

would be re-manufactured from a tool holder purchased from another manufac-

turer. Hence a standard HSKA63 tool holder, of the correct length and diameter

larger than that of the prototype design was used as a starting point in the manu-

facturing process. By doing so the HSKA63 interface was guaranteed to be within

the ISO standards.

Tool clamping - Similarly, since the prototype was re-manufactured from a

commercial tool holder, all necessary heat treatment had already been performed

before purchase, the tool cavity was within ISO standards, and the holder was

compatible with the Bilz Thermogrip Machine.

-

.

.

Balancing - The unbalance of the holder could only be tested post manufac-

turing; however, the prototype was designed with axisymmetry in an attempt

to reduce the unbalance. The holder may be hard balanced, as with any other

HSKA63 holder, by drilling into the flange at a particular location, in order shift

the centre of gravity onto the centre of rotation. Whilst the design has no ca-

pability for balancing with screws, it is possible to balance the prototype with

balancing rings. In addition to the design of the holder, a set of balancing rings

with a diameter to match the prototype were purchased.

-

[112] .

. . 7.5.1
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.

Ease of manufacture -

.

.

7.3.2 Environment

Materials - Again, since the holder was remanufactured, the material of the tool

holder had all the necessary properties.

.

Dimensions -

.

Figs. 7.3 and 7.3.

7.3.3 Health and Safety

Tool clamping - Based upon the guidance of the cutting tool manufacturer, the

minimum insertion length of the tool should be twice the diameter. Since the

holder is capable clamping a 12 mm tool, the first 24 mm of the holder must be

unchanged during manufacturing.

.

-

.
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Figure 7.2:

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3:
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7.4 Testing the unbalance of the prototype

A rotating structure is said to have static unbalance when the centre of gravity

is offset from the centre of rotation. As the structure rotates, imperfections such

as manufacturing faults cause a centripetal acceleration normal to the axis of

rotation. In practice, such imperfections are not limited to a single plane and

the structure is said to have dynamic unbalance. Even if the dynamic unbalance

is such that the structure is in static unbalance (where the multiple eccentric

masses counteract each other), as the structure rotates a moment occurs, which

is again normal to axis of rotation. Both the force and moment are proportional

to the square of the rotation speed, and hence as the speed is increased so is the

unbalance [113].

Similar to chatter vibrations during a milling operation, the unbalance force/moment

cause vibrations that lead to increased cutting forces, noise, and poor surface fin-

ish. Since the prototype will be used in an experimental chatter investigation,

where the onset of chatter is determined by monitoring the forces, sound, and

surface finish, it is important that the unbalance of the prototype is kept to within

an acceptable limit, so as not to conceal the true onset of chatter.

The ISO 1940 [111] standards define the permissible unbalance in a rotating

structure as a balancing quality grade G. Such that

Uper =
Gm

Ω
× 9549 (7.1)

where Uper is the permissible unbalance in gmm, m is the mass of the structure

in kg, Ω is the speed in rpm, and 9549 is a constant produced after conversion of

the measurement units. This shows that the permissible unbalance changes with

speed. The spindle manufacturers for the machines used in this project recom-

mend a balance quality grade of G=2.5.

The Haimer tool dynamic balancing machine was used throughout the project to

measure the unbalance of various holders. The holder is clamped into the ma-
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chine which contains a plane cylindrical spindle with a HSKA63 interface. The

spindle is then rotated at the operating speed (Ω). The machine has force sen-

sors attached at two planes of the spindle, which measure both the amplitude

and angle of the centripetal acceleration. From this information it is possible to

calculate the unbalance force and moment, and therefore the dynamic unbalance

at the tool holder.

If a holder is found to have unbalance beyond the spindle manufacturer’s recom-

mendations, the holder must be balanced. A holder may be hard (or permanently)

balanced by drilling into its flange to remove mass. This should be carried out

without a tool so the unbalance of the holder itself is reduced. A particular con-

figuration of tool/holder/collar may be soft balanced using a couple of balancing

rings, which have a defined unbalance. When the rings are secured at a certain

location along the shaft of the holder, the unbalance of the rings is used to coun-

teract the unbalance of the tool holder.

During balancing, the axis of rotation is presumed to be the central axis of the

tool holder. However, during operation the holder rotates around the axis of the

spindle. Milling spindles will have a certain runout which tends to increase with

age. The total indicator runout (TIR) causes an eccentricity of

e =
TIR

2
(µm) (7.2)

The permissible unbalance specified by the spindle manufactures can be related

to the permissible eccentricity by:

eper =
Uper
m

=
G

Ω
× 9549 (7.3)

Therefore, even with a well balanced tool holder, once clamped into the machine,

it is important that the runout (TIR) is measured and this still lies within the

balance quality grade of G=2.5.

Before the prototype was used for any dynamic or cutting tests, the unbalance
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was measured at an operating speed of 15000 rpm. Firstly, for the holder with

no tool or collar, and then for several configurations of tool, tool holder, and

collar. The prototype was always found to be within the recommended limit of

G=2.5, and therefore no balancing was required. However, when the holder was

clamped into the FTV5 milling machine, very high runout of between 10 µm

and 20 µm was measured, which results in eccentricity of between 5µm and 10

µm. However the recommended limit (with G=2.5, and Ω=15000 rpm) is 1.6

µm. The spindle interface was cleaned, and the tool re-clamped in an attempt

to reduce the runout; however, little improvement was made. Since this is the

only HSKA63 milling machine available for the project it was used to carry out

cutting trials, always considering the ability of runout to disguise the onset of

chatter.

7.5 Testing the dynamics of the prototype

The prototype tool holder must have the following functionality in order that it

may be used to tune the dynamics of a milling machine:

�

.

�

.

�

.

�

.

A series of tests were carried out on the spindle rig in order to test the function-

ality of the prototype in terms of its dynamics and its ability to significantly alter
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the dynamics at the tool tip. Each of the three collars was tested individually,

by initially securing it at the base of the holder and measuring the tool-tip FRF,

then gradually moving it along the shaft towards the tip, taking measurements

at several locations along the shaft of the holder.

7.5.1 Initial observations

During the initial testing of the prototype, it was noticed that rather than in-

creasing the natural frequency of the dominant mode, as in the previous chapter,

the addition of a collar reduces its natural frequency. Considering the lengths of

the three collars, it is not surprising that the shorter collars do not have a signifi-

cant effect on the stiffness of the overall structure; however, it was expected that

the longest of the the collars would produce results similar to that of the tapered

holder in the previous chapter. Under closer inspection of the static stiffnesses,

it became apparent that little or no change is seen when a collar is added to

the holder. This suggested that the collars were in fact modifying the mass of

the structure and not the stiffness. Direct SM theory was used to confirm these

observations.

The details of how SM is applied to the prototype are discussed thoroughly in the

next section, for now a general overview is sufficient. Firstly, collar A was fixed

onto the prototype at the base of the holder, and the tool tip FRF was measured.

Then, the direct SM method was carried out using data from the prototype (with

no collar attached) to construct model A, and model B was constructed using

only the mass matrix M. Finally, the SM method was carried out with model B

containing both the mass M and stiffness K matrices as before. The results are

plotted in Fig. 7.4.

The experimental results show that with the addition of the collar the natural

frequency decreases from 625 Hz to 609 Hz. The SM results with B containing

only mass also predict the natural frequency to occur at 609 Hz, whilst the re-

sults with B containing both mass and stiffness predict an increase on the natural
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Figure 7.4: Experimental tool tip FRFs of the prototype with no collar (. . .) and
with collar C1 (—) compared with the SM prediction with only mass M (- -) and
mass and stiffness M and K(-.-)

frequency from 625 Hz to 676 Hz.

The reason for this is likely to be the flexible connection between the tool holder

and the collar. If the connection stiffness is very low in comparison to the stiffness

of the collar, the overall or equivalent stiffness will also be very low. Consider for

example, a single degree of freedom system with stiffness k, that is connected to

another structure with a connection stiffness ks, then the equivalent stiffness of

the SDOF structure and the connection stiffness is given by:

keq =
kks
k + ks

→ 0 as ks → 0 (7.4)

Although this is an over simplification of the prototype, it gives some insight into

why the stiffness of the collar does not affect the natural frequencies of the main

structure. Whilst it is not possible to know the exact contact stiffness between

the collar and the holder, it is reasonable to assume that it is much lower than the

stiffness of the collar itself. For that reason it can be assumed that the effective

stiffness of the collar is very low in comparison to the stiffness of the tool holder,

and therefore, has little or no effect on the natural frequencies of the combined

structure.
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This issue was further investigated using a simple finite element model of a can-

tilever beam, created in ANSYS Workbench. A steel beam of length 100 mm and

diameter 10 mm was loaded at the free end with a force of 1 N. A static struc-

tural analysis was then performed to determine the maximum displacement of the

beam, before carrying out a convergence study. The model is shown in Fig. 7.5a.

The bending stiffness of the beam was calculated according to Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory [114]:

k =
f

y
(7.5)

where k is the bending stiffness, f is the applied force, and y is the resultant

displacement. The simple cantilever beam had a bending stiffness of 4.66×106 N

mm−1.

The model was then updated by increasing the beam’s diameter to 15 mm across

a 20 mm section of the beam, 50 mm from the fixed end as is seen in Fig. 7.5b.

This simulated the addition of a collar with an infinite connection stiffness i.e.

a single body. A static structural analysis was performed, as above, and the

bending stiffness calculated as 4.94×106 N mm−1.

(a) Cantilever beam (b) Cantilever beam with attached collar

Figure 7.5: Static structural analysis on (a) cantilever beam and (b) cantilever
beam with attached collar

A third model was then created on which the connection stiffness between collar

and beam could be controlled. CONTA176 elements were added to the surface of

the beam, with corresponding TARGE170 elements on the inside surface of the

collar. The normal contact stiffness can then be varied using a normal penalty
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stiffness factor (FKN), where FKN< 1. A series of static structural analyses were

carried out with FKN values of between 1 and 1×106, each time calculating the

beam’s bending stiffness. The results are plotted in Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: The effect of contact stiffness between beam and collar on overall
beam bending stiffness

It can be seen from Fig. 7.6 that with a maximum FKN value of 1 (maximum

contact stiffness), the separate body model performs similarly to that of the sin-

gle body model. However, the figure also shows that as the contact stiffness is

reduced the overall bending stiffness tends to that of the cantilever beam. This

supports the conclusion that the prototype only modifies the mass of the struc-

ture due to low contact stiffness resulting in a low effective stiffness.

During the design stage it was thought that for SM to work the connection be-

tween collar and holder would have to be rigid enough that the two structures

could be modelled as a single body. If this were not the case, connection stiffness

would have to be included in the modification, and since this is difficult to model

it would have to be measured; thus rendering the method somewhat redundant.

However, although it was not the intention of the design to have such flexible con-

nections, it allows the modification to be modelled using only the mass matrix.

Thus eliminating the problem of unknown connection parameters. These assump-

tions are validated in the next section, by performing the mass modification for
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7.5. TESTING THE DYNAMICS OF THE PROTOTYPE

each of the collars in several locations.

7.5.2 Methodology

To the prototype, a two fluted end-mill of 12 mm diameter was clamped with a

stickout length of 40 mm. The tool was clamped so that the flutes of the tool

aligned with the flats of the holder. The holder was then clamped into the spin-

dle rig and the frequency response function measured at nineteen equally spaced

locations between the tool tip and the base of the holder. The beginning of the

flat along the side of the holder was chosen as the excitation location so as to

minimise the misalignment error between input and output measurements. Then

to each of the nineteen FRFs, a curve was fitted and a modal model extracted,

which included nine modes. From which, the rotational mode shapes were ap-

proximated using the curve fitting technique from the previous chapter.

Then for a particular length collar, in a particular location, the direct and cross

FRFs (Hij, Nij, Lij, and Pij) were extracted. Model A contains three nodes, xt,

the tool tip, xf , where the front of the collar will be, and xb, where the back of

the collar will be, each of which has two degrees of freedom translation y and

rotation θ. Then at a particular frequency model A is constructed as:

HA =

[
[HAOO]2×2 [HAOI ]2×4

[HAIO]4×2 [HAII ]4×4

]

=

[Gtt]2×2 [Gtf ]2×2 [Gtb]2×2

[Gft]2×2 [Gff ]2×2 [Gfb]2×2

[Gbt]2×2 [Gbf ]2×2 [Gbb]2×2

 (7.6)

where

[Gij]2×2 =

[
Hij(ω) Nij(ω))

Lij(ω) Pij(ω)

]
(7.7)

The numerical model B, which describes the dynamics of the collar itself is simply

an untapered Timoshenko tube, constructed from the elemental matrices (M and
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K) in [105] using the geometry in Table. 7.1. Viscous damping was again included

in the model using the experimental modal model from model A. As discussed

in the previous section (7.5.1) stiffness was not included in the numerical model,

and hence only the mass and damping are modified. Therefore, for a particular

frequency ω, model B is given by:

BII = iωC− ω2M

= (iβω)K− (ω2 − iαω)M (7.8)

where α and β are the proportional damping coefficients found from the experi-

mental modal model, and

K =


[
Kff

]
2×2

[
Kfb

]
2×2[

Kbf

]
2×2

[
Kbb

]
2×2

 and M =


[
Mff

]
2×2

[
Mfb

]
2×2[

Mbf

]
2×2

[
Mbb

]
2×2

 (7.9)

where

[
Kij

]
2×2

=

[
Kyiyj Kyiθj

Kθiyj Kθiθj

]
(7.10)

Then the direct SM method was applied using the following relationship:

HCII = [I + HAIIBII ]
−1HAII

HT
COI = HCIO = HAOI [I−BIIHCII ]

HCOO = HAOO −HAOIBIIHCIO (7.11)

before translational tool tip FRF Htt(ω) was extracted from HCOO.

7.6 Results

Each of the three collars was considered in turn, firstly applying the direct SM

method with the collar in several different locations, and secondly measuring the

experimental tool tip FRF with the collar in these same positions.
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Figure 7.7: Experimental tool tip FRFs of the prototype with no collar (. . .) and
with collar C1 (—) compared with the SM prediction (- -). From right to left the
collar is positioned at 4, 14, 24, 34, 44, 54 mm from the flange of the holder.

With a length of and an outer diameter of , collar C1 is the shortest

of the collars; however, it has the potential to be the most useful. The collar’s

shorter length means it can be positioned in more locations along the length of

the holder making it more appropriate for tuning purposes. Starting with the

collar at the base of the holder (4 mm from the holder flange), the collar was

moved in 10 mm increments to 54 mm away from the flange. The 4 mm initial

location is the first location where the holes of the collar align with the flats on

the holder. Each of these measurements was taken from the back of the collar.

The experimental and predicted results are presented in Fig. 7.7.

With the addition of collar C1, a reasonably small decrease in the dominant nat-

ural frequency of 16 Hz is seen. Then, the natural frequency decreases linearly

with the distance from the base of the holder. With the collar at 54 mm, a

total shift of 52 Hz occurs, which for a tool with two flutes, would results in

a shift of 1560 rpm in the first stability lobe. However, there is also the poten-

tial to move this collar further, and hence the potential for larger frequency shifts.
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Figure 7.8: Experimental tool tip FRFs of the prototype with no collar (. . .) and
with collar C2 (—) compared with the SM prediction (- -). From right to left the
collar is positioned at 4, 24, 44 mm from the flange of the holder.

The second collar, has the same outer diameter as collar C1 but is twice the

length at . This collar was again added to the structure at a distance of

4 mm from the flange, and moved in 20 mm increments to a total distance of

44 mm. The results are presented in Fig. 7.8.

, it is not possible to fix the collar in as many locations

as C1. However, because of the extra mass associated with the longer collar, the

addition of C2 produces a 37 Hz shift, more than double that of collar C1. At

44 mm, C2 produces a total shift in the dominant natural frequency of 79 Hz, a

2370 rpm shift in the first lobe for a two fluted tool.

Collar C3 is the longest of the three collars at ; however the outer diameter

has been reduced to . Obviously, the addition of this collar results in

the largest natural frequency shift (70 Hz),

. The results for collar C3 are presented in Fig. 7.9. The results

show that it is only possible to move the collar by around 5 mm, resulting in a

total shift of 78 Hz.
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Figure 7.9: Experimental tool tip FRFs of the prototype with no collar (. . .) and
with collar C3 (—) compared with the SM prediction (- -). From right to left the
collar is positioned at 4, 9 mm from the flange of the holder.

7.7 Discussion

The dynamics of the prototype and each of the three collars have been tested

to determine the ability of the design to tune a high speed milling operation.

Taking into account the functionality discussed in section 7.5.1, the design may

be considered a success.

Each of the three collars produces a significant shift in the natural frequency of

the dominant mode when added to the prototype. It is possible to shift the nat-

ural frequency of the spindle rig by at least 79 Hz and potentially more, which

would produce a significant shift in the lobes at high speeds. From all three sets

of results it can be seen that the mass modification method has been successfully

implemented to model the prototype, and predict the tool tip dynamics for sev-

eral configurations.

The curve fitting method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis has a particu-

lar advantage when using the prototype in that a full modal model is constructed,

from which FRFs at any location along the length of the tool/holder can be ex-
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tracted i.e. the mode shapes are continuous in the spatial coordinate. Since the

location of the collar (xf and xb) is variable, it is possible to apply the SM method

with the collar in any location using a single experimental model. Therefore it is

not necessary to know the location or length of the collar before measuring the

modal model.

7.8 Summary

The main contribution from this chapter was the design and manufacture of a

new tool holder, which can be used to tune the dynamics of a milling machine,

in order to avoid chatter. This single holder may be used, in place of a range

of holders with differing geometries, to successfully shift the stability lobes for a

given milling operation to a more desirable spindle speed. Previous research has

focused on using tools, with optimised pitch and helix angles, as an avoidance

method; however, tools have a short lifespan due to the forces that occur during

milling operations, meaning that expensive optimised tools must be purchased

regularly. On the contrary the tunable tool holder has a long shelf life, if properly

cared for.

Once the prototype had been manufactured it was tested in terms of its suitability

for machining trials. It was found that the axisymmetrical design meant that the

prototype was always within the permissible unbalance limit. The dynamics of

the prototype were also tested.

, the prototype holder is

still fit for purpose, as the mass modification method may be used to model the

changes in the tool tip dynamics as the collars are moved.
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Chapter 8

Cutting Trials

In the previous chapter a new tool holder was designed and manufactured with

the objective of tuning the dynamics of a milling spindle. The prototype was then

tested, in various configurations, in terms of unbalance and dynamic performance.

The unbalance of the tool holder always measured within the recommended limit.

It was also found that the design is capable of shifting the natural frequency of

the spindle rig. However, the collars were found to have little effect on the the

overall stiffness of the structure and therefore the mass modification method was

used to successfully predict the tool tip frequency response function (FRF) of

the prototype in its various configurations. Because of the industrial application

of this research, this chapter will demonstrate that the holder can also perform

successfully in an industrial environment.

8.1 Introduction

The ability to tune the dynamics of a spindle in an attempt to avoid chatter

will have significant financial benefits for industrial manufacturers. Currently,

engineers must select the optimum tooling setup, from a range of tools and tool

holders, for each and every milling operation. In chapter 6, it was shown that

the structural modification (SM) method may be used to model and optimise the

tool holder geometry, allowing for simpler selection of the optimum tool holder;

however, this still relies on a significant financial investment, as a selection of tool
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Table 8.1: Dimensions of collars C1-C3

holders with differing geometries must be purchased. Consequently, a new tun-

able tool holder was designed and tested in chapter 7, allowing the manufacturer

to perform the same process optimisation with just a single tool holder.

It has already been demonstrated that, when using data from the spindle rig, the

direct mass modification method may be used to predict the tool tip frequency

response function of the prototype in various configurations. This chapter will

firstly show that similar results may also be achieved from an industrial standard

milling machine. For the prototype to have a significant financial benefit to the

manufacturing industry, the user must be able to predict stable cutting parame-

ters from the predicted stability lobe diagram. Therefore secondly, this chapter

will focus on the cutting performance of the holder. Results of a milling trial

are used to determine the experimental stability of the prototype in its various

configurations. These experimental results are then compared to their predicted

counterparts, calculated using the mass modification method.

The geometry of each of the collars is reiterated in Table 8.1. Three experiments

were designed to demonstrate the ability of the prototype, each of which in-

cluded two different configurations of tool holder and collar.

.

.

. The three experiments are summarised in Table. 8.2.
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MODIFICATION

Table 8.2: Table describing the individual setups (collar and collar location) for
each of the three experiments

8.2 Impact tests, modal analysis, and structural

modification

In order to produce the stability lobe diagrams for each of the six setups, the tool-

tip FRF must first be predicted. Therefore, similarly to in the previous chapter,

impact tests were carried out on the prototype. Firstly, the 12 mm 2 fluted end-

mill was clamped into the holder with a stickout length of 40 mm, again ensuring

the flutes of the tool aligned with the flats of the holder. The tool holder was

then clamped into the FTV5 milling machine. Using the same impulse hammer

and accelerometer as previously, the response was measured at nineteen equally

spaced measurement locations between the tool tip and the flange of the holder,

each time exciting the structure at the beginning of the thread. To each of the

FRFs, a curve was fitted and nine modes extracted. From the translational mode

shapes, nine rotational modes were approximated using the polynomial curve fit-

ting technique discussed in chapter 7.

Then for a particular setup (collar length and location) the translational and

rotational FRFs (Hij, Nij, Lij, and Pij) were extracted at the three locations xt,

xf , and xb. Here, xt is the tool tip, xf is the front of the collar, and xb is the
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back of the collar. Then for a particular frequency ω model A is constructed:

HA =

[
[HAOO]2×2 [HAOI ]2×4

[HAIO]4×2 [HAII ]4×4

]

=

[Gtt]2×2 [Gtf ]2×2 [Gtb]2×2

[Gft]2×2 [Gff ]2×2 [Gfb]2×2

[Gbt]2×2 [Gbf ]2×2 [Gbb]2×2

 (8.1)

Model B was constructed (for each of the three collars) using the mass matrix of

the untapered Timoshenko beam element in [105]. Viscous damping was again

included in the model using the experimental modal model. Therefore for a

particular frequency ω:

BII = iωC− ω2M

= (iβω)K− (ω2 − iαω)M (8.2)

where α and β are the proportional damping coefficients found from the experi-

mental modal model, and

K =


[
Kff

]
2×2

[
Kfb

]
2×2[

Kbf

]
2×2

[
Kbb

]
2×2

 and M =


[
Mff

]
2×2

[
Mfb

]
2×2[

Mbf

]
2×2

[
Mbb

]
2×2

 (8.3)

The direct SM method was then applied using the following relationship:

HCII = [I + HAIIBII ]
−1HAII

HT
COI = HCIO = HAOI [I−BIIHCII ]

HCOO = HAOO −HAOIBIIHCIO (8.4)

and the translational tool tip FRF Htt(ω) extracted from HCOO.

Once the tool tip FRFs for each of the six setups had been predicted using

the mass modification method, their experimental counterparts were measured

directly. For each setup, the correct collar was secured onto the holder in the
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correct location using grub screws, and the tool tip FRF measured by exciting

the structure at the tool tip and measuring the response at the same location.

The results for experiments 1-3 are shown in Figs. 8.1-8.3 respectively.

8.2.1 Results and discussion

The SM predictions are compared with the measured tool tip FRFs in Figs.

8.1-8.3, which show that the mass modification method accurately predicts the

natural frequency of the modified mode in each case. For each setup the results

in the y-direction show significantly higher correlation than in the x-direction.

As was discussed in chapter 6, during the impact testing on the FTV5, an un-

known source of noise occurred in the x-direction creating difficulty in accurately

capturing the modes. Moreover, when collecting the data for model A, two close

modes were measured in the x-direction, as can be seen in the result with no

collar in Fig. 8.3. The experimental modal analysis (or curve fitting) technique

used to extract the mode shapes relies on the structure having distinct modes

that can be treated as single degree of freedom systems, and failure to meet these

assumptions causes error in the extracted mode shapes. Therefore, the two close

modes are likely to have caused some error in the translational mode shapes, and

thus, in the SM prediction.

Of all three experiments, Experiment 1 in Fig. 8.1 shows particularly high accu-

racy in the y-direction. This is possibly due to the shorter length of collar C1,

used in this experiment, which produces a smaller shift in the natural frequencies,

or perhaps it is due to the differing thread qualities of each of the collars. It is

possible that collar C1 meets the assumptions of the mass modification matrix

more closely than the other two collars.

It can also be seen that, away from resonance the stiffness of the SM results

differ slightly from measured results, which suggests that the collars are in fact

modifying the stiffness of the structure. However, it is also clear that the stiffness

has little effect on or around the natural frequencies, and since the purpose of

these experiments is to predict the stability lobe diagrams (calculated from the
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negative real part of the FRF), it is not necessary to accurately predict the static

stiffness of the modified structure. Therefore, it can be concluded that the mass

modification method is sufficiently accurate for use on the FTV5 milling machine.

8.3 Experimental determination of cutting force

coefficients

In order to calculate the stability lobe diagrams for the operation in question,

the cutting force model must be calibrated to the correct tool and workpiece ma-

terial, and this may be achieved using the mechanistic cutting force coefficient

(CFC) method as proposed in [115]. A set of milling tests at various feed rates,

but constant immersion and axial depth of cut, are performed and the cutting

forces in the x- and y-directions measured. To avoid the influence of runout,

the average cutting forces per revolution on each tooth is calculated from the

measured force signals. Then the experimental cutting forces are equated to the

analytical cutting force model, described in chapter 3, leading to the identifica-

tion of cutting force coefficients for a specific tool and workpiece material. The

same 12 mm two fluted tool as above will be used in the cutting trials, with an

AL60826 Aluminium workpiece.

8.3.1 Analytical cutting forces

Before the CFCs can be calculated, the analytical cutting force model must first

be updated. The description of the forces presented in chapter 3 relied on the

assumption that the resultant cutting force is directly proportional to the chip

thickness such that

Fn = Knbh and Ft = Ktbh (8.5)

where Fn is the force in the normal direction, Ft is the force in the tangential

direction, Kn is the CFC in the normal direction, Kt is the CFC in the tangential
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Figure 8.1: Experiment 1: Real and imaginary parts of the tool tip FRF (in
both the x- and y-direction) for the protopye with collar C1 4 mmm from flange
(measured (—) and predicted (- -)) and collar C1 64 mm from flange (measured
(—) and predicted (- -))
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Figure 8.2: Experiment 2: Real and imaginary parts of the tool tip FRF (in
both the x- and y-direction) for the protopye with collar C2 4 mmm from flange
(measured (—) and predicted (- -)) and collar C4 54 mm from flange (measured
(—) and predicted (- -))
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Figure 8.3: Experiment 3: Real and imaginary parts of the tool tip FRF (in both
the x- and y-direction) for the protopye with collar no collar (. . .) and collar C3
4 mm from flange (measured (—) and predicted (- -))
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direction, b is the axial depth of cut, and h is the variable chip thickness.

Whilst this model has reasonable accuracy for the determination of stability lobes,

and in particular for the calculation of optimum spindle speeds, in reality, mea-

sured cutting forces are often significantly higher than this model predicts. In

practice the cutting forces are also dependent on the cutting edge radius, in that,

when the chip thickness is of a similar magnitude to the cutting edge radius,

rubbing occurs between the cutting edge and the workpiece [109]. Rubbing or

ploughing occurs when the tool moves through the workpiece without removing

any material. This phenomenon may be included in the cutting force model as a

constant force which is independent of the chip thickness, such that

Fn = Knbh+Kneb and Ft = Ktbh+Kteb (8.6)

where Kne and Kte are the cutting edge CFCs in the normal and tangential di-

rections.

In order to equate the average experimental forces to the above analytical model,

the average milling force expressions must be derived. Firstly, the normal and

tangential cutting force components are projected into the x- and y-directions as

before:

Fx = Ktbft sinϕ cosϕ+Kteb cosϕ+Knbft sin2 ϕ+Kneb sinϕ

Fy = Ktbft sin2 ϕ+Kteb sinϕ−Knbft sinϕ cosϕ−Kneb cosϕ (8.7)

Then applying double angle trigonometric identities it is found that

Fx =
1

2
Ktbft sin 2ϕ+Kteb cosϕ+

1

2
Knbft(1− cos 2ϕ) +Kneb sinϕ

Fy =
1

2
Ktbft(1− cos 2ϕ) +Kteb sinϕ− 1

2
Knbft sin 2ϕ−Kneb cosϕ (8.8)

The average cutting forces per revolution are then found by integrating over a

full revolution (between ϕs and ϕe) and dividing by the pitch angle ϕp = 2π/Nt,
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such that

F̄x =
Nt

2π

∫ ϕe

ϕs

Fxdϕ and F̄y =
Nt

2π

∫ ϕe

ϕs

Fydϕ (8.9)

Therefore, it can be shown that

F̄x =
[
Ntbft

8π

(
−Kt cos 2ϕ+Kn(2ϕ− sin 2ϕ)

)
+ Ntb

2π

(
Kte sinϕ−Kne cosϕ

)]ϕe
ϕs

F̄y =
[
Ntbft

8π

(
Kt(2ϕ− sin 2ϕ) +Kn cos 2ϕ

)
− Ntb

2π

(
Kte cosϕ+Kne sinϕ

)]ϕe
ϕs

(8.10)

The above equations are easiest to evaluate for 100% radial immersion milling

since ϕs = 0 and ϕe = 2π radians, therefore:

F̄x =
NtbKn

8π
ft +

NtbKne

2π

F̄y =
NtbKt

8π
ft +

NtbKte

2π
(8.11)

Since the equations given in (8.11) are of the form y = mx + c, where the feed

per tooth (ft) is the independent variable and average cutting force (F̄x, F̄y) the

dependent variable, the four CFCs Kt, Kte, Kn, and Kne are experimentally de-

termined though linear regression of the average measured cutting forces in the

x- and y-directions over a range of feed per tooth (ft) values.

8.3.2 Experimental cutting forces

In order to calculate the four CFCs for the two fluted end mill with an Aluminium

AL60826 workpiece, a set of experiments were carried out using the prototype

tool holder. The Kistler 9255C dynomometer was clamped onto the machine

bed of the Cincinnati FTV5 milling machine. The dynomometer was clocked and

readjusted in order to achieve parallelism of less than 100 µm. To the dynomome-

ter an aluminium block was mounted using the six M8 bolt holes available. Then

a face milling operation was performed to remove 1 mm from the top of the

block, so that the surface of the workpiece was normal to the z-axis of the ma-

chine. Five cutting tests were preformed using the prototype tool holder and the
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2 fluted end mill, each with 100% radial immersion of 12 mm, 2 mm axial depth

of cut, 10000 rpm spindle speed, and feed per tooth values of 0.05, 0.075, 0.1,

0.125, 0.15 mm/tooth respectively. The five cuts lasted the length of the block

(260 mm). During each of the five experiments the cutting forces in the x- and

y-directions were measured using the dynomometer with a sample rate of 25600

Hz, an example of the recorded signals is shown in Fig. 8.4. A clear difference in

the amplitude of the cutting force can be seen as each of the two flutes engages

in the cut, which can be put down to the high runout on the FTV5. It is for

this reason that the average cutting force per revolution is calculated. Hence, for

each of the experiments, a section of each of the cutting force signals equivalent to

100 revolutions was taken, and the average (F̄x, F̄y) found. The average cutting

forces for all five experiments are plotted in Fig. 8.5, along with a first degree

polynomial fitted using MATLAB’s polyfit function, which uses the linear least

squares model to fit a polynomial to a given data set. The equations for the

polynomials are given (in N) by:

F̄x = 19ft + 27 and F̄y = 767ft + 25 (8.12)

Comparing the fitted polynomials in Eq. (8.12) to the polynomials in Eq. (8.11)

the following values for the cutting force coefficients were found: Kt=614.24 MPa,

Kr=-15.01 MPa, Kte=-15.48 MPa, and Kre=-17.16 MPa.

Once both the tool-tip FRFs and cutting force coefficients had been determined

the stability lobe diagrams were calculated. However, before these are presented

the experimental stability is discussed.

8.4 Cutting Tests

The purpose of these trials was to determine the experimental stability of the

six tool holder setups so that they may be compared to the predicted results.

Each of the configurations was tested in turn. A number of milling operations

were performed over a set of spindle speeds and depths of cut, following the

experimental procedure outlined in section 8.4.1. Then for each combination of
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Figure 8.4: Measured milling forces in the x- and y-directions for 100% radial
immersion, 2 mm axial depth of cut, 10000 rpm, and 0.1 mm/tooth feed
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Figure 8.5: Average milling forces in the x- and y-directions for 100% radial
immersion, 2 mm axial depth of cut, 10000 rpm, and feed per tooth between 0.05
and 0.15 mm/tooth
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speed and depth the stability was determined using the various techniques that

are discussed in section 8.4.2.

8.4.1 Experimental procedure

Before clamping the tooling setup onto the FTV5 milling machine, the unbalance

was again measured to ensure the recommended standards were achieved. Once

the holder was clamped into the spindle, the runout was measured. As discussed

in the previous chapter the FTV5 spindle produces high runout values, and whilst

all possible steps were taken to reduce this, values of between 10 µm and 20 µm

were recorded. It should be noted that this is beyond the recommended limit.

The Kistler dynomometer was again mounted on the machine and an aluminium

block attached, as before. From the block a stepped workpiece was machined

with the geometry shown in Fig. 8.6. The steps allowed for multiple (up to sev-

enteen) depths of cut to be achieved with a single pass of the tool, thus increasing

the efficiency of the experiment. A microphone was also attached to the spindle

housing so as to record the sound during each cut. Both the force and sound

measurements were recorded with a sample rate of 25600 Hz.

Each setup was tested in turn, cutting at spindle speeds of between 5000 rpm

and 15000 rpm. The speeds and depths were chosen based on the individual

stability lobe diagrams, so as to accurately capture the characteristics of each

in enough detail to validate the prediction. A milling operation with half radial

immersion (6 mm) and feed per tooth of 0.05 mm/tooth was chosen based on

the recommendations of the tool manufacturer. Full details of the experimental

procedure can be found in appendix C.

8.4.2 Chatter detection methods

Chatter detection techniques can be classified as on line or off line. On line

methods are often used to detect instability during the operation using sensors

such as accelerometers, force sensors, or microphones, and are often used in place
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Figure 8.6: The dimensions of the stepped workpiece and the orientation of the
cutting pass
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Figure 8.7: Profile image of machined surface showing the occurance of chatter
marks

of predictive techniques. Signal processing forms a vital part of any on line

technique and results can obtained in both the time and frequency domains.

Off line methods are often simpler and involve detecting chatter after the cut is

complete, such as surface roughness measurements.

Surface Roughness

Undesirable (wavy) surface finish means it is often possible to detect chatter

through visual inspection. The main issue with this method is making the dis-

tinction between unstable chatter marks and stable feed marks resulting from

tooth engagement, as both of them can leave very similar surface topographies.

One solution for this is to measure the surface roughness with a (diamond) stylus

instrument. The stylus is dragged along a straight line by a skid which in turn

measures the waviness of the surface. The two most commonly used roughness

parameters are the centre-line average (Ra) and the root-mean square (Rq) [116].

By setting an acceptable or stable value for either of these parameters the point

at which stability is lost can be determined. Since the workpiece could not be re-

moved from the machine after each cut, it was not possible to measure the surface

roughness; however, visual inspection of possible chatter marks was carried out

throughout the trials, and as can be seen in Fig. 8.7, due to the flexible nature

of the prototype, the chatter marks were often severe and easily distinguishable

from the stable feed marks.
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Frequency domain detection

Sound and force signals, recorded during a milling operation, usually display

certain characteristics in both their time and frequency domain signals which can

in turn be related to chatter. During a milling operation, periodic cutting forces

occur at the tooth passing frequency (ft) and its harmonics:

ft =
NtΩ

60
(8.13)

where Nt is the number of cutter teeth, and Ω is the spindle speed. These are

therefore the dominant frequencies of any stable frequency spectrum, and the

presence of other frequencies suggests instability [117]. This, however, describes

‘ideal’ milling and, in practice, runout, where the geometric axis of the tool

differs from the rotation axis, leads to additional frequency content in the signal.

Variations in chip thickness due to runout are synchronous with spindle speed i.e.

any imperfections in the tool enter the cut at the same frequency as the spindle

rotates (fr = Ω/60 Hz) causing peaks in the frequency spectrum at this frequency

and its harmonics. The effect of runout on the frequency signals and their stability

has been investigated several times [118, 119]. The frequency spectrum of the

sound signals recorded during exemplar milling operation are presented in Fig.

8.8, Fig 8.8 (a) exhibits stable characteristics whilst the content at additions

frequencies in Fig 8.8 (b) suggests instability.

Time domain detection

Another common approach to stability analysis of such measurement signals is

that of the Poincaré sectioning technique (or once per revolution sampling). Orig-

inally observed by Davies et al. [10], stable cutting signals will give a discrete

cluster of once per revolution sampled points when plotted in the X-Y plane. In

the same manner, quasi-periodic chatter (Hopf bifurcation) leads to an elliptical

distribution in the Poincaré section. It was also noticed that similar patterns

were seen in plots of the time history. Examples of these occurrences can be seen

in Fig. 8.9.
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Figure 8.8: Frequency spectrum of force signals displaying stability (a) and insta-
bility (b) as well as stable tooth passing frequency (—) and the runout frequency
(- -) and their harmonics

Using the three methods discussed above the experimental stability limit was

determined for each of the six setups at spindle speeds of between 5000 and

15000 rpm. The results are compared with the predicted/measured stability lobe

diagrams in the next section.

8.5 Results and Discussion

8.5.1 Experiment 1

The results from experiment 1 are presented in Fig. 8.10. The SM prediction

for collar C1 in location 1 (Fig. 8.10a) shows high correlation with both the

experimental stability lobe diagram as well as the experimental stability points.

Each of the four lobes predicted also occur in the experimental data, and the

absolute stability limit matches that of the force and sound data. Fig. 8.10b

shows the results for collar C1 in location 2, and demonstrates similar accuracy

to that of the first configuration. In this case, the three lobes are predicted at the

correct spindle speed and the stability limit complements the experimental data.

Comparing the two diagrams, a significant shift in the lobes can be seen. The

accuracy of the results, as well as the shift in the lobes, draw the conclusion that
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Figure 8.9: Examples of stable and unstable cutting forces
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(a) Collar C1 in location one (4 mm from the flange)
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(b) Collar C1 in location two (64 mm from the flange)

Figure 8.10: Experiment 1: Experimentally validated stability lobe diagrams for
prototype with collar C1 in location one (a) and location two (b)
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collar C1 can be used with the mass modification method to tune the dynamics

of a milling spindle.

8.5.2 Experiment 2

The SM prediction for experiment 2 is compared with the experimental results

in Fig. 8.11. Fig. 8.11a shows the results for collar C2 in location 1. When com-

pared to the experimental stability lobe diagram the prediction underestimates

the absolute stability limit; however, the force and sound data suggests that the

predicted limit is correct to within 1 mm. In terms of the lobe positions, the

predicted SLD is in good agreement with the experimental SLD, although the

accuracy is not as high as for experiment 1. This can be attributed to the error

in the FRF prediction, discussed in section 8.2.1, which is likely due to the large

collar size. However, both the predicted and experimental SLDs differ from the

analysis of the cutting data with regard to the highest lobe.

The results for collar C2 in location 2 are presented in Fig. 8.11b. The predicted

and experimental stability lobe diagrams are again in good agreement, although

the amplitude of the peaks are underestimated by the SM method. The cutting

data, however, differs from the SLDs in terms of both absolute stability limit and

lobe location. Although the user would find it difficult to use the predicted results

to select stable cutting parameters, the traditional method (impact testing) also

fails to accurately determine the location of the lobes.

Comparing the two sets of data in Figs. 8.11a and 8.11b, a clear shift in the loca-

tion of the lobes can be seen in both the stability lobe diagrams and the cutting

data; therefore, it can be concluded that collar C2 can be used to successfully

shift the stability lobes of a milling spindle.
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(b) Collar C2 in location two (54 mm from the flange)

Figure 8.11: Experiment 2: Experimentally validated stability lobe diagrams for
prototype with collar C2 in location one (a) and location two (b)
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(b) Collar C3 in location one (4 mm from the flange)

Figure 8.12: Experiment 3: Experimentally validated stability lobe diagrams for
prototype with no collar (1) and collar C3 in location two (b)
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8.5.3 Experiment 3

Since no modification has been made to the tool holder in experiment 3 setup 1,

the experimental stability lobe diagram is compared with the chatter detection

results in Fig. 8.12a. The two results are again in good agreement, with accuracy

in line with experiment 1.

The results of the holder with collar C3 are shown in Fig. 8.12b. Despite noise

disturbing the stability limit of the experimental stability lobe diagram, the pre-

dicted and experimental SLDs are in good agreement. A small discrepancy in

the location of the lobes can be attributed to the difference in natural frequency

shown in Fig. 8.3. Similar to the results of experiment 2 the cutting force data

displays lobes at a lower spindle speed than the SLDs, although their stability

limits are in good agreement.

Comparing the two figures a noticeable shift in the location of the lobes can again

be seen, demonstrating the ability of collar C3 to shift the stability of the machine.

8.5.4 Discussion

Overall the results of the cutting trials validate the mass modification method

for the prediction of tool tip FRFs with the tunable tool holder. Corresponding

to the the impact test data captured on the spindle rig and presented in chapter

7, the accuracy of the method is dependent on the choice of collar. Collar C1

repeatedly produced superior results to the other two collars. This is possibly

due to the smaller size of the collar, or the thread quality.

In each of the three experiments, the stability lobes of the FTV5 milling machine

were successfully shifted to a significantly lower spindle speed. As expected the

larger collars produced a slightly larger shift; however, considering the difference

in their sizes, the difference in the shift is inconsequential. It may therefore be

concluded that a tuneable tool holder for chatter avoidance in high speed milling

has successfully been designed and manufactured.
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8.6 Summary

The main contribution of this chapter was the demonstration of the industrial

capability of the tuneable tool holder. Using impact data the mass modification

method was successfully applied on the FTV5, an industry standard milling ma-

chine. Stability lobe diagrams were predicted by calibrating the mechanistic force

model with experimental force measurements and calculating the specific cutting

force coefficients for the correct tool and workpiece material. Several milling tri-

als were performed and cutting signals recorded and analysed to experimentally

determine the stability of the prototype in various configurations. By comparing

the experimental stability with the predicted stability lobe diagrams the ability of

the holder and the mass modification method were demonstrated in an industrial

environment.
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Chapter 9

Rotational Degree of Freedom

Synthesis

In the previous chapters it has been demonstrated that tool holder geometry may

be used as a chatter avoidance method. As discussed in chapter 1, the purpose of

this project is to apply the structural modification method of Mottershead and

Ram [1] to the tool holder problem. Due to the beam-like nature of machine

tools, however, this application relies on the experimental determination of their

rotational degrees of freedom. Whilst there are many methods to ascertain the

rotational degrees of freedom of a structure (some of which were discussed in

chapter 3), the finite difference method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis

best meets the requirements and capabilities of the industrial partner.

The finite difference technique involves numerically differentiating the transla-

tional mode shapes to approximate the rotational modes using a finite difference

algorithm. During initial application of the method, it was observed that the

approach is limited by the user’s choice of the measurement spacing between

data points, an issue which has often been overlooked in the published literature.

Therefore the purpose of this chapter is to introduce a new optimised finite dif-

ference method for use with non exact data. This has the potential to improve

the accuracy of the predictions presented in previous chapters and, therefore, im-

prove the ability of the tool holder geometry as a chatter avoidance technique.
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Although the eventual application of this research is tool holder modification, the

derivation of the new method was simplified by considering beams. Beams share

similar properties in terms of their continuous geometry, but may also be tested

in a laboratory environment.

Firstly, it will be proved that the use of a finite difference approach can become

unstable when using non-exact measured data and a small measurement spacing,

for beam-like structures. Then, a generalised analytical error analysis is used to

propose an optimised measurement spacing, which balances the numerical error

of the finite difference equation with the propagation error from the perturbed

data. The approach is then demonstrated using both numerical and experimental

investigations. It is shown that by obtaining a small number of test measurements

it is possible to optimise the measurement accuracy, without any further assump-

tions on the characteristics of the measurement error or the boundary conditions

of the structure.

9.1 Introduction

It has already been discussed that experimental rotational degrees of freedom

will be required to accurately model changes in the tool holder geometry. Whilst

the measurement of translational data is now commonplace, the same cannot

be said for their rotational counterparts. Although techniques exist to directly

measure RDOFs, they usually require specialist equipment, such as laser vibrom-

eters or rotational accelerometers, which are not readily available to the industrial

partner. For this reason, a synthesis method must be used to extract rotational

information from translational data, which can be measured using standard test

equipment. The most common is the finite difference (FD) technique, first pro-

posed by Sattinger in 1978 [2].

The method applies a finite difference equation to data collected from closely

spaced sensors to numerically differentiate the translational data with respect to

the spatial coordinate. However, as with any numerical method, its accuracy is
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dependent on the choice of spacing between data points. It is well documented

that the accuracy of a FD equation can be improved by reducing the spacing;

this chapter will show that when using non-exact measured data (data containing

some error), the method becomes unstable. As the spacing is decreased, small

errors or perturbations in the input data, such as noise or misalignment, give rise

to large errors in the output. Hence, a compromise must be found, which balances

the numerical error of the FD equation with the perturbation propagation error

from the data.

Whilst the numerical errors associated with finite difference equations are well

known, little attention has been paid to the propagation error. For this reason

the application of the FD method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis is

not robust. In this chapter, a full analytic error analysis of the FD method in the

modal domain is carried out, showing that, for any structure, the method becomes

unstable when using non-exact data. The results from the error analysis are used

to propose an optimum spacing to balance the two errors. However, the optimum

spacing relies on knowledge of two unknown quantities, the high order derivatives

of the translational data and the error contained in the measurement. Analytical

solutions for the mode shapes of beams are used to show that, for certain finite

difference equations, this information can be found from the translational modal

model, whilst for all other finite difference equations, a good approximation can

also be found. An experimental investigation is also carried out to show how

effective the method can be when approximating the measurement error.

The applications of experimentally derived rotational degrees of freedom are vast

and varied. For instance, the receptance coupling method [120, 83] discussed in

chapter 3, can be used to model the changes in tool or tool holder geometry.

Moorhouse et al. [121] used the finite difference method in order to characterise

structure-borne sound sources for use in assembled structures, such as vehicles

and machinery. And the Craig-Brampton method [35] (more commonly known

today as component mode synthesis) was originally proposed as a model reduc-

tion method. Whilst these applications are promising, they are all limited by
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the need for highly accurate information on the rotational degrees of freedom.

As stated above, this thesis concentrates on the FD method, partly due to its

applicability to the industrial environment, but also due to the lack of robust

error analysis available for the method.

Sattinger first considered the problem of rotational degree of freedom synthesis

in 1980 [2], showing that any rotational frequency response function (FRF) is

equal to the spatial derivative of its translational equivalent. The finite differ-

ence method was then used to approximate such derivatives. Using a free-free

beam as an example, it was found that the results were accurate close to reso-

nance, whilst other areas of the FRF showed considerable scatter. Although it

was shown (using theoretical data) that a smaller spacing increases the accuracy

of the numerical method, the link between increasing the spacing and decreasing

the scatter was not made. Sestieri et al. [122] also used the example of a free-free

beam, this time with experimental data. They suggested an improvement in the

result could be found by using a spacing of between 5% and 8% of the total beam

length; however, they failed to recognise that the error level may vary between

different experiments and with different beams.

Duarte and Ewins [37, 58] later looked at the same problem and had similar is-

sues, noting that the spacing of the accelerometers affects not only the scatter in

the results but also the position of the antiresonances. The paper was also the

first to apply the finite difference method in the modal domain. Again using data

from a free-free beam, rotational mode shapes were approximated by applying

the FD equation directly to the measured mode shapes, and then the rotational

FRFs constructed from the result. This was found to give more accurate results

than application in the frequency domain, but carried the added difficulty of how

to include high frequency residuals. A high frequency pseudo mode was found

to give satisfactory results. Although the paper suggests that the quality of the

result is directly linked to the spacing, it is also concluded that the selection of

the appropriate spacing remains a problem.
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The only theoretical error analysis of the finite difference method for use in ro-

tational DOF synthesis came from Elliot [123, 124]. In this case, using a simply

supported beam as an example, it was shown that the numerical error associated

with FD equations is directly proportional to the spacing between the sensors.

However, the paper does not go on to show that the perturbation propagation

error is inversely proportional to the spacing; instead arguing that, due to im-

provements in measurement equipment/practice, this should be less of a problem.

For this project it was decided that the finite difference method would only be

considered in the modal domain. Firstly, because it has been shown that this

produces more accurate results [58], and secondly, because the reconstructed

(from the modal modal) FRFs are inherently smooth. As discussed in chapter

3, due to the matrix inverses inherent in dynamic substructuring methods they

require both highly accurate and smooth frequency response function (FRF) data.

9.2 Background

The translational displacement of a structure can be characterised by its mode

shapes φr(x) and their corresponding eigenvalues λr, which are easily related to

the frequency response function (FRF), Hij, usually measured in modal testing.

Hij(ω) =
Yi(ω)

Fj(ω)
=

N∑
r=1

φr(xi)φr(xj)

λr − ω2
(9.1)

Here, Hij(ω) is the FRF excited at location i and measured at location j for a

particular frequency ω, Yi is the Fourier transform of the displacement at loca-

tion i, Fj is the Fourier transform of the input force at location j, N is the total

number of modes measured, φr(xi) is the rth mode at location i, and λr is the rth

eigenvalue.

However, the above equation only makes up part of the full response model

required for the application of higher rank structural modification, as it only

considers the translational displacement, Y , and excitation force, F . To fully
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understand the vibration of any structure both rotational displacement Θ and

excitation moment Q must also be included, giving rise to three further FRFs:

Nij(ω) =
Θi

Fj
=

N∑
r=1

φ
(1)
r (xi)φr(xj)

λr − ω2
Lij(ω) =

Yi
Qj

=
N∑
r=1

φr(xi)φ
(1)
r (xj)

λr − ω2

Pij(ω) =
Θi

Qj

=
N∑
r=1

φ
(1)
r (xi)φ

(1)
r (xj)

λr − ω2
(9.2)

Whilst the measurement of these FRFs is difficult, mainly due to the applica-

tion of a pure moment, Eq. (9.2) shows that they can be constructed from the

standard modal model (φr, λr) and the rotational mode shapes φ
(1)
r (where the

superscript (1) represents the first derivative). Hence, by measuring the mode

shapes and eigenvalues, and using this data to approximate the rotational mode

shapes, it is possible to construct a full response model.

Perhaps the simplest method of approximating the derivative of a mode shape is

the first order forward finite difference equation, a standard result derived from

the truncated Taylor series [125]. Defining the forward finite difference operator,

DF
δ , we have that:

φ(1)
r (x) ≈ DF

δ φr(x) =
φr(x+ δ)− φr(x)

δ
(9.3)

where x is the coordinate of interest on the structure, δ is a small length on the

structure, and φr has a continuous bounded derivative. In application, the mode

shape is measured using two sensors (separated by δ), as shown in Fig. 9.1, then

Eq. (9.3) is used to approximate its derivative. It should be noted that it is not

necessary for the co-located FRF to occur at the point of interest, and higher

order finite difference equations can be also be applied using additional sensors.
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x

y

δ

Yx Yx+δ

Fx

Figure 9.1: Application of the first order forward finite difference equation in the
modal domain

9.2.1 Error analysis: forward differences

Using Taylor’s theorem it is possible to derive a bound on the truncation error of

the finite difference equation given in Eq. (9.3). The theorem states that if a real

valued function φr(x) is differentiable at point x, then a linear approximation to

the function at point x+ δ, where δ is a real positive constant, can be found as:

φr(x+ δ) = φr(x) + δφ(1)
r (x) +

δ2

2
φ(2)
r (x) + . . . (9.4)

Eq. (9.4) can be rearranged to give an approximation of the first derivative at

point x (φ
(1)
r (x)):

φ(1)
r (x) =

φr(x+ δ)− φr(x)

δ
− δ

2
φ(2)
r (x) + . . . (9.5)

resulting in the well known first order forward finite difference equation. Substi-

tuting for the forward finite difference operator DF
δ we have that

φ(1)
r (x) = DF

δ φr(x)− δ

2
φ(2)
r (x) + . . . (9.6)

Rearranging and taking the absolute value, the error associated with the finite

difference approximation is found from the first truncation term in the Taylor

series ∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DF

δ φr(x)
∣∣ =

∣∣δ
2
φ(2)
r (x) + . . .

∣∣ (9.7)
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Using the well known subadditivity property of the absolute value (|a + b| ≤
|a|+ |b|) it is found that

∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DF

δ φr(x)
∣∣ ≤ δ

2
|φ(2)
r (x)|+ . . . (9.8)

Since the value of φ
(2)
r (x) is unknown, a bound on the error can be found by

taking the Euclidean norm of the function φ
(2)
r .

∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DF

δ φr(x)
∣∣ ≤ δ

2
‖φ(2)

r ‖ (9.9)

where ‖φ(2)
r ‖ is the Euclidean norm of the vector φ

(2)
r . This makes the assumption

that φr has a continuous bounded second derivative (φ
(2)
r ).

The general form of such forward difference equations (for the first derivative)

can be written as

DF
δ φr(x) =

1

δ

n∑
k=0

akφr(x+ kδ) (9.10)

Here, ak ∈ R are the coefficients found from the Taylor series derivation, and n is

the number of additional nodes in the finite difference method. For the example

given in Eq. (9.3), ak = {−1, 1}, and n = 1. Similar to the above example, the

general truncation error is bounded by

∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DF

δ φr(x)
∣∣ ≤ Tδn‖φ(n+1)

r ‖ (9.11)

where the specific truncation coefficient T ∈ R can be found by analysing the

Taylor series truncation. For the example given in Eq. (9.9), T = 1/2.

This, however, is not the only error when using finite different equations with

measured data [126]. Consider the measured mode shape φrm, which is the sum

of the actual mode shape φr and some measurement perturbation φ̄r. Hence,

φrm = φr + φ̄r (9.12)
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This perturbation may contain signal noise as well as measurement or curve

fitting errors. When a finite difference equation is applied to such data, it is

applied to both the mode shape and the perturbation, giving rise to the so called

propagation error. Similar to the idea of the truncation error in Eq. (9.9), an

upper bound on the propagation error must also be found. Consider any point x

in the region of interest, then

|φr(x)− φrm(x)| ≤ ‖φr − φrm‖ = Mr (9.13)

Here, ‖φr − φrm‖ is the Euclidean distance between the vectors φr and φrm, and

Mr is defined as the upper bound on the measurement perturbation of the rth

mode, i.e.

|φ̄r| ≤Mr (9.14)

Then, applying the above forward difference equation (Eq. (9.10)) to the per-

turbed data, we have that

DF
δ φrm(x) =

1

δ

n∑
k=0

akφrm(x+ kδ)

=
1

δ

( n∑
k=0

akφr(x+ kδ) +
n∑
k=0

akφ̄r(x+ kδ)

)
= DF

δ φr(x) +
1

δ

n∑
k=0

akφ̄r(x+ kδ) (9.15)

Therefore, the propagation error can be bounded by:

∣∣DF
δ φr(x)−DF

δ φrm(x)
∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣1δ
n∑
k=0

akφ̄r(x+ kδ)

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Mr

δ

n∑
k=0

|ak| (9.16)

Hence, by combining the truncation error in Eq. (9.11) with the propagation
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error in Eq. (9.16), a bound on the total error (eT ) is found to be:

eT =
∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DF

δ φrm(x)
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣φ(1)

r (x)−DF
δ φr(x)

∣∣+
∣∣DF

δ φr(x)−DF
δ φrm(x)

∣∣
≤ Tδn‖φ(n+1)

r ‖+
Mr

δ

n∑
k=0

|ak| (9.17)

Herein lies the most significant problem of the application of finite difference

formulae with real data. As δ → 0 the truncation error tends to zero, whilst the

propagation error tends to infinity and the method becomes unstable.

9.2.2 A new optimum spacing

By minimising the upper bound of the total error, the total error itself will be

minimised; therefore, a value of δ must be chosen so as to balance the two terms

and minimise the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (9.17). This may be found by

setting the first derivative (with respect to δ) of the RHS of Eq. (9.17) to zero,

then the resultant δFmin is found to be:

δFmin =

(
Mr

nT

n∑
k=0

|ak| ‖φ(n+1)
r ‖−1

) 1
n+1

(9.18)

Making the same assumptions on the continuity of φr as above, and following the

same process, the optimum spacing for the general backward difference equations

(δBmin) is found to be the same function.

The formulae and necessary coefficients (T ,
∑
ak) for the forward and backward

difference equations for n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3 are summarised in Tables B.1,

B.2, and B.3 respectively.

9.2.3 Error analysis: central differences

Combining a forward and a backward difference formula, both with n points,

results in a more accurate approximation to the first order derivative, called a

central difference formula. Although a higher degree of accuracy can be achieved
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using the same number of measurement points, central differences cannot be used

to evaluate the boundaries.

Consider, once again, the first order forward DF
δ φr(x) and backward DB

δ φr(x)

finite difference equations given by

φ(1)
r (x) = DF

δ φr(x)− δ

2
φ(2)
r (x)− δ2

6
φ(3)
r (x) + . . .

φ(1)
r (x) = DB

δ φr(x) +
δ

2
φ(2)
r (x)− δ2

6
φ(3)
r (x) + . . . (9.19)

By adding these equations together and defining the central difference operator

DC
δ we have that

φ(1)
r (x) = DC

δ φr(x)− δ2

6
φ(3)
r (x) + . . . (9.20)

It can now be seen that the order of the first truncation term has been doubled.

Following the same procedure as for the forward difference example in Eqs. (9.7)-

(9.9), a bound on the truncation error of the second order central difference

equation is found to be

|φ(1)
r (x)−DC

δ φr(x)| ≤ δ2

6
‖φ(3)

r ‖ (9.21)

The general form of such central difference equations (for the first derivative) is

written as

DC
δ φr(x) =

1

δ

n∑
k=−n

akφr(x+ kδ) (9.22)

which has a general truncation error bounded by

∣∣φ(1)(x)−DC
h φ(x)

∣∣ ≤ Tδ2n‖φ(2n+1)‖ (9.23)

Since the upper bound on the measurement perturbation is independent of the

finite difference equation in question, Mr is used once again, and the propagation
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error is found to be bounded such that

∣∣DC
δ φr(x)−DC

δ φrm(x)
∣∣ ≤ Mr

δ

n∑
k=−n

|ak| (9.24)

Again combining the truncation error (Eq. (9.23)) and the propagation error (Eq.

(9.24)) the total error can be bounded from above by

eT =
∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−DC

δ φrm(x)
∣∣

≤ Tδ2n‖φ(2n+1)
r ‖+

Mr

δ

n∑
k=−n

|ak| (9.25)

The optimum spacing for the central difference equations is then given by

δCmin =

(
Mr

2nT

n∑
k=−n

|ak| ‖φ(2n+1)
r ‖−1

) 1
2n+1

(9.26)

The formulae and necessary coefficients (T ,
∑
ak) for the central difference equa-

tions for n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3 are summarised in Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3

respectively.

However, the optimum spacings given in Eqs. (9.18) and (9.26) still contain two

unknown values, firstly, the high order derivative norm ‖φ(p)
r ‖ (where p = n + 1

for forward/backward differences, and p = 2n + 1 for central differences), and

secondly, the measurement perturbation bound Mr.

The next two sections deal with how to evaluate the derivative norms ‖φ(p)
r ‖. A

numerical investigation is used to validate the optimised measurement spacing

when assuming perfect knowledge of the measurement perturbation bound Mr.

9.3 Evaluating the fourth order derivative norms

The aim of the section is to validate the new optimum spacings for the finite

difference method with non-exact data. Numerical examples are used so that the
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measurement perturbation bound Mr can be calculated exactly, leaving the only

unknown value as the high order derivative norm ‖φ(p)
r ‖. Using the analytical

solutions for the mode shapes of beams with arbitrary boundary conditions, it

will be shown that for forward/backward finite difference equations of order n =

4k − 1 where k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., the exact value of ‖φ(p)
r ‖ can be calculated from the

translational modal model (φr, ωr).

9.3.1 The fourth derivative of beam mode shapes

The general form of the rth mode shape for an Euler-Bernoulli beam is given by:

φr(x) = C1 cosh(λrx) + C2 sinh(λrx) + C3 cos(λrx) + C4 sin(λrx) (9.27)

where constants C1 to C4 are found from the boundary conditions and

λ4
r =

ρAω2
r

EI
(9.28)

where ρ is the material density, A is the cross-sectional area, E is the Young’s

modulus, and I is second moment of inertia.

Due to the inherent trigonometric/hyperbolic nature of such mode shapes, cer-

tain relationships between Eq. (9.27) and its higher order derivatives can be

found. The trigonometric functions will repeat every fourth derivative, and the

hyperbolic functions every second, therefore:

φ(4)
r = λ4

rφr (9.29)

Hence, when using the forward/backward difference equations and the optimum

spacing given in Eq. (9.18), by choosing n = 3 the norm of the fourth derivative

is required, meaning the finite difference equation can be optimised without any

approximation. The optimum spacing then simplifies to

δFmin =
1

λr

(
80Mr

9‖φr‖

)( 1
4

)

(9.30)
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B1 A B2

0.5m 0.5m 0.3m

F

0.01m 0.02m0.02m

Figure 9.2: The geometry and boundary conditions of a beam used for numerical
validation of error analysis

Following the same logic it is also possible to show that

φ(4k)
r = λ4k

r φr where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . (9.31)

meaning the exact value for dFmin can be found for all finite differences of order

n = 4k − 1.

9.3.2 A beam with arbitrary boundary conditions

Since no assumptions on the boundary conditions (BCs) of the beam were made,

the above result may be applied to both beam and beam like structures. Hence

for validation purposes, a finite element model of a 0.5 m circular section beam of

diameter 0.01 m (shown in Fig. 9.2 section A) was constructed, and extended in

both directions to give arbitrary BCs. One boundary (B1) was comprised of a 0.5

m square beam of 0.02 m width pinned at one end, whilst the other (B2) consisted

of a 0.3 m cylindrical beam of diameter 0.02 m fixed at one end. The eigenvalue

problem was solved over the whole beam and a normal mode model extracted

across section A, which contained 501 equally spaced nodes. The response to an

impulse, applied at boundary B1, with maximum amplitude of 1 N and time step

of 1.25× 10−5 s, was then simulated for each of the 501 nodes.
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9.3.3 Numerical validation

Since noise and error in measurement is random and varies from test to test and

from signal to signal, a statistical investigation is needed to validate the error

analysis.

Firstly, using the result given in Eq. (9.30) the optimum spacings for the first 5

bending modes were calculated by following the process shown on the left hand

side of the diagram in Fig. 9.3. To each of the 501 time domain response signals

(yi(t)) and the input force signal (fj(t)), white Gaussian noise with a signal to

noise ratio (SNR) of 50dB was added, and the Fourier transform (Ỹi(ω), F̃j(ω))

calculated. In the frequency domain, alignment error between the input force

and measured response was simulated by multiplying the force signal by a cosine

error (F̄j(ω) = F̃j(ω) cos β), where β, the angle between the direction of the input

and output measurements, is normally distributed with mean 3 and standard de-

viation of 0.625, based on the data given in [99]. Then, to the FRFs, curves were

fitted between 0 Hz and 1500 Hz and the measured mode shapes (φrm) extracted.

The measurement perturbation bound (Mr) was found as the Euclidean norm of

the difference between the extracted mode shapes (φrm) and the ‘perfect modes’

(φr) from the finite element model. This gave optimum spacings of 0.0481 m,

0.04 m, 0.0282 m, 0.0245 m, and 0.0225 m for the first five modes.

Secondly, the finite difference equation was applied at fifty δ values between 0.001

m and 0.05 m, by following the right hand side of the diagram in Fig. 9.3. For a

particular value of δ, i = 0.5/δ + 1 time domain response signals were extracted

from the FD model. Measurement noise, sensor alignment, and curve fitting

errors were introduced as above and the measured mode shapes extracted. Then,

the finite difference equation was applied and the total error (eT ) calculated as

eT =
∣∣φ(1)
r (x)−Dδφrm(x)

∣∣ (9.32)

This was repeated 500 times to give a sufficiently large population of errors for

each of the spacings, from which a random sample of 50 was taken and a 95%
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Finite Element Model
yi(t), fj(t), φr(x), λr, φ

(1)
r (x)

ỹi(t), f̃j(t)

Noise

Ỹi(ω), F̃j(ω)

FFT

Ỹi(ω),
F̄j(ω) = F̃j(ω) cos β

Alignment Error

Hij(ω) = Ỹi(ω)

F̄j(ω)

FRF

φrm(x), λrm

Curve Fitting

Mr = ‖φrm(x) − φr(x)‖

Measurement Perturbation

δmin ≈ λr

(
80Mr

9‖φr‖

)1/4

Optimum Spacing

DF
δ φrm(x)

Finite Difference

eT =
∣∣φ(1)
r (x) − Dδφrm(x)

∣∣
Total Error

Figure 9.3: Flow chart detailing the process followed to calculate optimum spac-
ings δmin (left hand side) in numerical investigation, and and total error eT (right
hand side) for numerical validation of error analysis.
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confidence interval calculated.

9.3.4 Results and discussion

The results of the numerical validation are presented in Figs. 9.4a-9.4e for modes

1-5 respectively. In each case, the total error (eT ) mean is shown with its confi-

dence interval. The figures show that by using the δmin value calculated by the

optimisation method, the error can be minimised, thus validating the approach.

For each mode, values below δmin give rise to much higher mean errors, showing

that the likelihood of the perturbation propagation error will affect the solution

rapidly increases as δ shrinks. Contrastingly, as δ becomes larger, the likelihood

of the truncation error effecting the solution increases, albeit more gradually than

for the propagation error. From this it is sensible to conclude that when δmin is

unknown, a larger δ value is more likely to give accurate results. The gradient of

the curves increases with wave number, which implies greater sensitivity to the

spacing δ. This is to be expected as the n = 3 finite difference equation becomes

less accurate as the frequency of the wave increases.

Whilst encouraging, this numerical example suffers from two drawbacks. First,

the result appears to be restricted to the use of a 3rd order finite difference scheme

(Table B.3). Second, the measurement perturbation bound has been assumed to

be known perfectly, which is of course impossible in a practical scenario. These

issues will be dealt with in Section 9.4 and 9.5 respectively.

9.4 Evaluating other high order derivative norms

Whilst it is advantageous to use the n = 4k − 1 forward/backward difference

equation, as ‖φ(p)
r ‖ can be evaluated exactly, it may not always be practicably

beneficial. In this case, a method to approximate ‖φ(p)
r ‖ from the standard modal

model (φr, ωr) must be found. It will now be shown, using the same numerical

example as above, that for forward/backward differences with n = 1 and n = 2

a good approximation to the optimum spacing can be found using the following
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(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2

(c) Mode 3 (d) Mode 4

(e) Mode 5

Figure 9.4: Results of the numerical validation using a beam with arbitrary
boundary conditions for the first 5 bending modes (a)-(e) using the n = 3 for-
ward FD equation: Spacing (δ) vs. Total error mean (—) (and 95% confidence
interval) as well as predicted optimum spacing δmin (- -)
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relationship:

‖φ(p)
r ‖ ≈ λ(p)

r ‖φr‖ (9.33)

which yields optimum spacings approximately given by:

δFmin ≈
1

λr

(
4Mr

‖φr‖

)(1/2)

and δFmin ≈
1

λr

(
6Mr

‖φr‖

)(1/3)

(9.34)

respectively.

Using the process outlined in Fig. 9.3 the same numerical investigation was car-

ried out on the structure shown in Fig. 9.2, this time using the approximate

optimum spacings given in Eq. (9.34). The results for the first and fifth modes

for the n = 1 and n = 2 forward difference equations are presented in Figs. 9.5a-

9.5d respectively.

The results follow the same trends as those of the n = 3 forward FD equations

presented in section 9.3, with the propagation error tending to infinity at small

spacings, and the numerical error tending to infinity more gradually as δ increases.

Most importantly, the approximate optimum spacings still result in the lowest

total errors in each case meaning that by using the approximate value for ‖φ(p)
r ‖

given in Eq. (9.33) it is possible to optimise the method for any finite difference

equation.

9.5 Approximating the ‘perfect modes’

The above examples have assumed perfect knowledge of the measurement pertur-

bation bound Mr, in that the mode shapes φr could be directly extracted from the

finite element model. In practice, this information is unknown and must some-

how be approximated. The example from section 9.3 is now revisited, allowing

the high order norm ‖φ(p)
r ‖ to be calculated explicitly, leaving the only error in

approximating the ‘perfect modes’ φr.

Assuming that the measurement perturbation (φ̄r) at any location x has a random
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(a) n=1 forward difference: Mode 1 (b) n=1 forward difference: Mode 5

(c) n=2 forward difference: Mode 1 (d) n=2 forward difference: Mode 5

Figure 9.5: Results of the numerical validation using a beam with arbitrary
boundary conditions: Spacing (δ) vs. Total error mean (—) (and 95% confi-
dence interval) as well as predicted optimum spacing δmin (- -)
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distribution, the mode shapes φr(x) may be approximated as the mean of a set

of K measured mode shapes {φrm1(x), φrm2(x), ..., φrmK(x)}, i.e.

φr(x) ≈ µr(x) = µ
(
φrm1(x), φrm2(x), ..., φrmK(x)

)
(9.35)

where µr(x) is the mean at location x of the rth mode. This approximation should

improve as K →∞.

In order to approximate the bound Mr it is also assumed that the set of mea-

sured values {φrm1(x), φrm2(x), ..., φrmK(x)} is also normally distributed. It is

well known that 95% of values from any normally distributed variable lie within

the range µ± 2σ, where σ is the standard deviation. Therefore, considering the

measurement perturbation defined in Eq. (9.12), it can be deduced that approx-

imately 95% of the values of φ̄r lie within the following region

[φ̄r(x)]95% = [φrm(x)− φr(x)]95%

≈ (µr(x)± 2σr(x))− µr(x)

≈ ±2σr(x) (9.36)

Substituting this into the measurement perturbation bound defined in Eq. (9.14)

an approximation on Mr can be found:

‖2σr‖ ≤Mr (9.37)

The accuracy of which should improve with the number of measurements K.

Before discussing the effect of this approximation on δmin, the assumptions made

above are discussed. It is a perfectly valid assumption that measurement error

such as noise will be randomly distributed; however, errors such as curve fitting

(especially if the process is automated) may be more systematic in nature and will

effect the accuracy of this approximation. The validity of the second assumption,

that a set of measured mode shapes at any location x is normally distributed, is

now demonstrated using the example given in section 9.3. To the finite element
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mode shapes φr noise, misalignment, and curve fitting errors were introduced as

before. This was then repeated 1000 times to represent K = 1000 experimental

repetitions. The data sets at x = 0 m and x = 0.25 m were extracted and indi-

vidual histograms generated. The results for modes 1 and 5 are plotted in Fig.

9.6, along with the normal density function generated using the associated µ and

σ. The figures demonstrate that independent of wave number or measurement

location, the measured data sets all have a (roughly) normal distribution, thus

validating the assumption made above.

The impracticality of repeating an experiment 1000 times would obviously render

the method worthless; therefore, the above approximation must now be validated

for small values of K. Consequently, the numerical investigation from section 9.3

was repeated, yielding δmin values of 0.0481 m and 0.0225 m for the first and fifth

bending modes respectively.

Additionally, from the 1000 sets of measured modes, a random sample of size

K = 3 were extracted. Using this sample δmin was calculated for the first and

fifth bending modes (r = 1, 5) using the following result:

δFmin =
1

λr

(
80‖2σr‖
9‖µr‖

)( 1
4

)

(9.38)

This process was then repeated for sample sizes between K = 3 and K = 1000.

The approximate δmin values are plotted against the expected values (0.0481 m,

and 0.0225 m) in Fig. 9.7. The figures clearly show that increasing the sample

size (i.e. the number of measurement repetitions) increases the accuracy of the

approximation as expected. In both cases, the data tends to a value at or near

the expected δmin value. However, even with very small sample sizes of K = 3,

the prediction is accurate to within 0.62% for mode 1 and 0.81% for mode 5;

thus, yielding inaccuracies of just +0.14 mm and -0.39 mm respectively. Due to

the accuracy in these approximations the optimum spacings given in Eq. (9.18)
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(a) Mode 1 at location x = 0 m with
µ1(x = 0) = 0.2953 and σ1(x = 0) = 0.032
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(b) Mode 1 at location x = 0.25 m with
µ1(x = 0.25) = 0.6146 and
σ1(x = 0.25) = 0.032
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(c) Mode 5 at location x = 0 m with
µ5(x = 0) = −0.5037 and

σ5(x = 0) = 0.031
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(d) Mode 5 at location x = 0.25 m with
µ5(x = 0.25) = −0.4195 and

σ5(x = 0.25) = 0.033

Figure 9.6: Histograms of 1000 measured mode shapes (φr) with normal density
function for modes 1 and 5 at locations x = 0 m and x = 0.25 m
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Figure 9.7: The effect of sample size (or number of measurement repetitions) on
δmin prediction for mode 1 (a) and mode 5 (b)

and Eq. (9.26) are redefined such that:

δFmin ≈
1

λr

(
‖2σr‖
‖µr‖

n∑
k=0

|ak|
nT

) 1
n+1

δCmin ≈
1

λr

(
‖2σr‖
‖µr‖

n∑
k=−n

|ak|
2nT

) 1
2n+1

(9.39)

where λr ≈ µ(λrm).

This section has concentrated on approximating the ‘perfect modes’ from a mea-

sured data set, showing that by obtaining a very small number of mode shape

measurements, it is possible to accurately calculate the optimum spacing. Thus

far, the effect of approximating the high order measurement norm (‖φ(p)
r ‖), and

the effect of approximating the ‘perfect’ mode shapes (φr) have been discussed in

isolation, using numerical examples. The next section, looks to utilise an exper-

imental data set to combine both approximations, and validate the effectiveness

of the optimised finite difference method in practice.
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9.6 Experimental Investigation

This section experimentally validates the error analysis, utilising data from a free-

free beam to demonstrate how effective the optimum spacings can be in practice.

The ‘perfect modes’ are approximated from three repetitions (i.e. K = 3), and

the n = 1 finite difference scheme is used to include the effect of approximating

the high order norm. A free-free beam was chosen as an example since the

boundary conditions can be easily reproduced under test conditions; therefore,

the finite difference results can be compared with the analytical solutions to the

beam equation.

9.6.1 Experimental calculation of optimum spacings

A cylindrical beam of length 0.5 m and diameter 0.02 m was suspended at each

end using light strings to produce the free-free boundary conditions. The beam

had standard steel material properties (density ρ = 7750 kg m−3, Young’s Modu-

lus E = 200 GPa) and standard geometry (cross section A = 3.14×10−4 m2, area

moment of inertia I = 7.9 × 10−9 m4). The response was measured with a sin-

gle accelerometer at 11 equally spaced nodes ({x1, x2, ..., x11}) separated by 0.025

m, by striking the beam at node 1 with an impulse hammer, as shown in Fig. 9.8.

In order to calculate the optimum spacing using only experimental data the pro-

cess depicted in Fig. 9.9 was followed. An experimental modal analysis was

carried out on the data set to extract the measured mode shapes (φrm) and nat-

ural frequencies (ωrm), from which the eigenvalues were calculated as

λ4
rm =

ρAω2
rm

EI
(9.40)

considering only the first five bending modes. This was repeated three times,

always replacing the accelerometer so as to include location error in the data, re-

sulting in three modal models. The optimum spacings for the n = 1 FD equation
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� � � � � � � � � � �

0.025m

0.5m

1 11
0.01m

Figure 9.8: A free-free beam of length 0.5 m, diameter 0.01 m, with 11 equally
spaced nodes, used for experimental validation of error analysis

were then calculated from the three repetitions, using the following result:

δFmin ≈
1

λr

√
4‖2σr‖
‖µr‖

(9.41)

giving δmin values of 0.038 m, 0.055 m, 0.056 m, 0.032 m, 0.033 m for the first

five modes respectively.

Placing an accelerometer at a location correct to the nearest 0.001 m is difficult in

practice, and seeing as the accelerometer has a width of 0.005m, the five optimum

spacings were averaged, and a value of 0.04 m used as the optimum spacing for

all five modes.

9.6.2 Experimental validation

The experimental data set included measurements at the eleven nodes of inter-

est {x1, x2, ..., x11} as well as eleven finite difference nodes {x1 + 0.04 m, x2 +

0.04 m, ..., x11 + 0.04 m}. The following process (outlined in Fig. 9.10) was per-

formed for validation purposes only, and would usually be unnecessary.

From the data set of twenty-two response signals, the measured mode shapes and

eigenvalues were extracted, the FD equation applied to the mode shapes to obtain

DF
δ φrm, and the eigenvalues were used with the solution to the beam equation

to construct an analytical model (φr, and φ
(1)
r ). The input error to the finite
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Experimental Model
yi(t), fj(t)

Measured Modes
φrm, λrm

Averaged Modes
µr, σr

Optimum Spacing
δmin

Figure 9.9: Flow chart detailing the experimental process for calculation of opti-
mum spacings

difference equation was calculated as the difference between the measured and

analytical modes, whilst the output error was taken as the difference between

DF
δ φrm and the analytical rotational modes (φ

(1)
r ).

In this context, the aim is therefore to minimise the output error, compared to the

input error, by adjusting the measurement spacing δ. To compare the optimum

spacing with other arbitrary spacings, the process was repeated at four other

spacings, 0.005 m, 0.01 m, 0.06 m, and 0.1 m, each time calculating both the

input and output errors.

9.6.3 Results and discussion

The results of the experimental validation are presented in Fig. 9.11, which shows

the ratio of the output error to the input error averaged over the eleven nodes,

for each of the five spacing values. It can be seen that the optimum spacing (or a

value close to it) can significantly reduce the error of the finite difference method

with non-exact data.
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Test Validation

Experimental Model
yi(t), fj(t)

Measured Modes
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Analytical Model
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Input Error
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Ouput Error∣∣∣∣DF
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r

∣∣∣∣

Finite Difference
DF
δ φrm

Figure 9.10: Flow chart detailing the process used to experimentaly validate error
analysis
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Figure 9.11: Bar chart comparing errors from experimental validation of error
analysis at five spacings

Of all the results plotted in Fig. 9.11, there is only one scenario (Mode 4, 0.01m

spacing) where the performance was better than that for the optimum spacing.

This may be because the correct spacing for this mode was actually calculated

to be 0.032 m, or it is also possible that, due to statistical variation in the data,

the error for this mode in the 0.01 m spacing experiment was significantly lower

than in the others.

9.7 Summary

The initial contribution of this chapter is a generalised error analysis of the finite

difference method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis with non-exact data,

which, to the author’s knowledge, is the first of its kind. By finding bounds on

both the truncation error and the propagation error from the perturbed data, it
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was shown that as the spacing between data points is reduced the propagation

error tends to infinity, whilst as the spacing is increased the truncation error tends

to infinity, therefore making the method unstable. Using the error analysis result,

the most significant contribution of this chapter was proposed. By balancing the

two error terms, a new optimised spacing was proposed to reduce the total error

of the method, for both forward/backward and central differences.

For the special case of the n=3 forward/backward difference scheme, the opti-

mum spacing can be calculated exactly, assuming perfect knowledge of the mode

shapes; whilst for all other finite difference equations, a good approximation can

be found, without making any assumptions on the boundary conditions of the

beam. Both the exact and approximate optimised spacings were demonstrated in

a numerical example (where a perfect modal model can be obtained) of a beam

with arbitrary boundary conditions. The results validated the error analysis,

showing spacing that for values below the optimum, a propagation error perturbs

the solution, whilst above the optimum, it is a truncation error that affects the

solution.

The drawback of the proposed method when applied experimentally is that the

user has no knowledge of the perfect modes; however, it was shown that by collect-

ing a small set of measurements the measurement accuracy of the finite difference

method may be optimised.

As a simple extension to this thesis, the new optimised finite difference method

could be applied with the structural modification of tool holder geometry in place

of the curve fitting method used throughout this thesis. It has the potential to

significantly improve upon the results achieved in this project.

The contribution to knowledge from this chapter stretches beyond the scope of

this project. One immediately obvious application of the above method would be

to receptance coupling substructure analysis; which, similarly to this project, uses

the finite difference method to approximate the rotational degrees of freedom of a
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machine tool. Beyond this there are several areas of research within the dynamics

field, in which the method could be applied to significantly improve the accuracy

of the results.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

10.1 Thesis summary

Chapter 2: Literature Review The first chapter reviewed some of the pub-

lished literature relevant to this project. Themes such as milling dynamics (and

the prediction of milling stability), chatter avoidance methods, and dynamic sub-

structuring were covered.

Chapter 3 : Background

In chapter 3 a brief overview of relevant theory was presented concentrating on

structural and machining dynamics, chatter prediction methods (including the

average tooth angle and Fourier series approach), as well as structural modifica-

tion theory.

Chapter 4 : The Effect of Tool Holder Geometry

The observations that inspired this project were validated in chapter 4 . It had

been observed in an industrial environment that tool holders from a leading manu-

facturer were significantly less chatter prone than that of their competitors which

had been attributed to the difference in their masses. A set of tool tip frequency

response functions were presented that highlighted the substantial effect of tool

holder geometry. The ability of tool holder geometry as a chatter avoidance

method was verified by comparison to tool stickout length – a variable that has
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already been successfully used to avoid chatter.

Chapter 5 : The Effect of Tool Holder Stiffness

Modifying the geometry of a structure results in a change in its mass and stiff-

ness; chapter 5 discussed the individual contributions of these factors when the

tool holder geometry is varied. Using a numerical model, the effect of pure mass

was compared to that of real mass and it was found that the contribution from

the change in stiffness must be included in any modelling or optimisation of tool

holder geometry.

Chapter 6 : Structural Modification of Tool Holder Geometry

In chapter 6 the structural modification (SM) method was applied to machining

dynamics in order to model and optimise tool holder geometry. The direct SM

method was used to successfully model how changes in tool holder diameter effect

the tool tip dynamics, and thus the stability of the milling operation. This allows

the user to select the most appropriate tool holder from the available selection,

using only a single set of data. The inverse SM method was also applied to the

same problem. It was shown that, despite the stability of a machining operation

being dependent on the dynamics in both x- and y-directions, tool holder geom-

etry may be optimised by applying inverse SM in a single direction.

Chapter 7 :

chapter 7.

.

.

.

Chapter 8 : Cutting Trials

The industrial capability of the prototype tunable tool holder was investigated in

chapter 8. To begin, the cutting force model was calibrated with the correct tool
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geometry and workpiece material, allowing for accurate stability lobe diagrams

(from the mass modification data and standard impact test data) to be calcu-

lated. Then, cutting trials were performed to determine the experimental stability

of the holder in various configurations. Predictions from the mass modification

method were compared to the experimental stability results to show that: firstly,

the mass modification method could be used to accurately predict the stability

of the prototype in an industrial environment, and secondly, the prototype was

capable of shifting the stability lobes to significantly lower spindle speeds.

Chapter 9 : Rotational Degree of Freedom Synthesis

With the potential of tool holder geometry as a chatter avoidance method es-

tablished, the requirement for highly accurate rotational degree of freedom in-

formation becomes apparent. The finite difference method for rotational degree

of freedom synthesis is well recognised in the research community, however, a

lack of analytical error analysis has limited the methods practicality. Therefore,

by performing an error analysis a new optimum spacing was proposed, which

balances the two errors inherent in the method, thus limiting the instability of

the method when applied to experimental data. The optimised method was then

verified using both numerical and experimental data. This method is proposed as

a potential improvement on the structural modification of tool holder geometry

for chatter avoidance.

10.2 Contributions to knowledge

� This thesis was the first to consider the effect of tool holder geometry on

tool tip dynamics. A set of experimental data was presented that showed

not only that tool holder diameter has a significant effect on the tool tip

FRF, but that its effect is comparable to that of tool stickout length. There-

fore one of the contributions to knowledge is the evidence that tool holder

geometry may be used as a chatter control method if the correct modelling

procedure is developed. This could have significant financial benefits for
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the manufacturing industry.

� One of the obstacles in developing such a modelling procedure is the un-

derstanding of why a change in geometry at the tool holder can have such

a significant effect on the dynamics at the tool tip. The individual con-

tributions of mass and stiffness were compared and it was found that the

effect of tool holder geometry is attributable to both mass and stiffness; a

contradiction to what had already been suggested by industry.

� Whilst the finite difference method relies on a small data set, the curve

fitting method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis used in chapters

6-8 carries the advantage that the resultant mode shapes are continuous in

the spatial domain. Therefore, the rotational FRFs may be extracted at

any point along the length of the structure. This is particularly beneficial

when using the prototype tunable tool holder.

� Direct structural modification theory for the selection of optimum tool

holder geometry is a new method of chatter avoidance, which allows the user

to select the best tool holder geometry from the available set. The capabil-

ity of the new method is similar to that of receptance coupling substructure

analysis with one important advantage it is not necessary to measure or

model the contact parameters that occur at the tool/tool holder interface.

� Inverse structural modification theory for the selection of optimum tool

holder geometry is also a new method of chatter avoidance, which allows the

user to reassign resonance based on tool holder diameter alone. The user is

able to calculate the tool holder geometry that will produce stability lobes

at their desired spindle speeds. Therefore allowing the user to maximise

the mass removal rate of a given operation by solving a single polynomial.

Importantly, it is also unnecessary to measure the interface dynamics and

the optimisation can be performed with the inclusion of damping. The

simplicity of this method gives it the potential to be a much more efficient

method of chatter avoidance than any previously proposed in the published

literature.
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�

.

.

.

.

.

� Experimental rotational degree of freedom measurement has applications

throughout the field of dynamics and beyond. The finite difference method

has received particular attention as it does not rely on expensive experimen-

tal equipment; however, achieving accurate results can be difficult. A new

optimised method has been presented, allowing the user to calculate a mea-

surement spacing which balances the truncation and propagation errors.

An experimental investigation showed the potential increase in accuracy

when the optimum spacing is applied. The new optimised method has the

potential to improve the results presented in this thesis.

10.3 Limitations and future research

Due to the industrial interest in the project, the research presented in this the-

sis has concentrated on tool holders with the HSKA63 spindle interface and in

particular those that use the heat shrink tool clamping technology. Whilst these

holders are becoming commonplace in high speed milling, this is a limited subset

of the commercial tool holders available to the manufacturing industry. Moreover,

within the HSK range, there are a vast array of tool holder geometries, of which

a very small set has been considered. A simple, yet important, extension to this

work is to demonstrate the ability of tool holder geometry as a chatter avoidance

method on a wider variety of commercial tool holders and spindle interfaces. Such

holders will always have similar (and most importantly simple) geometries that
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are well within the capabilities of the structural modification method.

The method of chatter avoidance by structural modification theory of tool holder

geometry has a simple drawback in that the length of the tool holders in con-

sideration must be identical. This limits its effectiveness as the range of holders

available to the user are likely to have varying lengths. Any dynamic substructur-

ing method that was used to model or optimise tool holder length, would suffer

the same difficulty as the receptance coupling substructure analysis method, in

that the properties of the interface between tool and tool holder must be known.

Whilst there is no obvious solution at the time of writing, the ability to optimise

tool holder length (without measuring the interface properties) may bring with

it the ability to optimise tool stickout length, a valuable instrument for the man-

ufacturing community.

chapter 7.

.

chapter 5,

chapter 6

.

.

.

In chapter 4 the effect of tool holder geometry was shown to be independent of

tool stickout length. In the later chapters, the length of the tool was minimised

to produce a structure with a single dominant mode. Therefore the structural

modification (SM) theory presented in chapter 6 looks at modelling and optimis-

ing tool holder geometry with respect to a single mode at around 1000 Hz. As the
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tool length is increased, the higher frequency bending modes will become more

dominant and must also be accurately predicted by the SM method. It is possible

that the truncated numerical models of the modification (B) (usually with 2 or

three nodes) do not consider enough modes for this to be successful. There are

two solutions to this problem. Either, include more nodes in both the experi-

mental (HA) and numerical(B) models, which will inherently include more error

in the solution. Or, use model reduction methods (such as the Guyan reduction

method [127]) to reduce the size of a larger numerical model so that the effect of

higher frequency modes may be included.

As touched upon above, one of the long term goals in the machining dynamics

field (and the wider engineering domain) is that of automated chatter detection

and avoidance methods. A large part of this is the advancement of robotic ma-

chining. Robotic milling structures suffer from considerably lower stiffness than

traditional milling machines, resulting in highly flexible low frequency modes

dominating the tool tip dynamics. It has been shown that the prototype tool

holder is capable of significantly reducing the natural frequency of the dominant

mode of a milling machine. If a similar technology were applied to robotic milling,

it may be possible to shift the frequency of these modes such that they no longer

effect the dynamics of high speed milling operations.

The optimised finite difference method for rotational degree of freedom synthesis

presented in chapter 9 is applicable in the modal domain only. Modal domain ap-

plication has the advantage of accuracy; however, the method is not time effective

due to requirement for experimental modal analysis. Actually, to produce accu-

rate results experimental modal analysis requires some level of user input, and

as the engineering community looks towards fully automated systems, the modal

domain application becomes ineffective. As discussed previously, the method has

also been applied in the frequency domain, which has the benefit of speed. There-

fore optimisation of the frequency domain finite difference method could form a

small but valuable future research project.
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On a similar note, the optimised method is only applicable to beam and beam-like

structures, due to the requirement of analytical knowledge of the mode shapes.

The assumptions that underpin the optimised method are also met by Warbur-

ton’s solution for the mode shapes of rectangular plates [128]. Therefore it is rea-

sonable to suggest that the optimised finite difference method may be extended

to include plates (and possibly shells), thus broadening the possible impact of

this research.
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Appendix A

Finite Element Model

A one dimensional finite element model of an exemplar milling spindle (based on

partial knowledge of the Starrag ZT-1000 and Cincinnati FTV5 machines) was

constructed using the SDTools finite element toolbox for MATALB [129]. The

geometry of the spindle is given in Table. A.1. The model was then constrained

to two degree-of-freedom motion to include one translation and one rotation.

The material used in the model includes standard steel(density ρ = 7750 kg m−3,

Young’s Modulus E = 200 GPa) for the spindle and tool holder and tungsten

carbide (density ρ = 15630 kg m−3, Young’s Modulus E = 55 GPa) for the tool.

A beam element, called pbeam, was used throughout the whole length of the struc-

ture, the dynamics of which are based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam solution [105].

A viscous damping model was used with a damping ratio of 0.03 for all modes.

The spindle was supported by four bearings, two near the front and two near the

back. Bearing stiffness was introduced using longitudinal spring elements applied

at the relevant locations. A simple bearing model was used that considers only

the applied preload (the force applied to the bearing to remove axial clearance)

as stated in the manufacturer’s guidelines. Since the FE model is static, thermal

softening effects can be ignored [130] along with any variable preload system

[131, 89]. Therefore the following relationship between bearing preload and axial
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Element No. Length (mm) Diameter Material

1 18 9.6 1
2 18 11.4 1
3 24 12 1
4 25.5 24 2
5 40 24 3
6 28.5 24 3
7 40 24 2
8 4.7 63 3
9 7.2 55 3
10 14.1 63 3
11 16 64.95 3
12 40.5 64.95 3
13 26 64.95 3
14 9 64.95 3
15 7.77 75 3
16 6.11 65.36 3
17 6.11 55.72 3
18 213 46.08 3
19 7.5 40.01 3
20 30 40.01 3
21 17.5 40.01 3
22 22.5 38 3
23 20 30 3
24 7.5 27 3

Table A.1: Geometry of exemplar finite element model spindle/holder/tool struc-
ture. Material key: 1= Tungsten Carbide, 2= Effective Material, 3= Steel.
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and radial stiffness (as outlined in [132] and further updated in [133]) is used:

ka = ca × 106 Pa
1/3 B2/3 sin5/3(β) D1/3 (N/mm)

kr = 0.64 ka cot(β) (N/mm) (A.1)

where ka is the axial stiffness, kr is the radial stiffness, ca is an empirically deter-

mined constant (specified by the bearing manufacturer), Pa is the axial preload

(N), B is the number of balls, β is the contact angle, and D is the ball diameter

(mm). This gave values of ka = 84×105, kr = 169×105 for the front two bearings

and ka = 14× 106, kr = 28× 106 for the back two bearings.

Then a modal analysis can be performed using the Lanczos numerical solver [134].

A convergence study was performed by dividing the course mesh into ever finer

elements until the natural frequency solution converged. Once an accurate modal

model had been found, it was converted into the frequency domain as discussed

in chapter 3, to find the tool tip FRF.

The MATLAB script used to generate the finite element model is given below.

MATLAB script

1D Finite Element Model

This file imports the geometry of the exemplar spindle as well as tool holder and

tool and exports the tool-tip FRF

freq=(0:0.1:5000); % frequency in Hz

fil=[0 0 0];

dir=[1 0 0];

% Load geometry from xls file

% [length(mm) Node1(m) Node 2(m) Diameter (mm) Radius (m) Mat]

geom=xlsread(’filename’);
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Generate Basic Mesh

Using imported geometry of spindle, tool holder, and tool generate a sparse mesh

that captures changes in diameter along length of structure

model.Node=[(1:size(geom,1)+1)’ zeros(size(geom,1)+1,3) ...

[geom(:,5);geom(end,6)] zeros(size(geom,1)+1,2)];

model.Elt=[Inf abs(’beam1’) 0 ; (1:size(geom,1))’ ...

(2:size(geom,1)+1)’ geom(:,7) (1:size(geom,1))’ ...

ones(size(geom,1),1) zeros(size(geom,1),2)];

model=fe_case(model,’FixDof’,’2-D motion’,[.01 .03 .04 .05]’);

Define Material Properties

Add material properties material 1= Tungsten Carbide 2= effective material

3=steel

model.pl=[3 fe_mat(’m_elastic’,’SI’,1) 5.5e11 0.22 15630 2.43E11;

2 fe_mat(’m_elastic’,’SI’,1) 3.1200e+11 0.28 1.033e+04 1.33e+11;

1 fe_mat(’m_elastic’,’SI’,1) 1.93e11 0.3 7800 0];

Define Element Type and Geometry

Input the various beam diameters from geom file to the p beam element. The

p beam element is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam solution

for i=4:length(geom)

beam_probs=[’dbval ’,num2str(i),’ circle ’,num2str(geom(i,4)/2)];

model.il=p_beam(model.il,beam_probs);

end

Define Boundary Conditions (Bearings)

Front bearings at nodes 7 and 10 (ka=84e5, kr=169e5) Back bearings at nodes

15 and 18 (ka=140e5, kr=280e5)
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model=feutil(’AddElt’,model,’celas’, ...

[7 0 23 0 100 0 0; 7 0 12 0 101 0 0;7 0 13 0 101 0 0]);

model=feutil(’AddElt’,model,’celas’, ...

[10 0 23 0 100 0 0; 10 0 12 0 101 0 0;10 0 13 0 101 0 0]);

model=feutil(’AddElt’,model,’celas’, ...

[15 0 23 0 200 0 0; 15 0 12 0 201 0 0;15 0 13 0 201 0 0]);

model=feutil(’AddElt’,model,’celas’, ...

[18 0 23 0 200 0 0; 18 0 12 0 201 0 0;18 0 13 0 201 0 0]);

model.il=p_spring(model.il,’dbval 101 ...

169e5’,’dbval 100 84e5’,’dbval 201 280e5’,’dbval 200 140e5’);

Create Fine Mesh

Divide the sparse mesh to create fine mesh based on results of convergence study

model=feutil(’Divide 5’,model);

Perform Modal Analysis

solve for modal model using the Lanczos solver which allows for specification of

frequency band of interest (in Hz)

InDof=1.02;OutDof=1.02’;

model=fe_case(model,’DofLoad’,’Force’,InDof,’SensDof’,’Sensors’,OutDof);

model=stack_set(model,’info’,’Freq’,freq);

modal_model=fe_eig(model,[2 15 1e3 0 1e-5]);

Convert Modal Modal into Frequency Domain

tooltip_frf=nor2xf(modal_model,model,’dis Hz’);
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Finite Difference Tables

n=1 Formula Accuracy
∑
|ak| T

Backward
φ(x)−φ(x−δ)

δ O(δ) 2 1/2

Forward
φ(x+δ)−φ(x)

δ O(δ) 2 1/2

Central
φ(x+δ)−φ(x−δ)

2δ O(δ2) 1 1/6

Table B.1: Finite difference formulae with coefficients for optimisation for n = 1
points

n=2 Formula Accuracy
∑
|ak| T

Backward
3φ(x)−4φ(x−δ)+φ(x−2δ)

2δ O(δ2) 4 1/3

Forward
−3φ(x)+4φ(x+δ)−φ(x+2δ)

2δ O(δ2) 4 1/3

Central
−φ(x+2δ)+8φ(x+δ)−8φ(x−δ)+φ(x−2δ)

12δ O(δ4) 3/2 1/30

Table B.2: Finite difference formulae with coefficients for optimisation for n = 2
points
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n=3 Formula Accuracy
∑
|ak| T

Backward
11φ(x)−18φ(x−δ)+9φ(x−2δ)−2φ(x−3δ)

6δ O(δ3) 20/3 1/4

Forward
−11φ(x)+18φ(x+δ)−9φ(x+2δ)+2φ(x+3δ)

6δ O(δ3) 20/3 1/4

Central (?) O(δ6) 5/3 1/150

Table B.3: Finite difference formulae with coefficients for optimisation for n = 3
points

(?)
φ(x+ 3δ)− 9φ(x+ 2δ) + 45φ(x+ δ)− 45φ(x− δ) + 9φ(x− 2δ)− φ(x− 3δ)

60δ
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AMRCB.ES Revision 4    Page 1 of 6 

Experiment Sheet 

 

Project No: AE006 Operator: TBC 

Start Date: 19.10.2016 End Date: 25.10.2016 

Document 
Number: 

AE006-AMRC-160725-
01 

Associated 
Documents: 

N/A 

Aims and Objectives of the Experiment: 

- Experimental validation of tuneable tool holder 
- Experimental validation of structural modification theory  
- Cutting Coefficient identification tests (mechanistic model) 
- Stability verification using stair-case workpiece machining 

Machine(s) and/or Equipment: Material(s): 

Cincinnati FTV5 (21,000rpm) 
Kistler 9255B large plate dynamometer (KTC Green Kit) 
Haimer tool balancer 
Haimer Balancing Rings/Screws 
IDC Impact Test Kit 
D12 Short tool (Sandvik 2P121-1200-NC H10F) 

 http://www.sandvik.coromant.com/en-
gb/products/Pages/productdetails.aspx?c=2p121-1200-
nc+h10f 

 
Prototype tuneable tool holder + collars 
Sandvik D20 milling tool – For surface preparation 

2P120-2000-NC H10F 
Bilz D20 Shrink fit holder (TH14 – Dynamic inventory) 
 

AL6082 blocks (machined to fit on Kistler 
9255B) x1 

Block to be machined as stair case 
feature on FTV5 
 

Method: 

All tests will be repeated for selected tools 
 
Selected tools for the test: 

D12 Short tool (Sandvik 2P121-1200-NC H10F) 

 
I. Balancing of the tools (completed 19/09/2016) 

a. Mount the tools to the shrink fit tuneable tool holder – with longest possible overhang (check 
with short tool) 

b. Measure the tool run-out after mounting tools; IF run-out is high (>10um), reattach the tool in a 
different orientation until desired low run-out is achieved (FTV5 spindle measures high runout) 

c. Balance the tools on the Haimer balancer (in FOF) using balancing screws and/or rings 

 Maximum allowable residual unbalance for G2.5 grade holders is ~1.6um for 16,000rpm 
(Appendix � 

II. Mode shape measurement (completed 19/09/2016) 
Nomenclature 

Gij Transfer function measured by hitting at the jth point and output measured from ith point 

a. Measure G15-Gx5 where point 1 is located at the tool tip, point 5 at the tip of the tool holder, and 
x is number of locations required to fully capture the mode shapes (10mm spacing). 

b. Experimental modal analysis (curve fitting) using sdtools structural dynamics toolbox in 
MATLAB, extraction of mode shapes. 

III. Rotational FRF synthesis/ Structural Modification (completed 19/09/2016) 
a. Fit 3rd order polynomials to measured translational mode shapes in MATLAB 
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b. Differentiate polynomials to get rotational mode shapes 
c. Construct rotational FRFs using experimental modal data  
d. Apply structural modification theory to measured data to predict tool tip FRFs for holder with 

various collar setups  
 

IV. Stability diagram generation (completed 19/09/2016) 
a. Generate the stability diagram in CutPro for the selected tool using FRF measurements 

 Half immersion milling up milling (6mm width) 

 Meet to discuss the results and decide on process to be tested 
b. Identify the absolute stability limit and maximum stable speed/depth 
c. Adjust the stair case feature CAD (step height, step count, step length and starting depth) 

according to the SLD 
d. Decide on the spindle speed range and increments to be tested 

 
V. Check FRF measurements  

a. Double check tool-tip FRF measurements on day of cutting 
 

VI. Preparation of the staircase block & cutting test 
a. Mount the dynamometer to the machine tool tomb stone 
b. Clock the dynamometer to achieve <100um/250mm parallelism  
c. Mount the workpiece using 6x M8 bolts 
d. Establish connection of the large plate dynamometer according to Appendix B 
e. Update the NX CAM according to (III)  

 CAM file: “K:\machining_dynamics\1_ACTIVE PROJECTS\ADG195 - Rotating FRF 
measurements\Drawings\StairCase” 

 D20 Sandvik tool will be used for the preparation 

 12000PRM, 0.075mm/tooth (1800mmpm) 

 Coolant on (M08) 

 ~32 minute machining time (for 15 steps, 17.33mm length, 1mm height) 
f. Post-process the operation with AMRC Post Master (install from K:\common\Post Master) 
g. Put D20 Sandvik tool mounted on Bilz shrink fit to the magazine 
h. Machine the part to stair case form 
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VII. Stability cutting tests 

a. Prepare a test table for the test where following will be recorded 

 apstart (starting depth), apmax (maximum depth at the end), ae (radial depth) =6mm 

 Feed/tooth 0.05mm/tooth 

 Spindle speed 5000 rpm – 15000rpm 

 Feed 500-1500 mm/min 

 Process audio response peak frequency (Hz) & magnitude (Pa) 

 Tooth pass frequency (Hz) 

 Fx and Fy maximum cutting forces (N) 

 Force peak frequency with FFT analysis in KistlerDynoware 

 Surface assessment (stable OR chatter) 
b. (IF POSSIBLE) Attach the PCB discretional microphone to an articulated arm on magnetic base 

and mount the assembly to the machine side wall 
c. Load the single line tool path program to the NC 

 50mm start/end extension with respect to the part 

 5mm depth start as default 

 Coolant on 
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d. Put required Z (to change axial depth) and X (to change radial depth and cut start location) on 
the NC window – NC program will not be altered 

e. Record data during cutting 

 Cutting force (Kistler Dynoware software) 

 Audio output data (CutPro MALDaq module) 
f. Take picture of the machine surface to distinguish step where chatter starts (exemplary picture 

below – chatter occurred at 15mm DoC) 
g. “Cleaning cut”: Machine the test surface using D20 Sandvik tool by removing +0.2 radial depth 

and +0.2 axial depth, as demonstrated below. 

 12000 rpm, 0.15 mm/tooth (3600mmpm) 
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Appendix A – Maximum permissible residual unbalance  
http://www.hornusa.com/fileadmin/user_upload/usa/PDF/Other-Catalogs/KFAHRIONUS_-_Technical_Info_-_2015.pdf 
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Appendix B – Kistler 9255B Dynamometer connection and software setup 
a. Connect the dynamometer cable to the 8 channel charge amplifier (Kistler Type 5070Ax11xx). 
b. Connect the charge amplifier to the Kistler DAQ system using RS232 and serial cable. 
c. Launch Kistler DynoWare software, click on Hardware, adjust: 

i. Hardware – 5070 
ii. 5070 version – 8 channel 
iii. Sensitivities of the channels – Check, dynamometer calibration document  
iv. Ranges of the channels – 2000N each (estimated, may be changed during test) 
v. RS232C Setup – Set COM3 as default, check. 
vi. Force & Moment calculation > Multi Component Mode – Type 1a for 8 channel Amplifier 

d. Under Hardware window, send adjusted parameters to the charge amplifier. Check for 
command to go through the charge amplifier screen. 

e. In Kistler DynoWare software, click Edit, adjust: 
i. Sampling Rate = RPS * 100 
ii. Measure time = (LengthOfCut / Feed) * SamplingRate 
iii. Save 

f. Record a sample measurement by tapping on the dynamometer with soft hammer at each 
direction one by one (2 times in X, 3 times in Y, 4 times in Z and push in Z). Check for correct 
signal recording. 
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